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This study presents a tool for community-based water resources management in hill-

side watersheds. A simulation-based methodology was developed for assessing water scarcity

on a watershed scale. The Spatial Water Budget Model was developed for simulating water

supply and demand and analyzing temporal and spatial variations in overall water balance

and in stream water flow due to changes in land use, population and industrial development.

Daily domestic, industrial, and agricultural water demands for the period 1994-1997

were quantified for the Cabuyal River watershed in southwest Colombia. Simulated flow

rates in the river compared well to measured flow rates and varied considerably over space

and time. The 4-year average annual simulated flow rate was 824 L/s, but it dropped below

300 L/s in the dry season and more than doubled during periods of heavy rainfall. Base flow

contributed more to river flow in the upper part of the watershed than in the lower part,

86.7% and 75.9% respectively, due to differences in land use. Although simulated water
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availability was at its lowest during periods when water was needed most, the river still

supplied sufficient water to meet all water demands on any day from 1994 through 1997.

Three different scenarios and their implications on water scarcity in the Cabuyal

River watershed in the year 2025 were analyzed: Corporate Farming, Ecological Watershed,

and Business as Usual. Different land use, water demand, demographics, and presence of

dams characterized each scenario. A plausible land use pattern for each scenario was created

with a rule-based land use change model. The percentage of the area covered by each land

use type was significantly different for each scenario.

Simulation results suggested that the watershed has the potential to meet anticipated

increases in water use under all three scenarios, although up to 61% of the river flow was

used in the dry season under the Corporate Farming scenario if there were no dams. Current

water management practices in the watershed do not provide much leeway for increased

water use. Simulation results indicated specific water management measures that could be

taken. For example, dams with a volume of about 0.5 - 1 million m3 could be built to supply

enough irrigation water and maintain flow rates of 350 L/s. Because of their limited capacity,

current drinking water systems should be used for domestic purposes exclusively.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY-BASED WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

The Importance of Water

For many years water has been considered to be a plentiful resource in most areas,

amounting virtually to a free good. The situation is now rapidly changing to the point that,

particularly in the more arid regions of the world, water scarcity has become the most

important threat to food security, human health, and natural ecosystems. An estimated 1.4

billion people, amounting to a quarter of the world's population, or a third of the population

in developing countries, live in regions that will face severe water scarcity by 2025 (Seckler

et al., 1999). Over one billion people live in arid regions that will face absolute water scarcity

by 2025. These regions do not have sufficient water resources to maintain 1990 levels of per

capita food production from irrigated agriculture, even at high levels of irrigation efficiency,

and also to meet reasonable water needs for domestic, industrial, and environmental purposes

by 2025. Competition for the limited amount of fresh water resources and conflicts about its

use is likely to increase.

The hillsides agro-ecosystem of Latin America covers about 1 million square kilo-

meters, and is the basis of livelihood for an estimated 20 million people. Principal countries

include Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, Guatemala,

Honduras and Nicaragua (CIAT, 1996). Some basic statistics on population size and fresh

water availability in these countries are given in Table 1-1. An estimated half of the hillside
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ecosystems in these countries is progressively deteriorating as a consequence of the com-

bined effects of deforestation, overgrazing, destructive tillage techniques, improper water

management and unfavorable socioeconomic conditions (Knapp et al., 1999). This seriously

threatens the food security of the already poor people in rural communities in these regions.

Several studies have recently been conducted to quantify water fresh water availabil-

ity and water scarcity at a global or national level. In these studies, countries were ranked

according to the per capita available “Annual Water Resources” (AWR). Falkenmark et al.

(1989) considered fresh water shortages local and rare for AWR values above 1,700 m3 per

capita, whereas water was considered a primary constraint to life for AWR values less than

500 m3 per capita. Alternatively, Raskin et al. (1997) considered water scarce when more

than 40% of the AWR was withdrawn. Seckler et al. (1998) also used an AWR approach, but

applied it to both low and high irrigation efficiency scenarios for 2025.

Global per capita AWR is currently about 7,870 m3 (Seckler et al., 1998), more than

four times the threshold 1,700 m3. Table 1-1 lists the AWR for a number of Latin American

countries that have a high percentage of steep-slope agriculture. For all countries in Table 1-1

except Peru, per capita AWR exceeds the threshold, suggesting an abundance of available

fresh water in these countries and enough leeway to expand water use in the future. However,

water availability is distributed in a spatially heterogeneous manner in patterns that differ

from water needs, that is, regions that have much water may need it least, and vice versa. The

AWR data in Table 1-1 do not give information on water availability on spatial scales smaller

than a country, for example, a watershed. Water availability may differ considerably between

different watersheds in a country or between different communities within a watershed. This

is the case in the Cabuyal River watershed in southwest Colombia (Figure 1-1). This water-
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shed represents a group of watersheds in which warning signs of reduced water availability

have been observed, even though the AWR value of the nation as a whole seems to be fine.

This chapter is a comprehensive introduction to a dissertation research that focused

on water management in the Cabuyal River watershed, and in particular analyzed the impli-

cations of various paths of future development on watershed availability in the watershed.

First, I discuss different uses and interpretations of watershed and management, and the

involvement of local communities. This is primarily based on a literature review. Secondly,

water management in the Cabuyal River watershed is set out in detail, discussing the water

supply system, water-related problems and conflicts, and the organizations that are involved

in water management. Thirdly, a research framework for assessing water scarcity is set out

and an outline of the dissertation is given.

Table 1-1. Basic statistics on population and water availability in Latin American countries
that have a high percentage of steep-slope agriculture.
Country Steep area1

(percent)

Population2

(million)

AWR3

(km3)

Per capita

AWR (m3)

Bolivia 40% 8.33 300 36019

Colombia 40% 38.91 1070 27503

Costa Rica 70% 3.80 95 25013

El Salvador 75% 6.32 19 3007

Ecuador 65% 12.65 314 24830

Guatemala 75% 12.22 116 9491

Honduras 80% 6.49 63.4 9776

Nicaragua 80% 4.69 175 37282

Peru 50% 25.66 40 1559

Venezuela 70% 24.17 1317 54489
1 Percent of the area under agriculture with slopes > 30%. Source: CIAT (1996).
2 Estimated 2000 population according to United Nations (1998) medium growth projection.
3 AWR = Annual (fresh) Water Resources. Source: Seckler et al. (1998).
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Terminology in Watershed Management

The Watershed Ecosystem

A watershed in a hydrological sense is a synonym for drainage basin or catchment

area. It refers to the total land area above some point (usually somewhere in a stream) from

where water collects and flows downhill to a common outlet (Black, 1996). Watershed

boundaries can be unambiguously delineated from topography and the location of streams

channels, and mostly do not coincide with boundaries of administrative units like provinces,

communities or villages.

Watersheds can be aggregated. Any watershed that does not directly drain into the sea

or a lake is part of a larger watershed. For example, the administrative Cabuyal region

includes the entire Cabuyal River watershed and parts of the Guaicoche River, Pescador

River, and Ovejas River watersheds (Figure 1-2). The three smaller rivers merge into the

Ovejas River, which is a direct tributary to the Cauca River, one of the Colombia's largest

rivers.

On the other hand, if the stream network in a watershed consists of multiple branches

(a branch is a single stream channel without junctions), then the watershed can be split up

into smaller watersheds. The number of sub-watersheds cannot exceed the number of stream

branches. Figure 1-3 illustrates the delineation of sub-watersheds. The sub-watersheds in

Figures 1-3 A, B, C, and D were delineated from different stream networks with minimum

contributing areas to streams of 500, 150, 40 and 10 ha, respectively. A lower threshold

results in more streams and more sub-watersheds. It is possible that sub-watersheds are

smaller than the thresholds (the thresholds apply to the streams, not to the sub-watersheds).
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Figure 1-1. Location of the Cabuyal River watershed in southwest Colombia.
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Guaicoche
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Pescador River

Ovejas River

Cabuyal River
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N

Figure 1-2. Division of the 7,525 ha administrative Cabuyal region into areas that directly
contribute to the Ovejas, Cabuyal, Guaicoche, and Pescador Rivers. The rivers form most of
the boundaries of the administrative Cabuyal region.
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B

C D

A

Figure 1-3. Boundaries of sub-watersheds within a 14.5 by 20 km area around the Cabuyal
River Watershed (blue colored), as delineated from streams that have minimum contributing
area of 500 ha (A), 150 ha (B), 40 ha (C) and 10 ha (D).
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Typical research programs that operate at watershed scale include storm water runoff

and drainage control, flood plain management, reservoir and dam control, understanding

movement of pollutants in the groundwater, and prevention of erosion and sedimentation.

These research programs focus on the hydrological function of watershed, that is, the collec-

tion, storage and discharge of water and any nutrients and soil particles carried by the water.

Watersheds also have an ecological function (Black, 1996). It is important to recog-

nize the human and biological activity within watersheds. Watersheds provide the basis of

livelihood for communities and their membersthey live there, grow crops, use water, and

use wood for fire and construction. Watersheds are also the natural habitat for animals and

other biological species, and function as an environmental filter. Hence, I define a watershed

as a "complex and dynamic ecosystem in which natural processes occur, agricultural and/or

industrial activities take place, and people interact with each other and with their natural

environment, and the boundaries of which are based on topography and the location of

stream channels.”

Watersheds, like many other natural and biological systems, are hierarchically or-

ganized and can be studied at a number of levels. Figure 1-4 illustrates the hierarchical

structure in a landscape with multiple watersheds and communities. Farms, households and

industries form the base of the hierarchy because the different activities and enterprises at

these levels are the users of water and land resources. The divisions into communities and

watersheds are independent and typically do not coincide. In the Cabuyal River watershed,

for example, streams function as boundaries between communities and as boundary for most

of the administrative watershed. Consequently, almost every sub-watershed (except the very

small ones) is located within the boundaries of two or more communities.
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Figure 1-4. Representation of the hierarchical structure of a multiple community hillside
landscape. Farms, households and industries form the base of the hierarchy.

Watersheds consist of different components like communities, people, soil, water,

farms, houses, industries and organizations. These components exist in association with one

another and interact with their biophysical and socioeconomic environments, that is, every-

thing external to the watershed. Watersheds are dynamic and adaptive systems, which change

due to natural and human-induced processes. Some processes have relatively low impacts on

watersheds, whereas others may temporarily or permanently alter watershed components.

Natural ecosystems are assumed to generally function around a dynamic equilibrium state or

multiple stable states (Holling, 1986). People may respond to the state of the watershed

systems by taking management actions or changing policies or rules that force the system to

move towards another state.
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Watershed Management

Watershed management refers to the integrated management of a multitude of re-

sources such as crop land, pasture, forests and water to each of which a multitude of often

conflicting interests relate (Knapp et al., 1999). It involves decisions on the conservation,

regulation, and allocation of resources (Hanna, 1995). Conservation decisions are made to

guide and limit resource use in order to preserve the quantity and the quality of that resource

over time. Regulation decisions affect the rate, timing and technology of resource extraction

by the various users. Allocation decisions determine how a limited quantity of a resource is

being divided among competing resource users.  Specific water-related management activi-

ties include storm water runoff and drainage control, water reservoir and dam control,

minimum stream flow control, peak flow reduction, reduction of sedimentation in stream

channels, improvement of irrigation efficiency, and equitable water allocation among water

users. Land-related management activities include prevention of soil degradation, erosion

control, and development and implementation of new tillage techniques. And forest-related

management activities include (controlled) deforestation and reforestation.

Watershed management activities take place and humans interact with others and

with nature according to institutional arrangements. An institution is not a synonym for an

organization in the narrowest sense of an administrative unit. I define a watershed manage-

ment institution as “a set of formal and informal norms, laws, rules, rights, sanctions and

conflict resolution mechanisms, designed and applied to manage and control the supply,

allocation, and use of watershed resources, and the processes by which these shift and

change.” Resource management institutions have been extensively discussed in the literature

(e.g. Bromley, 1989; Ostrom, 1990; Ostrom et al., 1993; Hanna and Munasinghe, 1995;

Singleton and Taylor, 1992).
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A central theme in literature on resource management and institutions is the "Tragedy

of the Commons" (Hardin, 1968). It refers to a possible fate of resources that are not owned

by anyone and accessible to everyone, the so-called open access resources. It has been

generally agreed upon that open access resources are highly susceptible to over-use and

degradation as a consequence of each user’s incentive to use as much as possible, or at least,

use it before others do (McKean, 1992; Ostrom 1990; Roberts and Emel, 1992). The tragedy

of the commons illustrates that the absence of institutional arrangements, as well as ill-

defined and non-enforced institutions, may have a strong adverse affect on the state of the

resources in a watershed.

Watersheds have been widely recognized as an appropriate biophysical or socio-

economic unit for management of water resources (Lal, 1999; Rhoades, 1998; Brooks et al.,

1997). The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) named

the watershed as the unit of analysis for integrated water resources management in Agenda

21 (McKinney et al., 1999). Virtually all major development organizations, ranging from the

World Bank to small local NGOs, are promoting watershed management in hundreds of

communities throughout the world (Rhoades, 1998). Agricultural research centers like the

International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT) and the International Water Manage-

ment Institute (IMWI) have adopted the watershed as a useful unit of organizing research and

development activities (Knapp et al., 1999; McKinney et al., 1999). These projects are

generating a large number of publications and conference proceedings (Lal 1999; McKinney

et al., 1999; Batchelor et al., 1998).

Two important aspects make watersheds suitable spatial units for water management.

First, the outlet of the watershed is not only the point towards which all water flows, it is also

the point that accumulates the effects of land and water management activities. These effects
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are often deferred to those not directly involved in these activities. Watersheds thus provide a

vehicle to consider the critical linkages between upstream and downstream effects, and on-

farm and off-farm effects. Secondly, a watershed is a spatial scale that is readily appreciated

by policy makers and planners, and offers a reasonable compromise between the small units

of farmers' fields and a larger units such as a landscape (Rhoades, 1998). The watershed is a

useful scale to which both local stakeholders and policy makers can relate. This makes it an

ideal unit to balance production and conservation over both the long and short term planning

horizons, address multiple-stakeholder resource issues, and to assess the impacts of human

intervention (e.g., extraction and pollution of water, and construction of dams) on the quan-

tity and quality of available water.

Involvement of Local Communities

A community may be thought of as a group of people living together in a village or

another spatial unit based on an administrative division. Specific landmarks such as roads or

streams may form the boundaries of communities. This classification of a community is

rather restrictive because it does not consider any other factors that may be important. A

group of people may also form a community because they are attached to each other by

common characteristics in relation to ethics, religion, language, beliefs or other cultural

aspects (Agrawal, 1997). In addition, community members usually share a set of common or

open access resources. Communities have a more-or-less stable set of members who can be

expected to interact with one another for some time (Singleton and Taylor, 1992).

Local communities and their members are frequently involved in resource manage-

ment and conservation activities (Rhoades, 1998). Community members may help identify

when and where problems arise, implement management techniques, or be actively involved
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in resource use monitoring. For example, in the Cabuyal River watershed, local farmers were

involved in establishing live barriers to protect water courses and reduce soil erosion on steep

slopes (Ashby et al., 1996). The reason for their involvement was to achieve a trade-off

(between effectiveness of conservation practices and their utility to farmers) that was accept-

able to farmers, and thereby improved the overall acceptability of conservation techniques.

Whereas it is argued that there are few viable alternatives to community-based management

and conservation (Wells and Brandon, 1992; Agrawal, 1997), community involvement is no

absolute guarantee for successful resource management projects (Ostrom, 1992).

Both theoretical foundations and practical evidence has become available on the im-

portance of strong community structures and active involvement of communities in resource

management and conservation. Singleton and Taylor (1992) argue that community involve-

ment is characterized by low transaction costs, that is, all expenses to gather information,

identify possible solutions, negotiate agreements, design regulations, coordinate participants,

monitor conditions and enforce regulations. Ostrom (1990) noted that the actual use of water

and land resource units takes place by individuals at the level of industry and farm enterprises

and household activities. Community-level institutional arrangements will have the most

influence on the activities of these individuals rather than those imposed from national and

regional levels. It is more likely that resource users believe and act according to what a

knowledgeable local individual or community leader says, than a state official who is not as

familiar with the specific local conditions (Singleton and Taylor, 1992; Ostrom et al., 1994).

Community management promotes democracy and equity because it gives members of the

community an opportunity to directly share in the decisions about how their resources are

used and share in the benefits that are gained from their use (Renard, 1991; Ostrom et al.,

1994). Agrawal (1997) argued that the short distance between community members facili-
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tates the immediate discussion and resolution of problems. A larger geographical area or

spread of the community implies slower communication, not only because of the actual

distance, but also because larger and more bureaucratic organizations may be involved.

Based on experience with local stakeholders in the Cabuyal River watershed,

Ravnborg and Ashby (1996) identified six functions that are considered essential to local-

level watershed management organizations. These functions are: (1) identifying stakeholders

and ensuring their representation in management efforts, (2) providing forum for analysis and

negotiation of diverse interests, (3) defining rules and norms for the use of resources within

the watershed, (4) initiating a process of local-level resource monitoring research, (5) formu-

lating and exerting demand for services from external institutions in support of local man-

agement efforts and (6) negotiating internal versus external watershed interests.

Water Management in the Cabuyal River Watershed

Characterization of the Watershed

The Cabuyal River watershed is located between 76.63° - 76.49° W and 2.70° - 2.88°

N in the Cauca department in southwest Colombia (Figure 1-1). This watershed is one of the

primary research sites of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT). It is a

good example of the difference in scale between catchment boundaries and administrative

boundaries: the administrative area of the Cabuyal region contains 22 communities and is

7,525 ha, but the catchment area of the Cabuyal River is only about 3,250 ha. A total of 5,357

people were living in the administrative Cabuyal region in 1995 (de Fraiture et al., 1997).

The topography in the watershed is very steep. Elevation ranges from 1,175 to over

2,200 m and nearly half this area has slopes greater than 30 degrees with slopes up to 75

degrees. The landscape is highly heterogeneous with many small plots of natural forest, bush
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scrub, pasture, coffee plantation, and various subsistence and cash crops (Langford and Bell,

1997). This highly fragmented landscape is characteristic of most hillsides in Latin America

and the Caribbean. Production of a variety of subsistence and cash crops by small farmers is

the main activity in the watershed. Industrial activity is limited to processing of cassava in

small plants and coffee at farms.

The Cabuyal River and its many small tributary streams supply the water to serve the

needs of households, farms, and local industries within the catchment. There is no stream

inflow or surface run-on from neighboring regions. All water in the Cabuyal River originates

from natural springs and surface runoff within the watershed, i.e. where the people live. This

is an important feature of this watershed, as well as for many other hillside watersheds

throughout Latin America and the Caribbean. The flow rate in the river varies significantly

over space and time. The average annual flow rate of the river is about 1000 L/s (at the

watershed outlet), but it can easily double after strong rain events, whereas it decreases to just

250-300 L/s during the dry months of August and September (de Fraiture et al., 1997).

Part of the water of the Cabuyal River is diverted into small pipes to provide clean

drinking water to the majority of the households. These networks of pipes are referred to as

drinking water systems, locally known as acueductos. A total of 9 drinking water systems

exist in the administrative Cabuyal region, with capacities varying from 1 to 10 L/s (Table

4-3). Some families do not have access to a drinking water system and use private wells to

get water during the dry season. However, water supply by wells is negligible compared to

water supply by the river and streams (de Fraiture et al., 1997). This is another important

feature of this watershed.
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Watershed Management Organizations

Cropland, pasture, forests and water are managed resources in the Cabuyal River

watershed. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the inhabitants of the watershed were con-

fronted with a bewildering number of governmental and non-governmental organizations that

were involved in some way in the management of watershed resources (Ravnborg and

Ashby, 1996). These organizations had their own and often, from a watershed management

point of view, contradictory programs. The following organizations were the main ones.

FEDECAFE (Federación Nacional de CafeterosNational Coffee Federation) is the

autonomous and powerful federation of Colombian coffee producers that provides technical

assistance and credits to coffee producers. The CVC (Cooperación Valle de CaucaCauca

Valley Corporation) is a large organization with the mandate to manage water and land

resources in the Cauca River watershed. Specific CVC activities included hydroelectric

power generation, supply of irrigation water, flood control projects, and supply of permits

needed for land clearing and burning (Ashby, 1985). ICA (Instituto Colombo

AgropecuarioColombian Agricultural Livestock Institute) is part of the Colombian Minis-

try of Agriculture. Their role has been limited to the provision of technical assistance and

credit, exclusively to farmers who want to implement specific recommendations and guide-

lines of the FEDECAFE and CVC (Ashby, 1985). JACs (Junta de Accion Comunataria--

Community Action Group) are community-level organizations that integrated and harmonized

activities of people within a community (Baptiste, 1994). These organizations administered

and assisted in meeting local needs for education, health care, water management, housing,

infrastructure, agricultural production, labor, cultural activities, reforestation, and other

conservation practices. JAAs (Junta Administradora del Acueducto-Local Aqueduct

Committee) were responsible for the management of the drinking water system, which
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includes maintenance, repair of minor damages, and the collection of water fees (de Fraiture

et al., 1997). In addition to these main organizations, there were various minor groups based

on indigenous skills, religion, profession, and sex. Despite the fact that such groups are

relatively small, generally with no or low budget, and without any official status, they may all

affect decisions on resource management. A detailed listing of all organizations and their

function is given by Ravnborg and Ashby (1996) and CIAT (1993).

To better address multiple conflicting interests and improve coordination between the

many organizations, the inter-institutional consortium CIPASLA (Consorcio Interinstitu-

cional para una Agricultura Sostenible en Ladera) was created in 1993 (Ravnborg and Ashby,

1996). The working area of CIPASLA is restricted to the Cabuyal River watershed. CIPASLA

consists of three committees. First, an Inter-Institutional Committee, with the mandate to better

plan and coordinate the activities of participating organizations and strengthen their ability to

support the communities. Secondly, the Watershed User Committee (FEBESURCA (Federa-

ción de Beneficiarios de la Subcuena de Cabuyal), with the mandate to provide information

about the needs of communities and their members and to support the formulation of projects in

communities. In 1996, eighteen out of 22 communities have a representative in FEBESURCA.

The third committee is the Coordinating and Technical Committee (Ravnborg and Ashby,

1996), which coordinates activities of all organizations and provides technical assistance with

the implementation of management and conservation activities. CIAT has an advisory and

supporting role in this committee.

A Decade of Increasing Water Problems

Local stakeholders have identified the decrease of the production capacity of water,

soil and forest resources as one of the major problems in their watershed (CIAT, 1993).
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Reduced or insufficient water availability during the dry season was recognized as a serious

problem. It constitutes an immediate health threat to the population and crop loss may occur

if no irrigation water is available. Competition for water and conflicts between and within

communities about water use has increased during the last decades (de Fraiture et al., 1997;

Ravnborg and Ashby, 1996). Local stakeholders have expressed concern about the negative

effects of certain land use changes (in particular deforestation) and lack of adequate soil

conservation techniques on the hydrological response of the watershed. They are also con-

cerned about the consequences of decreasing water yield and unregulated water extraction on

water availability (de Fraiture et al., 1997). Local farmers argue that river flow has generally

become less predictable and that higher peak flows occur. This also increases the risk for

flooding of riverbanks, erosion, crop loss and possible damage to any equipment and small

dams that may be located in the river.

Most water problems occur in the middle and lower parts of the watershed. Although

downstream communities have the advantage of benefiting from a larger catchment area and

thus higher stream flows, they also experience the greatest effects of any changes in land and

water use that occur at higher elevations. Downstream communities argue that deforestation

in the higher part of the watershed has contributed to the decrease in river flow, and that they

have less water available for irrigation because communities in the upper part of the water-

shed extract too much water (de Fraiture et al., 1997; Ravnborg and Ashby, 1996). Conse-

quently, they are experiencing longer periods of drought stress, which increases the risk for

crop losses.

Another problem is related to the misuse of the drinking water systems. Some farm-

ers illegally use water from the drinking water system to irrigate vegetable crops during the

dry season (de Fraiture et al., 1997). This practice is generally cheaper and less cumbersome
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than taking water from the river, however, it can significantly reduce drinking water avail-

ability for families in lower laying communities. In the dry summer of 1996, the drinking

water system ran dry in the community of El Socorro in the lower part of the watershed

(Ravnborg and Ashby, 1996). This caused an immediate health threat the people in these

communities.

Cassava processing industries are potential sources of water contamination.  Al-

though the local population has expressed concern about the effects of decreasing water

quality on human and animal health (CIAT, 1993), preliminary water quality analysis did not

indicate significant water contamination (de Fraiture et al., 1997). However, if industrial

activity expands, significant amounts of stream water may be used to wash and process

agricultural products. This processing water is typically returned to the river. This may result

in water contamination and increase biological oxygen demand, which may cause a human

health risk and threatens in situ use of the river for fishery activities (de Fraiture et al., 1997).

Water resources in the watershed can be characterized as open access resources from

which everyone can use virtually unlimited amounts. Despite the involvement of many

management organizations, institutional arrangements for water use are not effective. Stream

water is really an open access resource. The Colombian Water Law states that one is owner

of a water source if it originates and dies on one's property (de Fraiture et al., 1997). How-

ever, this is not the case anywhere in the watershed and there are no regulations whatsoever

about the use of stream water. The local aqueduct committees are responsible for the mainte-

nance and regulation of water use from the drinking water systems. Inhabitants pay a small

monthly connection fee. Upon paying the fee, virtually unlimited amounts of water can be

extracted because water use is not really monitored and legal fines for misuse of water
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(irrigation purposes) are not imposed. This lack of institutions makes the drinking water an

open access resource, rather than a commonly owned and managed property.

Research Framework

Assessing Water Scarcity

One thing is certain in the future as human population and food demand in the

Cabuyal River watershed increase, water and land use will change, and there will be increas-

ing pressures on water and land resources. Competition for water to meet agricultural,

domestic and industrial water demands will increase. Experience with stakeholders and

decision making processes in the watershed showed that it is increasingly important to

provide quantitative information about the state of water resources (CIAT, 1997), and how

supply and use of water change over space and time as changes in the landscape and demo-

graphic patterns occur. Local decision-makers are generally not very aware of the interde-

pendence between different resources, the impact of using them, and any associated up-

stream-downstream affects within the watershed (Knapp et al., 1999). Providing this infor-

mation is considered a critical part in negotiating compromises to resolve conflicts, gaining

commitment of local stakeholders to institutional arrangements and resource preserving

management practices, and helping decision-makers guide development in a direction that is

desirable for local communities and their people.

This overall goal of this dissertation is to study the dynamics of water supply and

water demand under different directions of future development in the Cabuyal River water-

shed. The framework for this dissertation research is based on evaluating and quantifying

water scarcity for the current situation and for future scenarios. This framework is a specific

implementation of what Waltner-Toews (1996) referred to as conducting a "fitness test for
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ecosystem health", where health refers to water availability/scarcity over space and time, and

the ecosystem to a watershed. A future situation is analyzed by quantifying the effects of the

drivers under that path of development and comparing the situation before and after applying

the stresses. Although the focus is on the availability and use of water resources, effects of

changes in land use are accounted for as well. Figure 1-5 gives an outline of the research

framework and the different steps involved. Each step is explained in detail.

STEP 1
Identify relevant indicators (early
warning signs) of water scarcity.

STEP 2
Quantify effects of drivers under
different paths of development.

STEP 3
Simulate watershed’s water

supply/demand balance.

STEP 4
Identify under what conditions

water scarcity could occur.

STEP 5
Formulate implications for local

communities and decision-makers.

Figure 1-5. Framework and steps involved in assessing water scarcity under different paths of
development at a watershed scale.

First, Relevant indicators (early warning signs) of water scarcity must be identified

(Step 1). Observations in a watershed include increased crop loss due to increased drought,

inability of farmers to irrigate crops, insufficient drinking water availability, lower river flow

rates, an increasing number of artesian wells running dry, and growing conflict about water

use. For a simulation study, one can look at the AWR throughout the year, the percentage of

AWR that is used to meet domestic, industrial, and agricultural water demands, the location

in the watershed where water availability is lowest compared to the water needs, and during

what time of the year the risk for water scarcity is highest.
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Secondly, the relevant drivers under different paths of development must be identi-

fied and their effects on the watershed quantified (Step 2). A driver is a change in the bio-

physical or socioeconomic environment that affects the water balance of the watershed

during at least part of the year, or may result in permanent changes in water supply or water

demand. Drivers that are considered in this study are land use changes, increase in population

and demographic shifts within the watershed, industrial development, expansion of the area

irrigated land, changes in the locations where water is extracted from streams, and the

construction of dams.

Thirdly, water supply and water demand in the watershed is simulated using a water-

shed model (Step 3). The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) was developed for this

purpose. This model helps quantify watershed responses to the above mentioned drivers. It is

a critical tool for assessing water scarcity over space and time on a watershed scale. Because

the stream network takes a central position in the watershed—it is the medium along which

effects of land use and water use accumulate—it is also the key component of SWBM.

Fourthly, simulation results are analyzed and the indicators of water scarcity are cal-

culated (Step 4). A comparison is made between simulated water supply and water demand

before and after accounting for the changes that take place in the watershed. By evaluating

the effects of these changes, one can identify under what conditions the indicators could

exceed critical values and, consequently, when water scarcity might occur.

Fifth, implications for local communities and policy makers can be formulated (Step

5). Information on the state of water resources under a range of conditions can improve the

capacity of multi-institutional alliances like CIPASLA to perform some of the critical

functions identified by Ravnborg and Ashby (1996). They can become proactive and develop

appropriate rules and norms for resource use, initiate water resource conservation activities,
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identify better water allocation techniques, and formulate specific needs for community

participation and demand for external support. Results could also help design water use

monitoring schemes under a wide range of conditions and suggest specific early warning

signs of water scarcity that farmers could look for.

Outline of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized around several distinct research activities. Each activity

is described in a separate chapter. Every chapter is written in publication format, which

makes it easy to read and understand it without reading the preceding chapters.

Chapter 2 explains a simplified drainage and lateral flow model, which is part of

Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM). This simplified drainage and lateral flow model

approximates daily drainage out of hill slopes to streams. The model is a distributed delay

model with 2 compartments that describes movement of water below the root zone to

streams, without quantifying lateral flow of water along the pathways down slope.

Chapter 3 introduces the SWBM model. The model is mainly based on existing

knowledge on hydrological processes and makes use of GIS raster structures. All governing

equations and the implementation of the model in ArcView GIS are explained. The model

was calibrated and evaluated for the Cabuyal River watershed, Colombia.

Chapter 4 gives a detailed explanation of the simulation of water use and dams by the

SWBM model. Domestic, industrial and agricultural water demands in the 1990s in the

Cabuyal River watershed were quantified. The implications of actual water use and hypo-

thetical dams on water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed are analyzed.

Chapter 5 explains a stochastic model developed to generate land use patterns for any

time in the future. The model accounts for the effects of various landscape characteristics that
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are considered relevant to describe how land use changes. Relative tendencies to move from

one to another land use type are specified. The model was used to generate a plausible land

use pattern for three different scenarios for the Cabuyal River watershed in 2025.

Chapter 6 discusses the implications of various paths of future development on the

health of the Cabuyal River watershed in 2025 on water availability and water scarcity. Three

different scenarios were developed based on contrasting but plausible views about the future

economy, landscape, population, and use of water and land resources in the watershed:

Corporate Farming, Ecological Watershed, and Business as Usual scenarios. Critical aspects

of water availability in the Cabuyal River, current water management practices, and implica-

tions for local communities and decision-makers are discussed.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the results of this study.
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CHAPTER 2
SIMPLIFIED DRAINAGE AND LATERAL FLOW MODEL

Introduction

Soil water above the Drained Upper Limit (DUL) water content is subject to drain-

age. Drainage water is also referred to as gravitational storage or detention storage (Black,

1996). Darcy's Law provides the basis for describing the movement of soil water as a result

of differences in hydraulic head. The Richards Equation is the governing, continuous equa-

tion for water flow in an unsaturated soil (Richards, 1931; Swartzendruber, 1969), and when

saturation prevails it becomes the Laplace equation. These equations must be solved for

existing boundary conditions. In practice, finite difference or finite element methods are used

to obtain a numerical solution for these equations (Wang and Anderson, 1982).

In the Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) it is assumed that an impervious rock

layer causes the gradient in hydraulic head for lateral water flow (Figure 2-1), and that all

lateral flow eventually reaches a stream. A simplified model was developed to overcome a

number of difficulties in calculating lateral flow to streams in a hillside watershed that has a

complex and heterogeneous landscape. First, calculation of lateral water flow requires

detailed information on soil properties, geology, and presence of any confined and uncon-

fined ground water aquifers. Such specific data are generally only available for experimental

watersheds in which many detailed measurements have been taken. This generally does not

apply to the typical agricultural hillside watersheds in Latin America.
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 Secondly, the model can be applied to any spatial scale, regardless of the level of complexity

and heterogeneity of the landscape. The model works for a single hill slope with a single

stream, as well as for a large watershed with multiple streams. Thirdly, implementing a finite

difference method in a raster GIS requires that the GIS' programming language allows

calculating the interactions among neighboring grid cells. ArcView GIS' scripting language

Avenue (ESRI, 1996a) currently does not provide this capability. The simplified drainage

model is computationally efficient and was fully integrated with other modules of SWBM.

This chapter explains the simplified drainage and lateral flow model . Use of this

model is illustrated for a simple situation: water flow in one direction along a single hill slope

with underlying bedrock. Simulated drainage rates of the simplified drainage model are

presented and compared with those from a finite difference approximation of Darcy’s Law.

They are also compared with those of a 1-compartment delay model to illustrate the advan-

tage of using 2 compartments.

Materials and Methods

Theoretical Darcy Flow Model

Figure 2-1 shows a representation of a hill slope as a series of N connected land units.

Land unit j=1 is at the top of the hill and land unit j=N is at the bottom of the hill, adjacent to

a stream. Drainage water flows along an impervious rock layer to the lowest land unit j=N

from where it flows into the stream.
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j=N-1

Figure 2-1. Representation of a single hill slope as a series of N connected land units (grid
cells). The light colored part of the hill slope is soil that has a detention storage capacity
greater than zero, the dark colored part is an impervious rock layer.

If no additional water enters the soil after t=0, then for t>0 the water content de-

creases until it reaches the drained upper limit in each land unit j, at which time drainage out

of the soil profile stops. Wj indicates the drainable amount of water in land unit j (m3). The

change in this amount of water (∆Wj) during a time interval ∆t can be approximated by the

finite difference representation of Darcy’s Law:
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where hj is the average hydraulic head hydraulic in land unit j, measured with respect to some

common datum level, Kj is the hydraulic conductivity in land unit j (m d-1), ∆x is the distance

between the centers of two adjacent land units (m), Aj is the cross-sectional area through

which water flows from land unit j to j+1 (m2), and ∆t is the time step (d).

On any day t, total drainage out of the hill slope in the stream, TOTDRS1,t (m3d-1), is

the rate of water flow out of the lowest land unit j=N. This volume is equal to the cumulative

net change in drainable amount of water in all land units at any particular day:
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The relative daily drainage fraction at day t, RELDRNt (d
-1), is calculated as:
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A simulation was performed for a hill slope consisting of N=10 land units, each 50 m

wide and 50 m long, a slope of 20% and a hydraulic conductivity of 1 m d-1. The soil profile

was assumed saturated at t=0 with a uniform drainable water depth of 1 m. The profile was

allowed to drain for 100 days. No water was added during that period.

Figure 2-2 shows the drainage rate TOTDRS1 over time. It is nearly constant at a

maximum rate of 500 m3d-1 during the first 20 days, after which is gradually decreases. The

total amount of drainable water, which is the area below the curve, is 25,000 m3. Figure 2-3

shows the remaining fraction of the amount of drainable water over time, for each land unit

j=1..10 (black curves) and for the hill slope as a whole (red curve). The water content

decreased quickest in the land unit furthest away from the stream (j=1) and slowest in the

lowest land unit adjacent to the stream (j=10). Figure 2-4 shows the relative drainage fraction

RELDRN for the hill slope as a whole. Note that the y-axis in Figure 2-3 is identical to the

x-axis is Figure 2-4. Thus, the lowest point of the curve in Figure 2-4 corresponds to t=0 and

the highest point to t=100. The relative daily drainage rate was lowest when the soil profile

was saturated (at t=0) and highest when the soil water content was near DUL (at t=100).
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Figure 2-2. Simulated drainage out of a hill slope of 10 land units, each 50 m wide and long,
calculated with a finite difference approximation of Darcy’s Law, for an initial drainable
water depth of 1 m, 20% slope, and hydraulic conductivity of 1 m d-1.
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Figure 2-3. Remaining fraction of the amount of drainable water for all N=10 land units
(black curves) and for the hill slope as a whole (red curve), calculated with a finite difference
approximation of Darcy’s Law.
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Figure 2-4. Relative daily drainage fraction as a function of fraction drainable water, for the
hill slope as a whole, calculated with a finite difference approximation of Darcy’s Law.

Simplified Drainage Model

An empirical approach was developed to approximate daily drainage out of a hill

slope into the river (TOTDRS1). This simplified drainage model is a 2-compartment, distrib-

uted delay model to describe movement of soil water to streams without computing flow

between adjacent land units along the flow path. The actual water content in the soil is not

estimated. The model was developed to mimic the rate of drainage indicated by the curves in

Figures 3-2 and 3-4 and the red colored curve in Figure 2-3, but not those of the ten individ-

ual curves in Figure 2-3. Figure 2-5 gives a representation for the method of calculating

drainage out of the soil profile to the stream.
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Total drainage into stream, TOTDRS2

DRFRC1(1)

DRFRC1(2)

root zone
j = 1 root zone

j = 2

root zone
j = 10

DRW1(1)

DRW1(2) DRW2(2) DRW10(2)

DRW10(1)DRW2(1)

DRAINV1 DRAINV2

Figure 2-5. Representation of the soil profile as a series of independent land units, each
having a root zone and two compartments that store water and delay its movement to streams.

DRWj(X) is the drainable soil water (m3) in compartment X of land unit j. All com-

partments are assumed equal in volume. The changes in water content (m3d-1) in the two

drainage water compartments of land unit j are calculated as:

∆DRW(1)j/∆t  = (DRAINVj) – (DRFRCj(1) ⋅ DRWj(1)), (2-4)

∆DRW(2)j/∆t  = (DRFRCj(1) ⋅ DRWj(1)) - (DRFRCj(2) ⋅ DRWj(2)), (2-5)

where DRAINVj is the daily drainage out of the root zone (m3d-1) and DRFRCj(S) is the daily

fraction of the stored water that drains out of compartment S of land unit j (d-1), with S=1 or

S=2. These drainage fractions change over space and time, and are calculated in four steps.

First, for each land unit j, an initial drainage fraction DRFRCINI,j (d-1) is determined

from the average slope along the flow path of land unit j (SLOPEAV,j, %), the average

hydraulic conductivity along the flow path (KAV,j, m d-1), and a drainage water retention

parameter DRWRT. This parameter is determined by model calibration.
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DRFRCINI,j = DRWRT ⋅ SLOPEAV,j ⋅ KAV,j. (2-6)

Secondly, Figure 2-3 illustrated that the water content in a land unit decreases faster

if the land unit is further away from the stream. A linear relationship between flow length to

the stream and drainage rate has been assumed, as illustrated in Fig. 2-6A. For every land

unit j, the correction factor of drainage for flow length is calculated as:

,
FLOWLMX

FLOWL
)1MX(1,COR j

FLjFL ⋅−+=
(2-7)

where FLOWLj is the flow length from land unit j to the stream (m), FLOWLMX is the

maximum length of the flow path (from hill top to stream), and MXFL is the maximum

correction factor, which is determined by model calibration. Thus, land unit j=1 (at the hill

top) is assumed to have a drainage factor that is MXFL higher than the drainage factor of land

unit j=N (adjacent to the stream). The factors DRFRCINI,j and CORFL,j are constant over time.

Therefore, Equations 2-6 and 2-7 are evaluated only once, at t=0.

(A) Correction for Flow Length             (B) Correction for Water Content

0 (stream)                       1 (hill top)

MXFL

          1
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Figure 2-6. Linear relationships to correct the drainage fractions of the compartments of the
distributed delay model; (A) correction for flow length; (B) correction for water content.
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Thirdly, Figure 2-4 illustrated that the relative daily drainage fraction increases with

decreasing water content. A linear relationship between water content and drainage rate has

been assumed (Figure 2-6B). For the first and second compartments for each land unit j, the

correction factors of drainage for water content are calculated as, respectively:

,
DRWMAX

)1(DRW
)1MX(MX,)1(COR

j

SWswjSW ⋅−−=
(2-8)

,
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)2(DRW
)1MX(MX,)2(COR

j

SWSWjSW ⋅−−=
(2-9)

where DRWMAX the maximum amount of drainage water (m3) in a compartment, which is

assumed to be equal for all compartments, and MXSW is the maximum correction factor,

which is determined by model calibration. Thus, a compartment that is near empty has a

MXFL higher drainage fraction than a full compartment.

Fourthly, the daily drainage fractions for the first and second compartments of land

unit j, DRFRCj(1) and DRFRCj(2), are calculated as:

,)1(CORCORDRFRC)1(DRFRC jSWjFLj,INIj ⋅⋅= (2-10)

.)2(CORCORDRFRC)2(DRFRC jSWjFLj,INIj ⋅⋅=
(2-11)

The theoretical rate of drainage from the soil profile to the river is estimated by the

accumulated drainage out of the second compartments of all land units, TOTDRS2 (m
3d-1):

).2(DRW)2(DRFRCTOTDRS jj

N

1j
2 ⋅= ∑

= (2-12)

Equations 2-8 through 2-12 have to be calculated for each land unit on a daily basis.
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Overview of Analysis

First, the simplified drainage model was calibrated for the simple hill slope problem

by adjusting the three parameters P, MXSW and MXFL to obtain the best fit between the

drainage rates TOTDRS1 (Eq. 2-2) and TOTDRS2 (Eq. 2-12). The criterion for best fit was

minimum Mean Square Error (MSE), based on a 100 day simulation period. The 3-parameter

optimization was reduced to a 2-parameter optimization because for each MXFL value there

was only one DRWRT value for which TOTDRS1 and TOTDRS2 are identical at t=0 (i.e.

both curves have the same intersect with the y-axis). Five plausible values of the correction

factor MXFL were considered: 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2.00. Each of these values was

varied in combinations with values of the correction factor MXSW ranging from 2.1 to 2.8, in

increments of 0.1. The maximum flow length, MXFLOWL, was 500 m. The maximum

amount of water in each compartment, DRWMAX, was 1,250 m3, equivalent to a drainable

water depth of 1 m in a 50 x 50 m land unit. At t=0, the water content in root zone was

assumed at DUL and storage in each compartment was set to its maximum, DRWMAX.

Secondly, simulated drainage rates of the 2-compartment distributed delay model

were compared to those of a similar 1-compartment model. The maximum storage capacity

of a compartment in the single compartment model was doubled so that the same volume of

water could be held (1 m drainable water depth). Moreover, both variable and constant

drainage factors were applied to each model to illustrate the effects of drainage factors that

vary over time and space. The drainage factors DRFRCj(S) could be kept constant by simply

setting MXFL=1 and MXSW=1 (see Equations 2-7, 2-8 and 2-9).

The simulations and model calibration were performed with a simple program written

in Fortran Simulation Translator (Rappoldt and Van Kraalingen, 1996).
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Results and Discussion

Calibration of the 2-Compartment Model

Table 2-1 gives the Mean Square Error of the fit between TOTDRS1 and TOTDRS2.

A lowest MSE of 51 was obtained for MXFL =1.0, MXSW=2.24 and DRWRT= 0.002. For this

set of parameters, curve B in Figure 2-7 shows the corresponding simulated drainage rate.

Curve A shows the simulated drainage for the theoretical Darcy Flow model. The fit between

both curves is very good. The lowest MSE was obtained when no correction for flow length

was used. The correction for flow length is thus redundant for this simple problem. The

minimum MSE would increase if any correction in flow length (i.e. MXFL > 1.0) is used.

Table 2-1. Mean of square errors (MSE) of the drainage rates of the theoretical Darcy model
and the drainage rates of the simplified, 2-compartment distributed delay drainage model, for
different values of parameters DRWRT, MXSW, and MXFL.

---------------------------------------- MXSW ------------------------------------

MXFL  DRWRT 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8

1.00 2.000 · 10-3 117 58 63 126 243 410 622 879

1.25 1.778 · 10-3 158 84 69 109 199 334 511 726

1.50 1.600 · 10-3 272 167 115 112 152 228 337 475

1.75 1.455 · 10-3 447 315 229 185 177 199 246 313

2.00 1.333 · 10-3 670 517 407 333 290 272 273 289

Comparison Between 1 and 2 Compartment Models

Table 2-2 shows the optimal parameter values for which MSE was minimal. The

much higher MSE value for the 1-compartment model indicates that the 2-compartment

model was considerably better. This is also obvious from Figure 2-7, which shows that

curves A and B are much closer than curves A and C. Figure 2-7 also shows that the distrib-
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uted delay models with the variable drainage factors (curves B and C) are better than distrib-

uted delay models with constant drainage factors (curves D and E).

Figure 2-8 shows the corresponding effective daily drainage fraction for the soil pro-

file as a function of the remaining fraction drainable water. Again, the drainage curve of the

2-compartment distributed delay model fit closest to the curve for the Darcy Flow Model.

Table 2-2. Parameter values and minimum Mean Square Error between drainage simulated
with the distributed delay model and the Darcy model, for a 100 day period.
Model DRWRF MXFL MXSW Minimum MSE

1 compartment distributed delay 0.001 1.0 2.81 1433

2 compartment distributed delay 0.002 1.0 2.24 51
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Figure 2-7. Simulated drainage out of the hill slope for the Darcy Flow model and the 1 and 2
compartment distributed delay models, with constant and variable drainage fractions.
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Figure 2-8. Daily drainage fraction as a function of remaining fraction drainable water, for
the hill slope as a whole, for the Darcy Flow model and the 1 and 2 compartment distributed
delay models, with constant and variable drainage fractions.

A distributed delay model with 3 compartments was also simulated (results not

shown). The minimum MSE decreased to 4.0. However, a larger number of compartments

have the disadvantage that they introduce an unreasonably long delay between the time water

is added to the profile (precipitation) and drainage.

Conclusions

The simplified drainage and lateral flow model provided an efficient way of calcu-

lating drainage out of a single hill slope. For the simple case study problem, the model was

easily calibrated against drainage calculated with a theoretical Darcy model, requiring only

data on hydraulic conductivity and slope. The model gave estimates of drainage out of a hill

slope that were very close to those approximated with the theoretical Darcy model. This was
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possible by applying daily drainage fractions that varied over time. The drainage fractions

changed over time because they were depended on the amount of water in the compartments.

The 2-compartment distributed delay model with variable drainage fractions was considered

the best for this application. It gave significantly better drainage estimates than a single

compartment model.
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A GIS-BASED, WATERSHED-SCALE

WATER BALANCE MODEL

Introduction

In the Cabuyal River watershed in southwest Colombia, streams are the primary

source of water to serve domestic, industrial and agricultural water needs. Some families use

private wells as a source of drinking water during the dry season, but water use from wells is

negligible compared to water use from streams (de Fraiture et al., 1997). The flow rate in the

Cabuyal River is relatively low and varies significantly over space and time. The average

annual flow rate is 1000 L/s (at the watershed outlet), but it can easily double after strong

rains, whereas it decreases to 250-300 L/s during the dry season (de Fraiture et al., 1997).

Local stakeholders in the watershed identified the decrease of the production capacity

of water as one of the key problems in their watershed (CIAT, 1993). In general, people are

very concerned about the negative effects of decreasing water yields and unregulated water

extraction on water availability (de Fraiture et al., 1997). Reduced or insufficient water

availability during the dry season was recognized as a serious problem. Competition for

water and conflicts between and within communities about water use has increased during

the last decades (Ravnborg and Ashby, 1996). Local stakeholders are concerned about the

negative effects of land use changes (in particular deforestation) and lack of adequate soil

conservation techniques on the hydrological response of the watershed. They argue that river

flow rates have generally become less predictable and that higher peak flows rates occur.
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Most water problems occur in the middle and lower part of the watershed. Although

downstream communities have the advantage of benefiting from a larger catchment area and

thus higher stream flows, they also experience the greatest effects of any changes in land and

water use that occur at higher elevations. Downstream communities argue that deforestation

in the higher part of the watershed has resulted in generally lower river flows in the lower

part of the watershed, and that they have little water available for irrigation because commu-

nities in the middle and upper part of the watershed extract too much water.

One thing is certain as human population and food demand in the watershed increase

in the future, water and land use will change, and there will be increasing pressures on water

and land resources. Competition for water to meet agricultural, domestic and industrial water

demands will increase. Experience with decision-making processes in the watershed showed

that it is increasingly important to provide quantitative information about the state of water

resources, and how demand and supply of water resources could change over space and time

as a result of changes in land use, population growth and demographic shifts within the

watershed, industrial development and construction of dams. Local stakeholders are not very

aware of the interdependencies between land and water resources, the impact of using them,

and any upstream-downstream effects. Providing this information is considered a critical part

in negotiating compromises to resolve conflicts, gaining commitment of local stakeholders to

institutional arrangements and resource preserving management practices, and helping

decision-makers guide development in a direction that is desirable for local communities and

their people (Knapp et al., 1999).

The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) has been developed to assist in this task.

SWBM is based on existing knowledge of hydrological processes and requires relatively few

data. This model is a tool for analyzing temporal and spatial variation in the overall water
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balance and in stream water availability at a watershed scale as a result of temporal and

spatial changes in climate, land use, water demand, different water extraction regimes, and in

the daily operation of dams. The model is strong in that the stream network takes a central

position. This allows examining the spatial and temporal variability of availability and fate of

stream water, rather than detailing the movement of soil water. This chapter provides techni-

cal details on SWBM and gives all governing equations. The model was calibrated and

evaluated for the Cabuyal River watershed. This chapter focuses on the simulation of the

hydrological response of a watershed landscape, and how the potential availability of water in

streams changes over space and time. Simulation of water use and the operation of dams are

discussed in Chapter 4.

Background and Literature Review on Hydrologic Modeling

Hydrological Analysis and Modeling

Hydrologic analysis and hydrological modeling deal with issues in three rather dis-

tinct areas (Maidment, 1993). The first area is concerned with pollution control and mitiga-

tion. The fate of nutrients and pesticides in both groundwater and surface water is of central

concern. The second area involves flood control and mitigation, which includes storm runoff

and storm drainage control, flood prediction and flood plain management. The third area

deals with water utilization, i.e. the supply and allocation of a limited amount of water among

competing demands in the domestic, agricultural and industrial sectors, as environmental and

natural systems. Numerous hydrological models have been developed during the last decade.

These models can generally be grouped into surface water hydrology models, surface water

quality models, groundwater flow models and groundwater constituent transport models

(Maidment, 1993).
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A simulation model that is used for analyzing temporal and spatial variation in the

water balance of hillside watersheds should meet five major requirements. First, the model

should be a continuous simulation, distributed parameter, and watershed-scale model.

Secondly, the model must properly work for steep topography of hillside watersheds in Latin

America and the Caribbean. Thirdly, the strength of the model must be in estimating water

availability in the streams and calculating a watershed water balance, rather than performing

comprehensive analyses of water and nutrient flows in multiple soil layers. Fourthly, simula-

tion of dams must be possible. Dams have been recognized as essential in water management

in many regions in the next century (Seckler et al., 1998; Serageldin, 1998). And lastly, the

model should have relatively low data requirements because there are generally few data

available for the agricultural hillside watersheds in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Various existing watershed-scale models have been considered for the proposed wa-

tershed analysis. These models are the Annualized Agricultural Non-Point Source Pollution

Model (AnnAGNPS) (Bosch et al., 1998), the Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed Environ-

ment Response Simulation (ANSWERS 2000) (Dillaha et al., 1998), the Simulator for Water

Resources in Rural Basins (SWRRB) (Arnold et al., 1990), the Soil and Water Assessment

Tool (SWAT) (Arnold et al., 1995), the Better Assessment Science Integrating Point and

Nonpoint Sources model (BASINS) (Lahlou et al., 1998), and the Object Watershed Link

System (OWLS) (Shen and Beschta, 1999). These models did not meet all the requirements.

In general, they were too complex, too data demanding, or incapable to simulate and ma-

nipulate stream flows and simulate dams. I have therefore developed SWBM.
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Combining Hydrological Models with GIS

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can link remote sensed data on land use/land

cover, soils, weather and hydrology to topographic data and to other information concerning

processes and properties related to geographic location (DeVantier and Feldman, 1993). GIS

has emerged as an extremely effective tool for analyzing and prioritizing natural resource

management alternatives. For numerous agricultural and environmental research and plan-

ning purposes, environmental models are increasingly being used in combination with GIS.

Applications of GIS and environmental modeling include, but are not limited to, land re-

source assessment and landscape planning (Burrough, 1986), water quality and nutrient

management planning (Fraisse et al., 1994; Negahban et al., 1996), land cover/land use

change analysis, crop growth modeling (Engel et al., 1997; Papajorgji et al., 1994) and the

identification of critical areas of point and nonpoint source pollution in agricultural water-

sheds (Srinivasan and Engel, 1994).

Models can be combined with a GIS through a loose coupling, a tight coupling, or an

internal coupling (embedded modeling) (Goodchild, 1993). Loose and tight couplings are

most common. The GIS usually performs functions that can be characterized as preprocess-

ing and post-processing. One of the major impediments to such linkage lies in the lack of

common data models, structures and common interfaces. Nevertheless, this approach has

proven to be quite successful over the last two decades, particularly for distributed parameter

models that are generally very data intensive. The GIS software most often used is the

Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

1991) and ARC/INFO (ESRI, 1997a). Examples of hydrological models that have been

coupled to GRASS include ANSWERS (Rewerts and Engel, 1991) and SWAT (Srinivasan

and Arnold, 1994). Cronshey et al. (1996) describe a prototype for a generic GIS water-
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quality model interface that links AGNPS, SWRRB, EPIC and GLEAMS to GRASS.

ARC/INFO has been linked to, among others, the ANSWERS (Batchelor et al., 1994) and

AGNPS models (Hayes and Zhang, 1998). There are also various freely or commercially

available comprehensive watershed modeling packages that include hydrological models and

a GIS interface. For example, the Watershed Modeling System (Environmental Modeling

Systems Incorporated, http://www.ems-i.com/) includes the HEC-1, TR-20, NFF, and

Rational Method models and has an extension that links the system to ArcView GIS.

Characteristic of all these GIS-model linkages and watershed software is that the GIS

is solely used for capturing, preparation, storage, retrieval and presentation of spatially

variable data (i.e. preprocessing and post-processing). The question raises as to why compre-

hensive hydrological analysis have been performed by coupling an external model to the GIS,

rather than by making use of the intrinsic modeling capabilities of GIS. Maidment (1996)

noted that one of the reasons is related to the way simulation results are stored. It is common

for GIS computations to be very disk dependent because the results for each computational

step are written to the disk before the next step is initiated. This is a slow process and re-

quires much disk space. From the GIS perspective there is an increasing demand for tools

that perform functions other than organization and display of spatial data (Maidment, 1996).

Traditionally, abstract models used for environmental simulation are quite different from

those used in GIS. They use the language of mathematics and are normally implemented in

general high-level programming language rather than the language of GIS functions and

spatial data structures. The idea that GIS might be a tool to support sophisticated spatial-

temporal modeling is still far from being accepted.

GIS software and technology has enormously improved during the last years. The

syntax of ArcView GIS’s scripting language Avenue (ESRI, 1996a) allows one to adequately

http://www.ems-i.com/
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embed a mathematical model and perform sophisticated spatial, hydrological and statistical

analysis. This may also be possible using other GIS software. Appendix A gives an overview

of the main advantages and disadvantages of GIS-embedded modeling. Specific hydrological

modeling tools available in GIS include the calculation of flow direction and flow accumula-

tion, sub-watershed delineation, stream network delineation, calculation of contributing

areas, and calculation of Darcy flow fields (ESRI, 1994, 1996b; Warwick and Hanness,

1994). The first four types of calculations are very fundamental to GIS-based hydrological

analyses and are explained in detail in Appendix B.

Still, the number of applications that truly make use of GIS-intrinsic modeling capa-

bilities is small. Raper and Livingstone (1996) and DeVantier and Feldman (1993) discuss

some early applications of embedded hydrological modeling. Most GIS-embedded models

are relatively simple models that are used for static rather than dynamic analysis. Examples

of static models are the calculation of spatial distribution of surface and soil water, soil

erosion potential (Moore et al., 1996), and spatially-variable leaching potentials (Tim, 1996).

Watkins et al. (1996) evaluated simple dynamic models that simulate ground water flow

patterns and contaminant dispersion by performing a sequence of map algebra calculations

for changes in flow pattern and hydraulic head.

Description of the Watershed Model

The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) is a continuous simulation, distributed pa-

rameter, watershed scale model that simulates water supply and demand over space and time

on a daily basis using raster GIS data structures. The five major processes that are simulated

by the model are: (a) land unit water balance, (b) water flow to streams, (c) stream water flow

balance, (d) water storage in dams, and (e) water extraction from dams and streams for
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domestic, agricultural and industrial uses. The model was designed for analyzing temporal

and spatial variation in the overall water balance, stream water flow rates and water avail-

ability on a daily basis at a watershed scale. The model has been particularly designed for

application in hillside watersheds in Latin America and the Caribbean, but can be applied to

other watersheds as well. The model does not simulate storm peak flow, sediment loading,

soil erosion or vegetation growth/yield. This section describes the land unit water balance,

water flow to streams, and the stream water flow balance of SWBM. Water extraction and

water storage in dams are part of the stream water balance, but they are explained in more

detail in Chapter 4. Appendix C gives a listing of all model variables and their units.

Land Unit Water Balance

The water balance for each land unit j is a based on the soil water balance imple-

mented in the DSSAT crop growth models (Ritchie, 1998). Figure 3-1 gives a schematic

representation of the soil profile and indicates the major processes. The root zone is the soil

layer from which evapotranspiration water loss occurs. The maximal vegetation rooting depth

determines the depth of this layer. The lower boundary of the soil profile is assumed to be an

impervious (rock) layer that is parallel to the soil surface. Soils are assumed sufficiently deep

so that the impervious layer is always below the rooting depth. Between the impervious layer

and the root zone is the deeper soil water layer. The impervious layer is assumed to create the

gradient in hydraulic head for lateral water flow in the deeper soil layer.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic representation of the soil profile for a single land unit.

For any land unit j, the change in volumetric soil water content in the root zone is:

∆SWj/∆t = (PN,j + IRj – CIj - AETj – ROj – Dj) / DLAYRj, (3-1)

where SWj is the volumetric soil water content in the root zone in m3m-3, PN,j is net precipita-

tion, IRj is applied irrigation; CIj is canopy intercepted rainfall; AETj is actual evapotranspi-

ration; ROj is surface runoff; Dj, is water drainage to the deeper soil layer, and DLAYRj is

the thickness of soil root zone (in mm). The unit of all water amounts at the right hand side of

Eq. 3-1 is mm (water depth) d-1. Each of the relevant processes is explained in subsequent

sections.

Evapotranspiration

The evapotranspiration (ET) module of the watershed model is quite comprehensive.

The daily rate of ET depends on radiation, minimum and maximum temperatures, stage of

plant development, soil water status and canopy wetness. ET is calculated in four steps.

First, reference evapotranspiration for land unit j, RETj (mm d-1), is calculated using

the Ritchie (1972) implementation of the Priestley-Taylor (1972) equation. This method

requires only daily minimum and maximum temperature and daily total radiation. Reference
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ET is calculated for a canopy with a leaf area index (LAI) of 3.0 and bare soil reflection

coefficient (albedo) of 0.1. Because elevation can vary significantly throughout a hillside

watershed, average daily temperatures are adjusted by using an adiabatic lapse rate of 6°C

per 1000 m increase in elevation (relative to the elevation of the weather station). No adjust-

ment has been made for possible spatial variability in irradiation caused by difference in solar

azimuth and zenith angles, or for spatial variability in rainfall due to orographic effects.

Secondly, crop coefficients are used to represent the ability of land cover type to

reach reference ET. Doorenbos and Pruitt (1977) introduced the concept of crop coefficients

to relate actual crop evapotranspiration to a reference evapotranspiration and the crop devel-

opment stage. Maximum ET of the actual land cover, METj (in mm d-1) is:

METj = CFj ⋅ RETj, (3-2)

where CFj is the crop coefficient. It would actually be more appropriate to refer to CFj as land

use/land cover rather than crop coefficient because itcan be applied to land use types other

than crops. However, the term crop coefficient will be used in this chapter.

Table 3-1 gives crop coefficients on a monthly basis for different land use types. The

first ten land use types (No vegetation to Annual crops) are based on a classification of a

1989 Landsat Thematic Mapper image of the Cabuyal River watershed (Langford and Bell,

1997). The other four land use classes (Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter crops) were added

because they are considered important for later analysis. Some crop coefficients in Table 3-1

are subjective estimates representing “average values over the watershed”. For example,

different crops are cultivated in the Cabuyal River watershed, including beans, corn, cassava

and a variety of vegetable crops. Different crop coefficients and a different timing and length

of the growing season characterize each crop. The land use classification available for the

Cabuyal River watershed only distinguishes a single class, annual crops. The constant value
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of 0.8 for annual crops is assumed to represent the mixture of crops that are in different

development stages at any point in time.

Table 3-1. Monthly crop coefficients for the land use types in the Cabuyal River watershed.
Land use Jan Feb Mar Apr Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1 No Vegetation 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

2 Exposed Soil 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

3 Scant Pasture 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

4 Dense pasture 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

5 Bush Scrub 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

6 Young Woodland 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

7 Mature Woodland 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

8 Bamboo Stand 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

9 Coffee Plantation 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

10 Annual crops 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

11 Spring crops 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

12 Summer crops 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2

13 Fall Crops 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.0 0.8

14 Winter crops 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.8

Thirdly, if the canopy is wet, canopy interception storage will first be depleted to

meet evaporative demands. Canopy storage is generally evaporated at rates higher than the

maximum evapotranspiration because of advection (Calder, 1982) and low aerodynamic

resistance of wet canopies (Rutter, 1967). The literature provides a range of values of the

rates by which wet canopy evapotranspiration exceeds the potential rate (Schulze and

George, 1987). Values range from usually 1.5-2.0 to over 3 for certain forest types (Holmes

and Wronski, 1981; Calder 1982). Accurate information on the type and age of the forest

would be required to use the reported data. Since these are not generally available for forest

in a larger watershed, a conservative and fixed value of 1.3 was used. This value was applied
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to all land use types classified as any kind of forest. These are Mature Woodland, Young

Woodland and Bamboo Stand in Table 3-1. No adjustment for wet canopy ET has been made

for non-forest land cover types.

Canopy interception storage, CIj, may be insufficient to meet a full day’s evapotran-

spiration demand. The daily fraction of wet canopy evapotranspiration (FRWCj) is calculated

and canopy interception storage is adjusted for the water lost through wet canopy ET:

FRWCj = Min (1, CIj/(METj),  and (3-3)

CIj = CIj – (FRWCj ⋅ METj). (3-4)

When all water stored in the canopy has evaporated, the water needed for further

evapotranspiration during the remainder of the day is taken from the soil. To determine how

much water can be extracted from the soil, METj must be corrected for actual soil water

conditions. Extraction of soil water for evapotranspiration by a dry canopy is assumed zero if

the soil moisture content is at or below wilting point. Possible upward movement of water

from below the root zone to meet evapotranspiration demands is not considered. Uptake of

soil water is not limited if the soil moisture content in the root zone is at or above some

critical value, CRITj, which lies between field capacity (FCj) and wilting point (WPj). A

depletion fraction, CFSW, between 0 and 1 is used to compute the value of CRITj:

CRITj = CFSW ⋅ FCj  + (1 - CFSW) ⋅ WPj. (3-5)

CFSW has been set to 0.6 for all land cover types, except for No Vegetation and Ex-

posed Soil (see Table 3-11). If the soil moisture content is between the wilting point and the

critical value, water extraction from the soil for evapotranspiration needs, SETj (in mm d-1),

is given by:
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SETj = METj ⋅ (SWj–WPj) / (CRITj-WPj). (3-6)

Total actual daily evapotranspiration, ETj (mm d–1), is then

ETj = (FRWCj ⋅ 1.3 ⋅ METj) + (1-FRWCj) ⋅ SETj if forest land cover, and(2-7)

ETj = (FRWCj ⋅ METj) + (1-FRWCj) ⋅ SETj. no forest land cover. (3-7)

Canopy interception

Canopy interception is the interruption of the downward movement of rain and its re-

distribution by the plant canopy (Black, 1996). Forest and other dense plant canopies can

intercept significant amounts of rainfall, which affects evapotranspiration rates and runoff

volume (Bosch and Hewlett, 1982; Schulze and George, 1987). Gash (1979) developed an

analytical model to estimate forest interception. Bruijnzeel and Wiersum (1987) obtained

good interception estimates with a simpler version of Gash’s model. Based on that simple

model, a linear regression model, the following generic equation has been used to quantify

canopy interception (CI) for a land unit j with a specific type of land cover:

CIj = Min (PG,j, Aj + Bj PG,j),  with (3-8)

Aj = Aref ⋅ CFj and Bj = Bref ⋅ CFj, (2-8)

where CIj is intercepted rainfall (mm d-1), PG,j is today’s gross precipitation (mm d-1) plus any

canopy interception storage remaining from the previous day, CFj is the crop coefficient and

Aref and Bref are reference canopy interception parameters for the prevailing land cover for

CF=1. The difference between gross precipitation and canopy interception is referred to as

net precipitation (PN), the amount that reaches the soil surface.
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Parameters Aref and Bref represent the canopy’s ability to intercept water. This depends

on canopy characteristics such as thickness, shape, and orientation of leaves. Parameter Aref is

equal to or greater than zero, and represents the necessity for some gross precipitation to

occur before throughfall commences. Parameter Bref is the fraction of rainfall that can still be

intercepted after throughfall has started. Table 3-2 gives conservative estimates of both

parameters for the ten land use types of the land use classification for the Cabuyal River

watershed. The parameter values apply to a healthy and dense canopy with a crop coefficient

of 1 and must be multiplied with the actual crop coefficient to obtain the actual canopy

interception parameter Aj and Bj for the prevailing land cover in a specific month.

Table 3-2. Canopy interception parameters (A ref and B ref) for different land cover types.
Land Cover A ref [mm] B ref [-] Land Cover A ref [mm] B ref [-]

No Vegetation 0.00 0.00 Young Woodland 2.00 0.02

Exposed Soil 0.00 0.00 Mature Woodland 3.00 0.02

Scant Pasture 0.00 0.00 Bamboo Stand 2.00 0.02

Dense pasture 1.00 0.01 Coffee Plantation 1.00 0.02

Bush Scrub 1.00 0.02 Cropped Land 0.00 0.00

Sources: Black (1996), Bosch and Hewlett (1982) and Schulze and George (1987).

Surface  runoff

Surface runoff is calculated on a land unit basis with the SCS curve number method

(USDA-SCS, 1972). The curve number method was originally designed to estimate the

amount of storm runoff from small rural watersheds under varying land use and soil types.

The method was based on many years of studies of rainfall-runoff relationships of small

watersheds in the United States. Because of its simplicity, however, the curve number

method has frequently been applied to hydrologic problems for which it was not originally

intended (Rallison and Miller, 1982). Heatwole et al. (1987) used a modification to the curve
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number method to account for antecedent soil moisture conditions. The adjustment has been

adopted in SWBM. Assuming that the soil is equally moist throughout the root zone and that

infiltration water can be redistributed throughout the root zone on the day of a rainfall event,

then the volume of surface runoff originating from land unit j, ROj (in mm d-1), is given by

ROj =  (PN,j - 0.2⋅Sj)2 / (PN,j + 0.8⋅Sj) for   PN,j > 0.2⋅Sj   (3-9)

with

Sj = (25400 / CNj ) - 254) ⋅ (SATj – SWj) / (SATj – WPj), (3-10)

where Sj is the watershed storage parameter (mm), CNj is the SCS curve number for antece-

dent moisture conditions I (i.e. a relatively dry soil), SWj, SATj and WPj are the actual water

content, water content at field saturation and water content at wilting point (m3m-3), respec-

tively, and PN,j is daily amount of net precipitation (mm).

The curve number is a function of land use/land cover type, hydrologic condition,

hydrologic soil group, and antecedent moisture conditions (AMC). Antecedent moisture

conditions are indicated by I (dry conditions), II (average conditions; soil near field capacity)

and III (wet conditions; soil near saturation) (USDA-SCS, 1972). CN for AMC-II is most

commonly used and referred to in scientific and engineering literature. The National Engi-

neering Handbook (USDA-SCS, 1972) provides a table to convert curve numbers for the

three different AMC. The following relationships has been fitted through the curve numbers

for AMC I and II in this table:

CNI = (-75⋅CNII)/ (-175+CNII). (3-11)

Partial infiltration of surface runoff in its flow path is assumed negligible and all sur-

face runoff is assumed to reach a stream and ultimately reach the watershed outlet (but not
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necessarily within one day). This assumption makes the model unsuitable for storm hydrog-

raph analysis. Surface run-on from neighboring regions is not considered.

Water content in soil root zone

The next downward flux of water into the soil root zone, FLUXj (mm d-1), is deter-

mined from net precipitation, irrigation, surface runoff and soil water loss for ET.

FLUXj  = PN,j + IRj – ROj – (1-FRWCj) ⋅ SETj. (3-12)

The amount of water that the root zone can hold before drainage occurs, HOLDj

(mm), is calculated from yesterday’s water content, SWj (m3m-3), the water content at

saturation, SATj (m3m-3), and the thickness of the root zone, DLAYRj (mm):

HOLDj = (SATj  - SWj) • DLAYRj. (3-13)

Case 1. If FLUXj is less than or equal to HOLDj, an updated value of the soil water

content SWj prior to drainage is calculated as:

SWj = SWj + FLUXj / DLAYRj. (3-14)

No drainage occurs if this SWj is less than the drained upper limit of soil layer, DULj.

Otherwise drainage, DRAINj (mm d-1), is calculated from SWj, DULj, DLAYRj and the

whole root zone drainage factor, RZDRF:

DRAINj = (SWj – DULj) • RZDRF • DLAYRj. (3-15)

RZDRF varies between 0 and 1 and is the fraction of the drainable water (water

stored between drained upper limit and saturation) that drains from the root zone into the

deeper soil layer on that that day. Finally, a new value of SWj after drainage is calculated:
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SWj = SWj – DRAINj /DLAYRj. (3-16)

Case 2. If FLUXj is greater than HOLDj, the root zone layer would reach saturation

and drainage from the root zone layer, DRAINj (mm d-1), is calculated as follows:

DRAINj = (SATj – DULj) ⋅ RZDRF ⋅ DLAYRj. (3-17)

If FLUXj minus DRAINj is smaller than HOLDj, the new soil water content SWj after

drainage is calculated from yesterday's soil water content and the net influx of water:

SWj = SWj + (FLUXj-DRAINj) / DLAYRj. (3-18)

If FLUXj minus DRAINj is greater than HOLDj, implying that the root zone can not

hold the entire downward flux of water even after drainage, the volumetric soil water content

SWj is set to its maximum value SATj and the surplus water is added to the drainage:

DRAINj = FLUXj - HOLDj. (3-19)

Water Flow to Streams

All surface runoff and lateral flow in the deeper soil is assumed to end up in a stream

and eventually reach the outlet of the watershed. Partial evapotranspiration or infiltration of

stream water and surface water along the flow path down is not considered. Movement of

surface runoff and lateral flow to streams is modeled using a distributed delay.

Flow of surface runoff

The total amount of surface runoff from a land unit j, TROj (m3d-1), is equal to the

runoff volume that was estimated by the SCS curve number method (Eq. 3-9) multiplied with

the size of a land unit, AREA (m2):
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TROj = 0.001 ⋅ AREA ⋅ ROj, (3-20)

where 0.001 is the conversion factor from mm to m. Not all surface runoff originating from

any land unit j will reach a stream within one day. If flow paths are longin large watershed

or if the stream density is relatively lowpart of the surface runoff may reach a stream only

after one or more day after rainfall occurs. This delay has been represented using a series of

two imaginary “surface water compartments” for each land unit j (Figure 3-2). The storage

capacity of these compartments is assumed unlimited. SFWj(X) is the water content in

surface water compartment X  of land unit j (m3). The daily change in water content (m3d-1)

in the first and second compartment is, respectively:

∆SFW(1)j/∆t  = TROj – DRAINSFj(1),   where (3-21)

DRAINSF(1) = (SFW(1)j + TROj)⋅ SFWRT. (3-21)

∆SFW(2)j/∆t  = DRAINSFj(1) – DRAINSFj(2),  where (3-22)

DRAINSFj(2) =  (SFW(2) + DRAINSF(1)) ⋅ SFWRT, (2-21)

where SFWRT is the surface water retention factor. Its value is between 0 and 1 and allows

controlling the characteristics of release of surface runoff flow into the stream. Lower values

of SFWRT suppress peak flow rates and are applicable to relatively large and flat watersheds.

Higher values of SFWRT are appropriate for field-scale areas and small mountainous water-

sheds with a rapid discharge of surface runoff.
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Figure 3-2. Representation of movement of surface runoff and drainage water from Q land
units that form the contributing area to stream cell x, through a distributed delay of two
surface water compartments and two drainage water compartments.

Figure 3-3 shows the fraction of an initial volume of surface runoff that is discharged

in the river for SFWRT values of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. This figure illustrates that different

SFWRT result in different patterns of surface runoff discharge.  Note that a fraction SFWRT2

of TROj is transferred through both compartments and reaches a stream on the first day (t=0).
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Figure 3-3. Fraction of total surface runoff that is released into the river after a rainfall event,
for four different values of the surface water retention factor, SFWRT.

Release of water out of the second compartment, DRAINSFj(2)  (in m3d-1), is the run-

off volume that actually reaches a stream on that particular day. The total rate of surface

runoff into stream cell x, TOTROSx (in m3d-1), is given by:

∑
=

=
Q

1j
jx )2(DRAINSFTOTROS

(3-23)

where Q is the total number of land units j that form the contributing area (catchment area) of

stream cell x. The contributing area to each stream cell is calculated from a Digital Elevation

Model (DEM) using standard GIS algorithms (see Appendix B).
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Lateral flow in the deeper soil

Lateral flow in the deeper soil layer is the second contributing factor to stream water.

Chapter 2 explained a simplified drainage and lateral flow model that described movement of

soil water to streams using a 2-compartment distributed delay. The model was applied to a

single hill slope. The area of application can easily be extended to an entire watershed by

considering a watershed as a set of two or more parallel hill slopes in which a network of two

or more connected stream cells is located. Because of spatial variation in topography and soil

characteristics, the different hill slopes may have different average slopes along the flow path

(SLOPEAV,j, Eq. 2-7), average hydraulic conductivities (KAV,j, Eq. 2-7) along the flow path,

and different maximum flow lengths (FLOWLMX, Eq. 2-7).

The daily drainage from each hill slopes into the stream must be computed. For each

stream cell x, the rate of drainage water flow (lateral flow) into the stream cell,TOTDRSx

(m3d-1) (see Figure 3-2),  is estimated by the total drainage rate of the second-level drainage

water compartment of all contributing land units:

),2(DRW)2(DRFRCTOTDRS jj

Q

1j
X ⋅= ∑

= (3-24)

where Q is the total number of land units j that are part of the contributing area of stream cell

x, DRWj(2) is the water content in second drainage water compartment X (m3) of land unit j,

and DRFACj(2) is the daily drainage fraction of the second drainage water compartment of

land unit j, which is computed with Equation 2-11. Note the similarity between Equations

3-23 and 3-34. The value of Q and contributing area to each stream cell are identical in both

equations because the direction of surface runoff and lateral flow is assumed the same, based

on a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The contributing area to each stream cell is calculated

from a DEM using standard GIS algorithms (see Appendix B).
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Stream Water Flow Balance

In a raster GIS, a stream is represented by a series of connected grid cells, each of

which receives an accumulated flow beyond some threshold. A stream network consists of

one or more stream branches. Figure 3-4 shows the components of the water balance for a

stream cell. Water in a stream is assumed to flow sufficiently fast so that water that enters the

stream at any point in the watershed will reach the outlet within a day, unless it is (temporar-

ily) stored in a dam or used. This is a reasonable assumption for small watersheds in hillside

regions. It has the advantage that the stream water balance for the entire watershed can be

calculated using total daily flow volumes. For watersheds that are larger than approximately

100,000 ha, the effect of this assumption should be evaluated.

Any stream cell x may be the location of a dam with a specific storage amount STx.

Stream cells x that are not dams are assumed to have a zero storage capacity. A water tank,

pond or reservoir external to the stream may be connected to the dam to have water available

in the immediate proximity of houses or fields. SWBM does not distinguish between dams

and external water storage. The physical dimensions of a dam required to realize the speci-

fied storage capacity and the construction and daily operation of dams are engineering

aspects that are assumed technically feasible but are not taken into account by SWBM.
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VRO,x

VLF,x

VUSE,x

Vx-1,x

Vx ,x+1

STx

Water Flows:

LF = lateral flow

RO = surface runoff

ST = dam storage (m3)

USE = use of water

V = flow rate (m3d-1)

Figure 3-4. Representation of a stream in a raster GIS and components of the stream water
balance. The stream cells are blue colored and the land units are green colored.

If a stream is considered as a series of N connected grid cells, with grid cell N being

the watershed outlet (the lowest point in the watershed), then the daily water volume that

flows from stream cell x to the adjacent downstream cell x+1 (with 0<x<N) is

Vx,x+1 = Vx-1,x + VRO, x + VLF, x - VUSE, x - ∆STx (3-25)

where Vx-1,x is the water volume that flows from the neighboring upstream stream cell to

stream cell x; VRO, x and VLF, x are the accumulated rates of, respectively, surface runoff and

lateral flow into stream cell x from adjacent land units; VUSE, x  is the daily volume of water

extracted from stream cell x to meet water demands, and ∆STx is the change in storage in

stream cell x if that cell has a dam. Note that V0,1 is always zero (beginning point of a stream)

and that VN,N+1 is the daily volume of water that flows out of the watershed. The unit of all

terms in Equation 2-32 is m3d-1.

The terms VRO, x and VLF, x in Equation 3-25 are calculated from, respectively, the to-

tal volume of surface runoff and lateral flow that reaches stream cell x and its adjacent

upstream cell x-1:
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VRO, x = TOTROSx – TOTROSx-1,   and (3-26)

VLF, x = TOTDRSx – TOTDRSx-1. (3-27)

Typically, the water extraction term (VUSE, x) in Eq. 3-25 is zero for most stream cells,

except at a number of specific locations (for example, at places where the stream is close to a

house or where there is a water pump). Water extraction rates may vary between these

locations and may change over time as well. Modeling of daily water extraction and the daily

operation of dams are explained in detail in Chapter 4.

Model Implementation and Data Requirements

The SWBM model has been written in Avenue (ESRI, 1996a). It runs on Windows

and Unix based systems using the ArcView GIS v3.1 software (ESRI, 1997b) with the

Spatial Analyst v1.1 and Dialog Designer extensions. The ArcView GIS interface facilitates

all input of data through menus. Simulation results, which are saved in ARC/INFO grids and

in dBase-IV files, are processed using Avenue scripts and spreadsheet software.

The SWBM model has been developed for application in agricultural hillside water-

sheds in Latin America and the Caribbean for which typically few biophysical data are

available. Data requirements are relatively low compared to those of other distributed

parameter models like ANSWERS2000 (Dillaha et al., 1998) and AnnAGNPS (Bosch et al.,

1998). Data are either inputted as ARC/INFO grids or entered through user-friendly menus

and automatically stored in the correct format in dBase IV files. The ARC/INFO GRID

software (ESRI, 1994) has been used to create these grids in the correct format and projec-

tion. All grids must have the same spatial extent, projection and cell size. Appendix D

provides details on the required input data.
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Materials and Methods

Data

Topography

In a Geographic Information System, a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) has become a

standard way of representing surface elevation over an area. DEMs were originally computed

as the precursor of orthophotos, but today they have many other applications (Burrough and

McDonnell, 1998). DEMs are modeled by regular grids (altitude matrices) and Triangular

Irregular Network (TIN). Both data types are inter-convertible, but altitude matrices are the

most common type.

CIAT created an altitude matrix DEM for the larger Ovejas River watershed (in

which the Cabuyal River watershed is located) by digitizing existing 25 m contour maps.

Figure 3-5 shows part of this DEM. The resolution of this DEM was 25 m. Using the

ARC/INFO GRID software (ESRI, 1994), I resampled the DEM to a 100 m resolution grid

using a weighted distance interpolation method. This resulted in a relatively faster simulation

while providing an adequate representation of the topography. The resampled DEM was

filled to remove any topographic depressions (sinks) that were added by the resampling

process. Once completed, the direction of surface flow, locations of streams, and the length

of flow paths from all land units to streams were determined from the DEM. Finally the

catchment area of the Cabuyal River was clipped out of all grids. Appendix B gives an

overview of the algorithms for GIS-based hydrological analysis and filling DEMs.
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Figure 3-5. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of a 12 by 18 km area around the 3,246 ha
Cabuyal River watershed. Boundaries of the watershed have been delineated.
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Soils

The soils in the Cabuyal River watershed are Inceptisols from volcanic origin. They

belong to five different groups (with common local name and percentage of area covered):

Oxic Dystropept (Pescador, 42.4%), Typic Placandept (Usendor, 26.2%), Ustic Dystropept

(Suarez, 16.7%), Typic Humitropept (Farallones, 14.1%) and Tropic Fluvaquent (Puelenge,

0.6%). Figure 3-7 shows a soil map of the Cabuyal River watershed.

The soils throughout the watershed have a high percentage of oxidized iron (which

causes a red color), low pH, high organic C content, are P deficient, and have low bulk

densities. Hansen (1996) analyzed soil samples from eight different locations on the Jose

Domingo farm in the middle of the watershed (see Figure 3-8) and measured a bulk density

between 0.42 and 0.45 g cm-3 for a Pescador soil. Knapp (1994, unpublished data) reported

bulk densities between 0.40 and 0.60 g cm-3 based on samples taken at the Domingo, Losada

and Trujillo farms in the Cabuyal River watershed. Infiltration rates were generally high and

the saturated hydraulic conductivity was in the order of 5-6 cm h-1 (Hansen, 1996; Revelo et

al., 1994). Despite the rapid movement of drainage water, the soils retain water very well.

The volumetric soil water contents at wilting point (WP), drained upper limit (DUL)

and saturation (SAT) are needed for the calculation of the root zone water balance. Table 3-3

gives these critical water contents based on analysis of measurements taken that Hansen

(1996) took in the Cabuyal River watershed. The plant extractable water holding capacity

(DUL-WP) varies from 0.113 to 0.166 cm3cm-3. I used values of WP=0.35, DUL=0.46 and

SAT=0.56 cm3cm-3 for the entire soil root zone. A hydraulic conductivity of 1 m d-1 was

used. These values have been applied uniformly over the entire watershed because there were

no spatially variable soil data.
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Figure 3-6. Soil associations within the 3,246 Cabuyal River Watershed, Colombia.
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Table 3-3. Soil water content at wilting point (WP), drained upper limit (DUL) and saturation
(SAT), based on soil analysis in the Cabuyal River watershed.
Location Depth WP DUL SAT

(cm) ------------- volume fraction ----------

Domingo Farm 1 20-25 0.325 0.467 0.575

50 0.375 0.541 0.622

200 0.375 0.541 0.622

Pescador Series 2 15-25 0.124 0.250 0.361

30-40 0.116 0.242 0.362

65-75 0.347 0.460 0.475

165-75 0.320 0.434 0.449

205-220 0.338 0.451 0.466
1 Source: Hansen (1996) and Hansen et al. (1997)
2 Source: J.W. Hansen, 1997, personal communication.

The depth of the soil profile is not needed by SWBM because the deeper soil layer is

not modeled based on physical processes. There is little information on the depth of the soil

profile in the Cabuyal River watershed. Rubiano (1999, personal communication) measured

the depth of the rock bed at a few locations in the watershed and found that it varied from

less than 0.5 m near rivers to over 2 m further from streams. It was assumed that soils are

generally deep enough to allow roots to grow freely and reach the average depths that are

given in Table 3-11.

At the beginning of the simulation, the soil water content in the root zone was set to

drained upper limit for the entire watershed. It is critically important that reasonable initial

water volumes for the drainage water compartments are chosen. Wrong initial values may

result in serious under- or over-estimation of drainage rates and river flow rates. These initial

water volumes were automatically computed by SWBM such that the resulting river flow rate

was equal to the average flow rate of during that time of the year (see Table 3-10). SWBM
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allows starting the simulation some time (several weeks or months) prior to the desired

simulation period so that soil water content can adjust from any incorrect initial settings. All

processes are simulated during this initial period, but results are not saved.

Land use/land cover (LUC)

Two different land use/land cover (LUC) data sets were available for the watershed.

The first data set was a maximum likelihood classification of a Landsat 4 Thematic Mapper

(TM) image from August 9, 1989. Langford and Bell (1997) resampled the TM image from

30 to 10m resolution and classified a 15 by 20 km region (longitude 2.688° N – 2.869° N and

latitude 76.610° W – 76.475° W) of the TM image. The classification consisted of ten land

use types.

The accuracy of the classification is about 35%. This is relatively poor compared to

figures of around 80-90% often reported in research literature for other environments.

Langford and Bell (1997) argue that the low accuracy is simply a reflection of how difficult it

is to map an extremely fragmented landscape with a complex topography using 30 m resolu-

tion satellite imagery. No correction for topographic effects was performed, which may be

another reason for the low accuracy. Changes in topography result in irregularly illuminated

areas and in variation in light reflection geometry (Conese et al., 1993). Ideally, remotely

sensed data should be corrected for these effects, accounting for the actual solar incidence

angles. Several techniques have been proposed for the topographic correction (Meyer et al.,

1993; Ekstrand, 1996; Conese et al., 1993). All techniques require a digital elevation model

to calculate the slope and aspect of the landscape. Although I did have the original TM image

and a DEM of the 15x20 km region, I was unable to perform the topographic correction and

reclassify the image because the 1989 ground reference information was not available.
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Using ARC/INFO GRID software (ESRI, 1994), I resampled the LUC classification

from 10 m to 100 m resolution using a maximum area criterion, i.e. the land use type that had

the highest frequency in the 100 smaller grid cells was assigned to the aggregated grid cell,

and clipped out the actual catchment area. Figure 3-7 shows the resulting land use map.

The second LUC data set was a classification based on air photography. This data set

were available for the years 1946, 1970, 1989 and 1994 as ARC/INFO coverages (Rubiano,

1998; Knapp et al., 1996). The air photo classification suffered from its coarse resolution and

lack of any statistics on accuracy. The coarse resolution was a result of the fact that a mini-

mum area of 3 ha was used for land units (a polygon) during the photo interpretation (Knapp

et al. 1996). I focussed on the 1989 classification because it is the same year as the Landsat

TM-based classification. There are 11 different LUC types. A visual inspection of the maps

showed that some LUC units seem unrealistically large, such as the large area of unmanaged

pasture in the south of the watershed. Using ARC/INFO GRID software, I converted the

1989 land use coverage to a grid and clipped out the actual watershed. If a grid cell had more

than one possible LUC type (i.e., it contains two or more polygons), the LUC type of the

polygon with the greatest area in the cell was used. The land use map is shown in Figure 3-8.

The land use classifications in Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show little similarity. The land use

classes are different, and even land use classes that have similar names, appear different on

the map. For example, Fig. 3-7 shows coffee only in the south whereas Fig. 3-8 shows major

coffee plantations in the north of the watershed. Also, the areas of No Vegetation and Ex-

posed Soil that are found in the north of the watershed on Fig. 3-7 are not present in Fig. 3-8.

I selected the Landsat TM based land use classification for this work. Table 3-4 gives

the land use types and the areas covered by them in the lower and upper part of the water-

shed. The upper part of the watershed is defined as the catchment area of the Cabuyal river at
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the point 76° 31’ 43” W and 2° 46’ 54” N. This is immediately downstream from the inter-

section point of the two major streams in the upper part of the watershed. The catchment area

of the Cabuyal River at this point is 1,662 ha, 51% of the watershed.

Table 3-4.  Areas (ha and %) covered by each land use type in the lower and upper zones of
the watershed, and for the watershed as a whole, based on classification of a 1989 Landsat 4
Thematic Mapper image, resampled to 100 m resolution.
Land use type Lower zone

(ha)

Upper zone

(ha)

Total

(ha)

Percent

No Vegetation 75 51 126 3.9%

Exposed  Soil 261 6 267 8.2%

Scant Pasture 89 142 231 7.1%

Dense Pasture 615 399 1012 31.2%

Bush Scrub 357 440 797 24.6%

Young Woodland 26 153 179 5.5%

Mature Woodland 87 173 260 8.0%

Bamboo Stand 10 71 81 2.5%

Coffee Plantation 10 73 83 2.6%

Cropped Land 56 154 210 6.5%

                       Total 1584 1662 3246 100%

Land use is considerably different in the upper and lower parts of the watershed.

Most woodland, coffee plantation and cropped land can be found in the upper part, whereas

the lower part has more dense pasture and virtually all of the exposed soil.
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LAND USE TYPE
No Vegetation
Exposed Soil
Scant Pasture
Dense Pasture
Bush Scrub
Young Woodland
Mature Woodland
Bamboo Stand
Coffee Plantation
Cropped Land

Name Area Perct.

No Vegetation 126.00 3.9
Exposed Soil 267.00 8.2
Scant Pasture 231.00 7.1
Dense Pasture 1012.00 31.2
Bush Scrub 797.00 24.6
Young Woodland 179.00 5.5
Mature Woodland 260.00 8.0
Bamboo Stand 81.00 2.5
Coffee Plantation 83.00 2.6
Cropped Land 210.00 6.5

Upper zone

Lower zone

Figure 3-7. Land use in 1989 in the Cabuyal River watershed, Colombia, classified from a
Landsat 4 Thematic Mapper image, at 100 m resolution.
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LAND USE
Primary Forest
Secondary Forest
Coffee Plantation
Intensive Cropping
Mixed Cropping
Sugarcane
Natural Pasture
Pasture with Trees
Pasture with Erosion
Pasture with Forest
Unmanaged Pasture
Scrub
Cassava

Figure 3-8. Land use in 1989 in the Cabuyal River watershed, Colombia, based on air
photograph interpretation, at 100 m resolution.
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Weather

Starting in November 1993, weather data have been collected at four locations in the

Cabuyal River watershed (Figure 3-9) using two different methods. Key characteristics of

each weather station are given in Table 3-5. At three locations, the farmers recorded mini-

mum and maximum daily temperature from a portable thermometer and rainfall from a

plastic rain gauge. Three out of four locations also had an automatic weather station where

solar radiation, minimum and maximum temperatures and rainfall were recorded by a

LI-COR minimum data set weather station (Hansen, 1996). On June 24, 1998, none of the

automatic weather stations was operational anymore. Automatically collected data from

August 1997 to June 1998 was lost for all three stations because of equipment failure and

because data had not been downloaded on a regular basis.

Table 3-5. Weather stations in the Cabuyal River watershed. The last two columns indicated
whether weather data were manually recorded (HAND) or automatically collected (AUTO).
The periods for which data are available vary between the locations.
Location, Community Longitude Latitude Altitude AUTO HAND

Domingo farm, Ventenas 76.527 W 2.789 N 1659 m yes1 yes

Trujillo farm, La Campina 76.560 W 2.818 N 1550 m yes no

Finca farm, El Oriente 76.511 W 2.736 N 1976 m yes yes

San Idriso Interprogram, Pescador 76.555 W 2.800 N 1497 m no yes
1 The periods for which weather data were collected vary among the weather stations.
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Upper Flow Station

Lower Flow Station

Middle Flow Station

Finca Farm, El Oriente

Interprogram, Pescador

Trujillo Farm, La Campina

Jose Domingo Farm, Ventenas

Figure 3-9. Locations of four weather stations and three sites where flow measurements were
taken in the Cabuyal River watershed. The dark shaded area indicates the watershed. The
light shaded area is the administrative Cabuyal region.
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The most complete set of weather data was from the Domingo farm. Although there

were several periods with missing data in both the manually recorded data and the data from

the LI-COR station, combining both data sets resulted in a daily weather data set for nearly

five years. Rainfall data were available from November 1, 1993 through November 20, 1998,

minimum and maximum temperatures from November 1, 1993 through July 15, 1998, and

solar radiation from April 14, 1994 through August 25, 1997. I used data for the calendar

years 1994-1997. Missing solar radiation for the last four months of 1997 was estimated

using the Weatherman software (Pickering et al., 1994). Manually recorded rainfall agreed

closely with the data from the tipping bucket rain gauge for periods for which both were

available. However, maximum temperatures recorded by the LI-COR station were on average

4° C higher than those measured by the portable thermometer. The discrepancy might have

been caused by the location of the portable thermometer in a shaded area under the roof of

the porch of the house (Hansen, 1996). Manually recorded maximum temperatures were

adjusted by increasing them by 4°C. Differences between the two sets of minimum tempera-

ture data were small. Table 3-6 presents the monthly and annual rainfall measured at the Jose

Domingo farm from November 1993 through September 1998. The dry season runs from

June till September. All other months were relatively wet, with the highest rainfall occurring

in October-December and second wet period in March-April.

Average monthly rainfall measured at the Domingo farm was compared with two sets

of long-term average monthly rainfall measured at weather stations nearby, but outside the

Cabuyal River watershed (Table 3-7). The first set of data were averages based on 25 years

(1974-1988) of daily data from five weather stations in the Ovejas River watershed (Morales,

El Amparo, Piendamo, Mondomo, and La Aguada) (de Fraiture et al., 1997), to which the

Cabuyal River watershed is a tributary. Annual rainfall at the Domingo farm in the years
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1994 through 1997 was respectively 13.7%, 25.7%, 23.9% and 29.9% lower than the long-

term average annual rainfall in the Ovejas River watershed. Also, the dry period lasted longer

than usual in these four years because rainfall in August, September, October and November

was below the corresponding long-term monthly averages. The second data set was based on

37 years (1950-1986) of daily data from the La Florida weather station in Popayan (76.58 W;

2.43 N; elevation 1,850 m), approximately 40 km south of the Domingo farm. Differences in

monthly and annual rainfall measured at the Domingo and La Florida stations are smaller.

Table 3-6. Monthly rainfall (mm) measured at the Domingo farm weather station.
Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

1993 - - - - - - - - - - 222 238 -

1994 328 71 281 206 254 67 49 9 59 179 215 191 1908

1995 125 30 146 312 115 98 120 60 53 221 160 202 1642

1996 219 151 226 165 119 52 69 36 70 159 190 227 1682

1997 262 101 202 212 135 178 5 01 126 112 191 105 1556

1998 97 160 202 212 351 75 63 112 113 145 - -
1 No precipitation was (manually) recorded from July 10 to August 30, 1997. It is not clear if
this was caused by a broken rain gauge or that no rainfall occurred during this period.

Table 3-7. Monthly average and annual rainfall (mm) from the Domingo farm weather station
(11/93 – 9/98), five weather stations in the Ovejas River watershed (1/1974 - 12/1988), and
the La Florida weather, Popayan (1/1950 - 12/1986).

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Year

Domingo 206 103 208 211 195 94 61 43 84 163 195 193 1760

Ovejas 191 201 225 250 213 91 75 87 130 283 268 197 2211

LaFlorida 169 158 188 192 153 95 43 48 103 268 286 267 1970

Stream flow measurements

Ideally, several years of daily flow data should be available to adequately calibrate

and verify a hydrological model. The only available flow measurements from the Cabuyal

River were taken at three different locations in the watershed on eight different days in 1995
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and 1996 (Table 3-8) (de Fraiture et al, 1997). The lower flow measurement location is 100

m upstream from where the Cabuyal River merges into the Ovejas River (76.584° W; 2.861°

N). The middle flow measurement location is where the two main streams from the upper

part of the watershed merge (76.529° W; 2.782° N). The catchment area of the river is 1,662

ha here, 51.2% of the watershed. The upper flow measurement location is 100 m downstream

from the intake of the main drinking water system (76.511° W; 2.732° N). Figure 3-9 shows

the locations were flow measurements were taken.

Table 3-8. Measured flow rates (m3s-1) at three different locations in the Cabuyal River.
4/29/94 9/13/94 10/3/94 4/30/95 8/9/95 10/19/95 9/23/96 10/25/96

Lower site 1.36 0.29 0.54 1.21 0.52 0.56 0.27 0.39

Middle site 0.75 0.13 0.30 0.51 0.24 0.28 - -

Upper site 0.31 0.07 0.15 0.28 0.12 0.16 - -

Source: de Fraiture et al. (1997).

Average monthly flow data from the Ovejas River were available for the years 1965

through 1988. Daily flow data were only available for 1974 through 1988, with the exception

of 1983 (which were lost). These daily and monthly flow data are given in Appendix E.

These data indicated that flow rates are lowest in mid September. Monthly average flow rates

of the Cabuyal River were estimated by multiplying the monthly average flow rates of the

Ovejas River by the ratio of the catchment areas of each (3,246 / 61,500). Monthly average

flow rates for the Ovejas and Cabuyal rivers are given in Tables 3-9 and 3-10, respectively

Landscape characteristics (such as land cover, topography, and soil) of the Ovejas

River watershed are quite similar to those of the Cabuyal River watershed. Assuming that

both watersheds have similar hydrologic behavior, the Ovejas River flow data were used to

calibrate hydrograph characteristics of the model, in particular the base flow index (BFI, ratio

of base flow to total stream flow) and surface runoff retention parameters. De Fraiture et al.
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(1997) estimated the long-term average BFI for the Ovejas River at 0.77. This is relatively

high value, indicating that as much as 77% of the net precipitation infiltrated and reached the

river as base flow (slow flow through the soil). The remaining 23% of rainfall was surface

runoff. The BFI can vary considerably throughout the year, depending on the frequency and

intensity of rain events and soil water content.

Table 3-9. Minimum, mean and maximum monthly flow rates (m3s-1) for the Ovejas River,
based on 24 years (1965-1988) of flow measurements.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

Min. 14.3 14.8 15.3 14.8 16.6 12.4 8.6 6.8 5.9 7.3 13.7 17.2 5.4

Mean 21.8 22.8 22.5 22.9 24.1 16.9 11.2 8.5 8.2 14.1 25.6 26.6 18.8

Max. 55.4 61.1 65.1 63.4 61.0 38.2 21.7 19.5 24.5 52.3 70.5 68.8 120.7

Table 3-10. Minimum, mean and maximum monthly flow rates (m3s-1) for the Cabuyal River,
estimated from Ovejas River flow data in Table 3-9.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

Min. 0.76 0.78 0.81 0.78 0.88 0.65 0.45 0.36 0.31 0.39 0.72 0.91 0.29

Mean 1.15 1.21 1.19 1.21 1.28 0.89 0.59 0.45 0.44 0.75 1.35 1.40 0.99

Max. 2.93 3.23 3.44 3.35 3.22 2.02 1.15 1.03 1.30 2.76 3.73 3.63 6.38

Model Calibration

Model calibration is the process of systematically adjusting model parameters to ob-

tain the best fit between simulated results and measurements on the real system. Estimates of

model parameters should be consistent with actual watershed characteristics. The goodness of

fit criterion may be a subjective judgement on adequacy, a statistic selected to measure

goodness of fit, or some multi-objective function combining several statistics (Haan et al.,

1982). Compared to the calibration of a lumped parameter model, adequate calibration of a

comprehensive distributed parameter model is generally a difficult task or may even be

impossible. Many developers and users of these models provide detailed results on the input
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preparation and evaluation of a distributed parameter model for a case study watershed, but

give little information on model calibration (for example, Srinivasan and Arnold, 1994;

Hayes and Zhang, 1998). Efforts to calibrate the AnnAGNPS model seem to focus exclu-

sively on adjusting SCS curve numbers (Bosch et al., 1998), which is one of the most impor-

tant parameters affecting runoff volumes. Bouraoui and Dillaha (1994) stated that the AN-

SWERS2000 model is intended for use without any calibration.

From these findings it should not be concluded that calibration of distributed pa-

rameter models is not important. However, distributed parameter models have a number of

characteristics that pose problems for the calibration process. First, many model parameters

represent spatially variable characteristics of the landscape, such as elevation, hydrological

soil properties, land use/land cover type, and the dimensions of stream channels. Adjusting

these parameters implies a diminished representation of the real system, which is opposite of

the calibration objective. Secondly, a distributed parameter model has a large number of

parameters because many parameters are actually sets of parameters, one for each land unit.

It may be impossible or undesirable to evaluate each and every possible combination of

parameter values. Thirdly, in order to test the goodness of fit for each land unit, key system

variables should be measured at each land unit. This would require an enormous amount of

equipment and time, which may only be available at experimental watersheds.

These issues have been considered in the calibration of the SWBM for the Cabuyal

River watershed. The watershed is not an experimental watershed. Relatively few data were

available for parameterization of the model. Therefore, a simple calibration procedure has

been used to obtain acceptable simulated stream flow volumes at the outlet of the watershed

(for the watershed as a whole), both on a daily basis and annual basis. The model was

calibrated for the period January 1, 1994 to December 31, 1997.
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First, rainfall had to be was correctly divided between evapotranspiration and stream

water (through lateral flow and surface runoff.) This could be achieved by adjusting the crop

coefficients and canopy interception parameters. These parameters were taken from the

literature (Tables 3-1 and 3-2). No adjustments were made.

Secondly, as surface runoff and base flow are the two sources of stream water, the

model had to be calibrated to obtain a correct balance between surface runoff and base flow.

The statistic that was used is the average annual base flow index (BFI), the ratio of base flow

to total stream water. A target value of 0.81 was used, which is higher than the long-term

average for the Ovejas River (0.77) because the years 1994-1997 were drier than average.

Changes in BFI were obtained by adjusting the runoff curve numbers. Higher curve numbers

resulted in lower BFI. The selection of curve numbers for the land use types in the Cabuyal

River watershed was a difficult task. Rallison and Miller (1982) stated that the curve number

procedure does not work well in areas of karst topography1, or in any areas where a large

proportion of flow is subsurface or base flow, rather than direct surface runoff. The latter

applies to the Cabuyal River watershed. Curve numbers are available from lookup tables

(USDA-SCS, 1972), however, these values are based on many years of studies of rainfall-

runoff relationships from small rural and relatively flat watersheds in the United States. The

reported values may be invalid for the highly heterogeneous landscape that is characteristic

for the steep hill slopes in the Cabuyal River watershed. Moreover, the effect of slope on

curve numbers is unknown, but it is likely that some limit exists to the slope for which curve

                                                  

1 Karst is a landscape type found on carbonate rocks such as limestone, dolomite and
marble. The essential characteristic of karst is the presence of a well-developed vertical and
underground drainage system, general absence of surface streams, existence of springs, and
the presence of small or large caves or even under ground rivers. Karst landforms are widely
distributed over the earth surface, particularly in mountainous lands (Sweeting, 1973).
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numbers can be used. Because of these problems, I had to select curve numbers in a crude

way. An initial value of the curve number for each land use was based on USDA-SCS

(1972). Land units having the same land use were assigned identical curve numbers, irre-

spective of differences in slopes. Adjustments in curve numbers were made per land use type,

not on a land unit basis.

Thirdly, the simplified drainage and lateral flow algorithm was calibrated. Based on

the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the watershed, the direction of water flow was com-

puted and a stream network was delineated (see Appendix B). With these two data sets, the

location and the length of the flow path from every land unit j to the stream (FLOWLj, Eq.

2-7) could be calculated. The direction of lateral flow was assumed identical to the direction

of surface flow. Next, the average slope along the flow path for each land unit j (SLOPEAV,j,

Eq. 2-7) was calculated for each land unit. A uniform value of 1 md-1 was used for the

hydraulic conductivity along the flow path of every land unit j (KAV,j, Eq. 2-6) because no

data was available on variation in hydraulic conductivity within the Cabuyal River water-

shed. ARC/INFO software was used to compute these spatially-variable parameters, which

were saved as ARC/INFO grids. These three types of parameters were not changed during

the calibration process. It was not possible to calibrate the simplified drainage and lateral

flow algorithm for each individual hill slope because measurements of drainage out of each

hill slope were not available. Instead, the model could only be calibrated for the watershed as

a whole, using flow data at the watershed outlet.

Adjustments were only made to the drainage water retention factor (DRWRT, Eq.

2-27) and the storage capacity of the drainage water compartments (DRWMAX, Eq. 2-9 and

2-10). The latter had to be chosen carefully. On one hand, the storage capacity had to be

sufficiently large to ensure that drainage rates would be large enough during the wet season
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and that drainage could be sustained over a longer period. On the other hand, the storage

capacity had to be small enough to ensure that the fraction remaining drainable water would

sufficiently fluctuate between its lowest value of 0 (compartments empty) and the highest

value of 1 (compartments full) throughout the year. Otherwise drainage rates would not

significantly differ throughout the year.

Fourthly, adjustments were made in the surface water stores retention factor, SFWRT

(Eqs. 3-21 and 3-22), to control the delay in flow of surface runoff to streams. Higher

SFWRT values results in higher peak flows and shorter periods of surface runoff.

Assuming that the Cabuyal River watershed and the Ovejas River watershed have

similar hydrologic behavior (the former is located within the latter), adequate values of

SFWRT and DRWRT were determined by visually comparing hydrograph characteristics of

simulated river flow rates with those of measured flow rates of the Ovejas River and the

estimated monthly flow rates for the Cabuyal River (Table 2-10). The hydrograph character-

istics that were considered are runoff peak flow rates, base flow retention rate, and minimum

and maximum base flows during the year. A base flow separation (Peters, 1994; Bates and

Davies, 1988) can be carried out to separate the 'slow flow' component (base flow) from the

'fast flow' component (surface and sub-surface runoff). It was assumed that the slow flow

component is the best approximation for the rate of drainage out of the hill slopes. De

Fraiture et al. (1997) carried out a base flow separation on the daily Ovejas River flow data.

Unfortunately, the years for which daily flow data were available from the Ovejas River

(1974-1982 and 1994-1988) did not correspond with those that have been simulated for the

Cabuyal River (1994-1997). This is the reason that only a visual inspection of hydrograph

characteristics rather than comprehensive statistics analyses was applied during the calibra-

tion of the simplified drainage and lateral flow model.
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Sensitivity Analysis

The purpose of a sensitivity analysis is to study the behavior of a model to different

values of model parameters and input (Jones and Luyten, 1998). I analyzed the sensitivity of

the SWBM model to changes in the land use (3 uniform land uses: forest, cropland and bare

soil), rainfall intensity (plus and minus 20%), runoff curve numbers (plus and minus 5) and

the resolution of the input data (50m and 100m grid resolution). The sensitivity analysis was

carried out by making adjustments in the relevant model parameters, rerunning the simula-

tions and comparing simulation results with reference outputs, i.e. those of the calibrated

model. The simulation results that were compared include evapotranspiration, base flow

index, surface runoff and river flow (averages over 4 years), and minimum and maximum

base flows.

Changes in parameter values were made one at a time, keeping all other parameters at

their calibrated values. The changes in rainfall intensity and curve numbers could easily be

made. However, as SWBM is a distributed parameter model, changing a model parameter

implies often more than just adjusting a single value. Different land use patterns and data at

another resolution could only be simulated after new ARC/INFO data sets were created.
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Results and Discussion

Calibration Results

Parameters related to land use

For the different land use types, crop coefficients are given in Table 3-1, canopy in-

terception parameters in Table 3-2, and rooting depths and critical fraction of plant available

water in Table 3-11. All these parameters were based on the literature and lookup tables and

have not been changed during the model calibration.

Table 3-11. SCS curve numbers for antecedent moisture conditions II, critical volume
fraction plant available water (CFSW), and rooting depth (RD) for different land use types.
Land Cover CN CFSW RD (m) Land Cover  CN CFSW RD (m)

No Vegetation 92 0.90 0.15 Young Woodland 60 0.60 1.25

Exposed Soil 92 0.90 0.15 Mature Woodland 55 0.60 1.75

Scant Pasture 75 0.80 0.40 Bamboo Stand 75 0.60 1.00

Dense pasture 60 0.60 0.80 Coffee Plantation 70 0.60 1.00

Bush Scrub 75 0.60 1.00 Cropped Land 80 0.60 0.70

Table 3-11 gives the SCS curve numbers (CN) for the calibrated model. The average

calibrated CN was 70.3 for AMC II or 52.0 for AMC I (weighted over all land use types).

However, curve numbers for bush scrub, bamboo and coffee plantation were estimated

because no information was available on these land use types. The curve numbers in Table

2-11 agree best to those for Hydrologic Soil Group B in the USDA-SCS tables. Soil group B

has an above-average infiltration capacity and a moderately low runoff potential (USDA-

SCS, 1972). Because of the generally longer flow paths in the watersheds compared to a

field, part of the surface runoff may infiltrate before it reaches a stream.
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Parameters related to water compartments

The calibrated surface water retention factor (SFWRT) was 0.35, i.e. on every day

35% of the water volume in the first drainage water compartment flows into the second

compartment, and only 12.25% of the water inputted in the first compartment passes through

both compartments and reaches a stream. The calibrated drainage water retention factor

(DRWRT) was 0.0005. The maximum correction factors for flow length and soil water were

MXFL = 1.0 (no correction for flow length) and MXSW =1.80, respectively. The storage

capacity of every drainage water compartment (DRWMAX) was set to 2,500 m3, equivalent

to a drainable water depth of 0.5 m for the first and second compartments combined.

Simulated river flow

Figures 3-10 and 3-11 show the simulated and measured river flows at the outlet and

in the middle of the watershed, respectively. The thicker, smoother line indicates the base

flow component of the river flow. The difference between the river flow and base flow is

surface runoff. Stream flow showed a fairly “flashy” behavior, i.e. high peaks and low

minimum flows. This is typical for small mountainous watersheds (Black, 1996). River flow

easily doubled during short periods after strong rainfall events, whereas it decreased rapidly

in the dry season. There was hardly any surface runoff from June though September.

The simulated average annual river flow rates in the years 1994 through 1997 was

1019, 694, 805, and 777 L/s, respectively. The 4-year average was 824 L/s (Table 3-13). The

minimum river flows at the end of the dry season (with the percentage of average annual

river flow between parentheses) were 338 L/s (33%) on 7 October 1994, 295 L/s (42%) on

7 October 1995, 249 L/s (31%) on 13 October 1996, and 285 L/s (37%) on 4 November

1997. Long-term flow measurements of the Ovejas River indicated that minimum flows

normally occur in late August or early September. The simulated occurrence of minimum
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flows of the Cabuyal River in the years 1994 through 1997 is thus later than usual. This can

be explained as follows. These four years had longer than average dry periods and below

average rainfall (Table 3-7). Consequently, the soil was drier than usual when the rains

started. The first rains after a dry season resulted in little surface runoff and low infiltration to

the deeper soil layer. This may take several weeks, depending on the intensity and frequency

of the first rains, and whether the soil is dry.

The fit between the simulated and measure flows in Figures 3-10 and 3-11 is good.

No explanation for the relatively large discrepancies of the measurements taken on 3 October

1994 and 30 April 1995 can be given. Rainfall or stream flows may have been measured

incorrectly. It is also possible that the rainfall intensity at the weather station was much

different from the rainfall intensity in other parts of the watershed. River flows changed

significantly within a few days. A longer series of continuous daily flow measurements are

needed for a better comparison and evaluation of the model, and calculation of a goodness-

of-fit statistic.

Figure 3-12 shows the simulated river flows as a function of flow length to the water-

shed outlet, on a wet day in the wet season (high river flow), a dry day in the wet season

(moderate river flow), and a dry day in the dry season (low river flow). A discontinuity in the

stream flow indicates a location where a smaller stream merges with the Cabuyal River. The

actual length of the Cabuyal River is longer than the 22.5 km shown in Figure 3-13 because

the river has many small curves which can not be fully represented by a raster stream net-

work at a resolution of 100 m.
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Figure 3-10. Simulated and measured river flow at the outlet of the Cabuyal River watershed.
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Figure 3-11. Simulated and measured river flow in the middle of the Cabuyal River water-
shed.
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Figure 3-12. Simulated river flow (L/s) as function of flow length to the watershed outlet
(km), on days with high, average, and low river flow. The watershed has been rotated 60
degrees counter clockwise to easily visualize the distances. The flow length between the
small dots is exactly 1.5 km.

Temporal variation in stream network

The location and size of the stream network varies throughout the year. Most streams

in the watershed originate at springs. Some streams may dry up during part of the year when

springs run dry. Stream flow may also occur due to surface runoff. Streams will become

longer and start at higher elevations if precipitation intensity increases or if rains last longer.
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The SWBM model can characterize these stream dynamics. Any grid cell is consid-

ered to be a stream cell if its flow exceeds some threshold value. A threshold of 10 L/s was

used to demonstrate differences in stream network for the Cabuyal River watershed. The

resulting stream network compares well to streams in existing maps (not shown) and is a

good reflection of the numerous small streams that can be found in the watershed.

Figure 3-13 shows the stream network at, respectively, a wet day in the wet season, a

dry day in the wet season, and a dry day in the dry season (the same days for which stream

flow is shown in Figure 3-12). Table 3-12 gives some statistics of these three stream net-

works. The location of streams, in particular their starting points, varies considerably over

time. When it is drier and flow rates are low, the accumulated length of all streams and the

stream density are low, and the average distance to the closest stream is high.

Table 3-12. Statistics of the stream network in the Cabuyal River watershed, on days with
simulated high, average and low flow rates.
Date River flow

(L/s)

Total length of

streams (km)

Stream Density

(m/ha)

Avrg. Distance to

closest stream (m)

     Threshold of 10 L/s

19 MAR 96 2052 58.1 17.9 168

10 MAY 96 998 45.9 14.1 227

17 OCT 96 249 32.3 9.9 371

    Threshold of 50 L/s

19 MAR 96 2052 35.6 11.0 310

10 MAY 96 998 28.0 8.6 441

17 OCT 96 249 16.6 5.1 1174
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Figure 3-13. Simulated location of the streams and flow rates on three different days in 1996, Cabuyal River watershed.
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Spatial variation in water yield

The three curves in Figure 3-12 seemed to have similar shapes. These curves were

normalized by dividing all flow rates by the maximum flow rates on that particular day, that

is 2052, 998 and 249 L/s, respectively. The y-value is then the fraction of the simulated total

river flow at any distance from the watershed outlet. This normalization process was repeated

for the flow curves of every day from January 1, 1994 to Dec 31, 1997.

Figure 3-14 shows the 5, 50, and 95 percentiles of the distribution of the flow frac-

tions. The distribution is very narrow, indicating that the relative contribution of any part of

the watershed to stream flow does not vary much over time. Where the two streams merge at

a flow distance of 13.2 km from the watershed outlet, the catchment of the river is 51.2% of

the watershed area. In 90% of the time, the flow fraction is between 0.455 and 0.530, with an

average of 0.511. Thus, over a longer term, the upper and lower zones of the watershed

contribute nearly equally to river flow.

However, the lower and upper zones vary with respect to how they contribute to river

flow, i.e via surface runoff or lateral flow. The average BFI for the watershed as a whole, and

averaged over all days in 1994-1997, was 0.813. It was 0.759 for the lower zone and 0.867 in

upper zone. This is a considerable difference. Surface runoff contributes more to river flow in

the lower zone than in the upper zone. This difference in water yield is caused by differences

in land cover. Nearly all exposed soil and fallow land can be found in the lower zone and

most forest can be found in the upper zone (see Table 3-4). Changes in land management can

thus affect how the upper and lower parts of the watershed contribute to river flow.
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Figure 3-14. Frequency distribution (5%, 50% and 95% percentiles) of the flow rate as a
fraction of the total flow rate at the watershed outlet, based on 4 years of daily simulated flow
rates. The flow length between the dots is 1.5 km.

Sensitivity Analysis.

Table 3-13 summarizes specific results on simulated maximum, average and mini-

mum water flows and evapotranspiration, and Table 3-14 gives relative sensitivities to

changes in curve number and precipitation. Every different sensitivity analysis will be

discussed in a separate section.
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Changes in land use

Model sensitivity to changes in land use has been analyzed by comparing three uni-

form land use patterns: (1) a fully forested watershed, (2) only cropped land and (3) only bare

soil. These three land use patterns are extremes, each resulting in a hydrological response that

can be expected to differ considerably from the other land use types. Forest has a dense

canopy with mulch and litter on the soil surface that can intercept and infiltrate relatively

more rain. Bare soil, on the other hand, is highly susceptible to surface runoff. Cropped land

is assumed to be a mixture of different crops in different stages of development, possibly

with some fallow plots. It is unlikely that any single land use type will ever characterize the

entire watershed. However, results of the sensitivity analyses explain model behavior for

such land use changes. Model parameters for forest are the averages of the parameters for

Young Woodland and Mature Woodland in Tables 3-1, 3-2 and 3-11. Parameter values for

Bare Soil and Cropped Land were taken from these tables.

Figure 3-15 presents the simulated stream flow with uniform cropped land. Cropped

land resulted in relatively minor changes in the hydrological response of the watershed

(Figure 3-10). The average base flow index (BFI) and surface runoff remained nearly un-

changed (Table 3-13). Evapotranspiration was 4.6% lower and, consequently, the water yield

of the watershed increased nearly 5%.

The uniform forest cover gave very different simulation results (Figure 3-16). Annual

ET increased about 13%. This was caused by the forest’s ability to intercept rain and to

extract water from deeper soil. Because of the increase in ET, less water was left for surface

runoff and base flow. Average river flow decreased from 824 to 705 L/s and base flow

lowered from 238 to 184 L/s (Table 3-13). Surface runoff decreased from 154 to 90 L/s.
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Thus, forest decreased total water yield relative to land use of the base case. Calder (1988)

and Hamilton (1985) note that it is often incorrectly thought that forests increase water yield.

A bare soil cover had opposite effects on watershed hydrology (Figure 3-17). ET was

reduced from 917 to 504 L/s and average river flow increased from 824 to 1226 L/s (Table

3-13) River flow showed a erratic behavior with high peaks caused by more frequent and

heavy surface runoff. The base flow index was lower (0.612 vs. 0.862), indicating that the

relative contribution of surface runoff to river flow increased.
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Figure 3-15. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with only cropped land.
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Figure 3-16. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with only forest cover.
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Figure 3-17. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with only bare soil.
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Table 3-13. Results of sensitivity analysis, based on simulation of the years 1994-1997. Values of important model variables for
changes in data resolution, land use, curve numbers, and rain intensity. The shaded row applies to the calibrated model.

Sensitivity case

grid size Avrg. ET ET/Rain BFI Minimum

Base flow

Maximum

Base flow

Average

Base flow

Average

Runoff

Average

River flow

(m) (mm yr-1) (-) (-) ----------------------------------- L/s -----------------------------------

CALIBRATED 100 917 0.541 0.813 238 1153 670 154 824

Smaller grid cell 50 906 0.534 0.803 234 1161 672 165 837

Cropped land 100 874 0.516 0.818 217 1198 707 157 865

Dense Forest 100 1038 0.612 0.872 189 1061 615 90 705

Bare Soil 100 504 0.297 0.444 191 909 544 682 1226

CN 5 lower 100 917 0.541 0.846 254 1185 697 127 824

CN 5 higher 100 915 0.540 0.720 195 1051 594 231 825

20% less rain 100 877 0.647 0.868 141 923 449 68 517

20% more rain 100 939 0.462 0.737 329 1257 842 300 1142

Table 3-14. Average relative sensitivity1 of important model variables to changes in runoff curve numbers and precipitation intensity,
calculated from data in Table 3-13.

Average ET ET/Rain Average BFI Min. BF Max. BF Average BF  Runoff River flow

Curve Number -0.015 -0.013 -1.090 -1.743 -0.817 -1.081 4.748 0.009

Precipitation 0.169 -0.855 -0.403 1.975 0.724 1.466 3.766 1.896
1 The relative sensitivity was calculated as: ((FY2-FY1)/Y)/((FX2-FX1)/X)). The base value of the curve number is 70.3. The average
relative sensitivity of Minimum BF to the Curve Number, for example, is calculated as ((195-254)/238)/((5+5)/70.3) = -1.743.
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Changes in curve numbers

The curve number is generally considered to be one of the most important and sensi-

tive parameters in hydrological models (e.g. Bosch et al., 1998). I analyzed the impact of an

increase and decrease in all curve numbers by 5 units simultaneously. The curve numbers for

each land use type are given in Table 3-15.

Table 3-15. Normal, 5 lower and 5 higher curve numbers, for Antecedent Moisture Condi-
tions (AMC) I and II, as used in the sensitivity analysis.
Land Cover   -5 normal   +5   -5 normal   +5

AMC=II AMC=I

No Vegetation 88.0 93.0 98.0 82.7 89.7 97.0

Exposed Soil 88.0 93.0 98.0 82.7 89.7 97.0

Scant Pasture 70.0 75.0 80.0 59.5 65.6 72.0

Dense pasture 55.0 60.0 65.0 42.6 48.0 53.6

Bush Scrub 70.0 75.0 80.0 59.5 65.6 72.0

Young Woodland 65.0 60.0 65.0 42.6 48.0 53.6

Mature Woodland 50.0 55.0 60.0 37.5 42.6 48.0

Bamboo Stand 70.0 75.0 80.0 59.5 65.6 72.0

Coffee Plantation 65.0 70.0 75.0 53.6 59.5 65.6

Cropped Land 75.0 80.0 85.0 65.6 72.0 78.6

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 65.3 70.3 75.3 46.1 52.0 58.6

Figures 3-18 and 3-19 show the simulated river flows for the lower and higher curve

numbers, respectively. Changes in the curve number had the greatest effect on the average

surface runoff. Surface runoff increased from 154 to 231 L/s for the higher curve numbers

whereas it decreased to 127 L/s for the lower curve numbers (Table 3-13). An opposite effect

was observed on the minimum, average and maximum base flow and the BFI. The BFI

increased from 0.813 to 0.846 for the lower curve numbers, whereas it decreased to 0.720 for

the higher curve numbers. The minimum and maximum base flows were more sensitive to an
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increase in curve numbers (change of -13.1% and -8.9%, respectively) than to a decrease in

curve numbers (+6.7% and +2.8%, respectively) (Table 3-13). Minimum base flows are more

sensitive to changes in curve numbers than maximum base flows (Table 3-14) Evapotranspi-

ration and average river flow were not affected by changes in the curve numbers.
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Figure 3-18. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with lower curve numbers.
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CN 5 HIGHER
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Figure 3-19. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with higher curve numbers.

Change in data resolution

Any change in the resolution of the DEM implies a change in the representation of

the topology. Consequently, slight changes can be expected in all landscape characteristics

that are derived from the DEM, such as slopes, boundaries of the watershed, locations of

streams and the total area of the watershed. Although neither the model nor the ArcView GIS

software put any restrictions on the size of a grid cell and the maximum number of cells in a

grid, these settings should be carefully considered based on the total area of the watershed,

resolution of the input data and desired accuracy. A grid cell should be sufficiently small to

avoid loss of too much information through aggregation. However, a large number of grid

cells will considerably decrease execution speed.

Byne (1996) found that a DEM with a resolution of 25 to 50 m minimized the error in

the DEM for the steep hillsides like the Cabuyal River watershed. The optimal cell resolution
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is not necessarily 'the smaller the better'. I found that watershed boundaries and the stream

network could adequately be derived from a DEM of 100 m resolution. For a DEM resolution

of 10, 25, 50 and 100 m, the area of the DEM-delineated watershed was 3,271 ha, 3,268,

3,253 and 3,246 ha, respectively. The negative correlation between watershed area and cell

size is coincidence. Figure 3-20 presents the watershed boundaries and location of streams as

delineated from DEMs of 50 m and 100 m resolution. They coincide very well, except for

two minor discrepancies in the watershed boundaries in the south.

Changes in grid resolution also imply that the area covered by each land use type

changes. Figure 3-21 shows part of the land use grid at the original 10 m resolution. This data

set has been resampled to a 50 m grid (Figure 3-22) and 100 m grid (Figure 3-23) using a

maximum area criterion, i.e. the most frequent land use type is assigned to the aggregated

grid cell.  Table 3-16 gives the areas covered by land use type and the change in those areas

caused by aggregation of land use data. Aggregation of land use caused an overrepresentation

of pasture and bush scrub. The areas without vegetation, young woodland, bamboo, coffee

and cropped land were significantly reduced. In general, the effect of aggregating was that

land use types that are dominant become more dominant and those that are scarce more

scarce. The aggregation error was largest for resampling from 10 to 100 m.
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Figure 3-20. Watershed boundaries and streams as delineated from a 50m and 100m resolu-
tion DEM. Streams are delineated based on a minimal contributing area of 6 ha.
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Table 3-16. Areas (in ha) by land use type in the Cabuyal watershed, at 10m, 50m and 100m
resolution, and relative change due to aggregation of the original 10 m data.
Land use type Area (ha)

10 m res.

Area (ha)

50 m res.

Area (ha)

100m grid

Perct. chg.

50 m res.

Perct. chg.

100 m res.

No Vegetation 180.92 156.25 126.00 -13.64 -30.36

Exposed  Soil 268.10 265.25 267.00 -1.06 -0.41

Scant Pasture 284.71 260.50 231.00 -8.50 -18.86

Dense Pasture 769.85 839.00 1012.00 8.98 31.45

Bush Scrub 680.31 759.00 797.00 11.57 17.15

Young Woodland 212.59 199.00 179.00 -6.39 -15.80

Mature Woodland 250.89 263.00 260.00 4.83 3.63

Bamboo Stand 128.71 109.25 81.00 -15.12 -37.07

Coffee Plantation 174.64 133.75 83.00 -23.41 -52.47

Cropped Land 295.28 261.00 210.00 -11.61 -28.88

Total 3246 3246 3246 n/a n/a

A simulation was carried out using the 50 m land use grid and DEM. Simulation re-

sults were compared to those of the calibrated model (first two rows in Table 3-13). The

changes in simulated flow rates are relatively small. Surface runoff increased from 154 to

165 L/s and average river flow from 824 to 837 L/s, and ET decreased by 1.2% to 906

mm yr-1. The minimum, average and maximum base flows hardly changed.

These numbers are not typical and cannot be generalized. The effects may be differ-

ent with other land use data, or in another watershed where topography is different. Any

change in the resolution of the input data requires an analysis of the impact of this change on

model behavior. It may also require calibration of the model for the new spatial resolution.
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LAND USE TYPES
No Vegetation
Exposed Soil
Scant Pasture
Dense Pasture
Bush Scrub
Young Woodland
Mature Woodland
Bamboo Stand
Coffee Plantation
Cropped Land

Name Area Perct.

No Vegetation 180.92 5.6
Exposed Soil 268.10 8.3
Scant Pasture 284.71 8.8
Dense Pasture 769.85 23.7
Bush Scrub 680.31 21.0
Young Woodland 212.59 6.5
Mature Woodland 250.89 7.7
Bamboo Stand 128.71 4.0
Coffee Plantation 174.64 5.4
Cropped Land 295.28 9.1

10 m RESOLUTION

Figure 3-21. Land use in the Cabuyal River watershed at 10 m resolution (original).
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LAND USE TYPE
No Vegetation
Exposed Soil
Scant Pasture
Dense Pasture
Bush Scrub
Young Woodland
Mature Woodland
Bamboo Stand
Coffee Plantation
Cropped Land

Name Area Perct.

No Vegetation 156.25 4.8
Exposed Soil 265.25 8.2
Scant Pasture 260.50 8.0
Dense Pasture 839.00 25.8
Bush Scrub 759.00 23.4
Young Woodland 199.00 6.1
Mature Woodland 263.00 8.1
Bamboo Stand 109.25 3.4
Coffee Plantation 133.75 4.1
Cropped Land 261.00 8.0

50 m RESOLUTION

Figure 3-22. Land use in the Cabuyal River watershed, resampled at 50 m resolution.
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LAND USE TYPE
No Vegetation
Exposed Soil
Scant Pasture
Dense Pasture
Bush Scrub
Young Woodland
Mature Woodland
Bamboo Stand
Coffee Plantation
Cropped Land

Name Area Perct.

No Vegetation 126.00 3.9
Exposed Soil 267.00 8.2
Scant Pasture 231.00 7.1
Dense Pasture 1012.00 31.2
Bush Scrub 797.00 24.6
Young Woodland 179.00 5.5
Mature Woodland 260.00 8.0
Bamboo Stand 81.00 2.5
Coffee Plantation 83.00 2.6
Cropped Land 210.00 6.5

100 m RESOLUTION

Figure 3-23. Land use in the Cabuyal River watershed, resampled at 100 m resolution.
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Changes in precipitation

Changes in precipitation have a direct impact on watershed hydrology and water

yields. I analyzed the impact of a 20% decrease and a 20% increase in precipitation. The 20%

change in precipitation corresponds to 184 mm yr-1. The number of rainy days and their

distribution in time remained the same as in all other simulations. Figures 3-24 and 3-25

show the simulated river flow for the situation with 20% less and 20% more precipitation,

respectively. Table 3-14 shows that surface runoff was most sensitive to changes in precipi-

tation and ET was least sensitive. With 20% less precipitation, average surface runoff drops

from 154 to 68 L/s and river flow from 824 to 517 l/s. The BFI became as high as 0.868.

With 20% more precipitation, average river flow increased to 1142 l/s and the BFI became

0.737. The difference in surface runoff and BFI is obvious from comparison of Figures 3-24

and 3-25. The changes in ET were only –4.3% +2.4%, respectively.

Average precipitation from 1994 to 1997 was 17.8% lower than the long-term aver-

age annual rainfall in the region (1697 vs 2066 mm yr-1, see Tables 2-6 and 2-7). Adding

20% to the 1994-1997 precipitation data resulted in an average precipitation of 2036 mm yr-1,

close the long term average. Hence the simulation results with the 20% higher precipitation

may better describe the “average” situation for the Cabuyal River than the simulation results

obtained with the actual 1994-1997 weather data.
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Figure 3-24. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with 20% lower precipitation.
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Figure 3-25. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with 20% higher precipitation.
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Conclusions

Most parts of SWBM were based on existing, empirical relationships on hydrological

processes in the canopy and the soil, except for the flow of surface runoff and lateral flow

from land units to streams. These two processes were modeled using a 2-compartment

distributed delay, which provided a good representation of these flows. SWBM was a

tradeoff between hydrological detail and usefulness for assessing water scarcity on a water-

shed scale and identifying critical "break points" in watershed behavior. The functionality

and capabilities of SWBM are distinctly different from those of many other hydrological

models, in particular because (1) streams are the core feature of the model, (2) water use from

streams and storage in dams can be simulated, and (3) the model is GIS-embedded and makes

use of GIS raster structures for all computations.

Absence of any long-term, daily flow data of the Cabuyal River was thought to be a

main problem during the calibration of the model for the Cabuyal River watershed. However,

by assuming that the hydrological behavior of the Cabuyal River and the Ovejas River

watersheds were similar, daily flow data of the latter were successfully used for calibration of

the model, in particular for calibration of surface runoff and lateral flow characteristics.

Simulated flows of the Cabuyal River were realistic and close to the few available flow

measurements. Simulated flows of the Cabuyal River changed significantly over space and

time during the years 1994 through 1997. Minimum river flow rates at the end of dry seasons

in those years were between 31% and 42% of the average annual river flow rates, whereas

flow rates more than doubled during strong rainfall events due to surface runoff.

In contrast to what is thought by some local farmers, the lower and upper parts of the

watershed contributed equally to stream water. However, the difference in base flow indices

of the lower and upper parts, respectively 0.759 and 0.867, indicated a significant difference
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in how they contributed to stream water (surface runoff or base flow). This difference may

have important implications for land management. For example, land management practices

that reduce soil erosion and reduce peak flow rates would be most useful in the lower part.

Changes in the resolution of the DEM and land use data changed the representation of

the landscape (in particular the distribution of land use) and affected simulation outcomes.

Therefore, the model should be recalibrated after any such changes in data occur. The model

showed that the hydrological response of watersheds with uniform forest, uniform cropped

land and uniform bare soil were very different. A bare soil resulted in high annual surface

runoff and river flow, whereas and a forest land cover gave low annual surface runoff and

river flow. Thus, changes in land use may result in considerable changes in water availability

over space and time. The model was very sensitive to changes in runoff curve numbers and

precipitation. These changes not only affected the estimated river flow rate, but also changed

the relative contributions of surface runoff and base flow to river flow.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATING WATER USE AND DAMS IN THE CABUYAL RIVER WATERSHED

Introduction

The streams in the Cabuyal River watershed in southwest Colombia are very impor-

tant to the local communities because stream water is used to serve domestic, industrial and

agricultural water needs. The results in Chapter 3 showed that the flow rate of the Cabuyal

River strongly varies over space and time. The simulated average annual flow rate at the

watershed outlet was 824 L/s, but it more than doubled during and immediately after strong

rainfall events, whereas it decreased below 250 L/s during the dry season.

Competition for water and conflicts about water use has increased during the last

decades (de Fraiture et al., 1997; Ravnborg and Ashby, 1996). Reduced or insufficient water

availability during the dry season was recognized as a serious problem (CIAT, 1993). Water

extraction for streams has always been virtually unregulated, potentially allowing farmers

and industries to extract large volumes of water. Some farmers built dams in the river to

collect irrigation water and refill small ponds. These practices may reduce water availability

in downstream communities to levels below the water demand. Most water problems oc-

curred in the middle and lower parts of the watershed. Although downstream communities

have the advantage of benefiting from a larger catchment area and thus higher stream flow,

they also experience the greatest effects of any changes in land and water use that occur at

higher elevations.
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Experience with stakeholders and decision making processes in the watershed

showed that it is increasingly important to provide quantitative information about how water

availability changes over space and time as changes in the landscape and water use occur

(CIAT, 1997). It is particularly important to show the impact of water extraction and con-

struction of dams on water availability, and any associated upstream-downstream affects.

Local stakeholders and decision-makers are not very aware of the interdependencies between

land and water resources, the impact of using them, ad any associated upstream-downstream

effects. Providing this information is considered a critical part in negotiating compromises to

resolve conflicts, gaining commitment of local stakeholders to institutional arrangements and

resource preserving management practices, and helping decision-makers guide development

in a direction that is desirable for the local communities and their people (Knapp et al., 1999).

This information is also of interest within a larger regional context. The Cabuyal

River watershed is a representative watershed for the hillsides agro-ecosystem in the Cauca

department in Colombia. The Cauca Valley Corporation developed plans to divert water from

the larger Ovejas Riverto which the Cabuyal River is a tributaryto the Sajvajina dam to

benefit a hydropower plant (Estrada, 1993). Any changes in water availability in the Cabuyal

River would thus affect the water supply to this plant. These effects are marginal in absolute

terms because the Cabuyal River contributes only for a few percent to the water in the Ovejas

River. However, these effects help understand what could happen to the flow rate of the

Ovejas River if similar changes would occur in all tributary rivers at the same time.

The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) has been developed for analyzing tempo-

ral and spatial changes in the overall water balance and in stream water availability at a

watershed scale. Chapter 2 and 3 explained part of the model. These two chapters focused on

the simulation of the potential supply of water in streams over space and time, and the effects
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of land use changes on the hydrological response of the watershed. Chapter 4 explains how

water use and the operation of dams are simulated by SWBM. Domestic, industrial and

agricultural water use in the administrative Cabuyal region in 1994-1997 were quantified and

simulated. The impact of three hypothetical dams in the Cabuyal River was analyzed too.

Materials and Methods

Overview of Simulation Study

Simulating water use

Two different types of analyses were carried out with SWBM. The first analysis in-

volved the classification of water availability in the Cabuyal River according to a classifica-

tion defined by local planning agencies. They expressed water availability as very low, low,

medium and high, based on the per-hectare river flow rate (Table 4-1, 1st and 2nd column).

I multiplied these rates with the area of the Cabuyal River watershed (3,246 ha) to determine

the corresponding threshold flow rate for the Cabuyal River (Table 4-1, 3rd column). Next,

water use in the administrative Cabuyal region during the years 1994 through 1997 was

quantified and simulated. Two specific simulation outputs were analyzed: (1) the reduction in

flow rate of the Cabuyal River after water use and (2) the percentage of available water that

was extracted every day. This simulation did not include dams because there were no dams in

the watershed during the 1990s.

Simulating dams

The second analysis involved simulating three hypothetical dams in the Cabuyal

River to illustrate their impact and potential benefits for regulating river flow rates. Two

objectives were considered for modeling the operation of dams. First, the river flow rate

(after water extraction) had to be sustained at 34,560 m3d-1 (400 L/s) during the dry season.
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Secondly, high flow rates on rainy days in the wet season had to be reduced to 129,600 m3d-1

(1,500 L/s). These simulations were carried out for the same period, 1994-1997. Simulation

results were used to calculate the minimum required storage capacities of the dams needed to

meet the minimum required flow rate and the maximum allowed flow rate.

Table 4-1. Classification of water availability as used by local planning agencies, and corre-
sponding flow rates of the Cabuyal River. These flow rates were determined by multiplying
the corresponding per-hectare flow rate with the area of the watershed, 3246 ha.

Water availability ---------  Flow Rate --------- Typical Water Use

Per hectare

(L/s/ha)

Cabuyal

River (L/s)

Very low < 0.10 < 325 Domestic use (people, animals) and irrigation of a

10m x 10m plot per farm. Subsistence level.

Low 0.10 – 0.25 325 – 813 Domestic use (people and animals) and irrigation

of 0.5 ha land per farm. Self-sufficiency level

Medium 0.25 – 0.40 813 – 1300 Higher domestic use. Irrigation of 0.8 ha land per

farm. Medium level of productivity.

High > 0.40 > 1300 Abundant domestic use. Irrigation of the whole

farm. Maximum level of productivity.

Source: J. Rubiano (1999, personal communication).

Watershed Simulation Model

The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) is a continuous simulation, distributed pa-

rameter, watershed scale model that simulates water supply and demand over space and time

on a daily basis using GIS data structures. The model was designed for analyzing temporal

and spatial variation in the overall water balance, stream water flow rates and water avail-

ability on a daily basis at a watershed scale. The five major processes that are simulated by

SWBM are: (a) land unit water balance, (b) water flow to streams, (c) stream water flow

balance, (d) water storage in dams, and (e) water extraction from dams and streams for

domestic, agricultural and industrial uses. The model does not simulate storm peak flow,
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sediment loading, soil erosion or vegetation growth/yield. It can best be applied to hillside

watersheds of at least a few hundred hectares but not more than approximately 50,000 ha in

size. SWBM has been written in Avenue (ESRI, 1996a) and runs under ArcView GIS v3.1

with the Spatial Analyst (v1.1) and Dialog Designer (v1.0) extensions on Windows and Unix

based systems. A detailed description of the land unit water balance and water flow to

streams was given in Chapter 3. The description of the model in this chapter focuses on the

representation of dams, simulation of water storage in dams, water use from dams and water

use from streams. These processes are related to the stream water flow balance.

Stream water flow balance

In a raster GIS, a stream is represented by a series of connected grid cells, each of

which receives an accumulated flow beyond some threshold. Figure 4-1 shows components

of the water balance for a stream cell. A stream network consists of one or more stream

branches. Water in a stream is assumed to flow sufficiently fast so that water inputted into the

stream at any point in the watershed will reach the watershed outlet within a day, unless it is

(temporarily) stored in a dam or used. This is a reasonable assumption for small watersheds

in hillside regions. It has the advantage that the stream water balance for the entire watershed

can be calculated using total daily flow volumes for all stream cells.

If a stream is considered as a series of N connected grid cells, with grid cell N being

the watershed outlet (the lowest point in the watershed), then the daily water volume that

flows from stream cell x to the adjacent downstream cell x+1 (with 0 < x < N) is:

Vx,x+1 = Vx-1,x + VRO, x + VLF, x - VUSE, x - ∆STx, (4-1)

where Vx-1,x is the flow rate from the neighboring upstream stream cell x-1 to stream cell x;

VRO, x and VLF, x are the accumulated rates of, respectively, surface runoff and lateral flow
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into stream cell x from adjacent land units; VUSE, x  is the daily rate of water use from stream

cell x and ∆STx is the change in volume of water stored in stream cell x if that stream cell

contains a dam. Notice that V0,1 is always zero (beginning point of a stream) and VN,N+1 is the

amount of water that flows out of the watershed. The unit of all terms in Eq. 4-1 is m3d-1.

VRO,x

VLF,x

VUSE,x

Vx-1,x

Vx ,x+1

STx

Water Flows:

LF = lateral flow

RO = surface runoff

ST = dam storage

USE = use of water

V = flow rate (m3d-1)

Figure 4-1. Representation of a stream in a raster GIS and components of the stream water
balance. The stream cells are blue colored and the land units are green colored.

Representation of dams

Dams may be used for various purposes. First, large amounts of water can be stored

in a dam for domestic, industrial or agricultural water use. Small dams can be used to tempo-

rarily raise the water level in the river to allow refilling small ponds or water channels by

gravity. Water pumps may be used to bring water to external water tanks that provide water

storage close to a field or house. This technique is applied by some farmers in the watershed

who do not own pumps to extract water from the river for irrigation (de Fraiture et al., 1997).

Secondly, a dam can store surplus water during wet periods and return it to the river during

dry periods. This is a way to sustain minimum flow rate all year, which may be important to

avoid very low downstream water availability and to adequately dilute any contamination.

Thirdly, a dam can function as an interruption of the stream flow to reduce storm peak flows,
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which may help avoid flooding of riverbanks and damage to physical construction in streams

after strong rainfall events. A fourth use of dams is hydropower generation. A combination of

these uses is possible too.

Any stream cell x may be the location of a dam with a specific amount of water in

storage, STx. Each dam is identified by a coordinate pair (x,y), which is determined from a

map on the screen. Stream cells x that are not dams are assumed to have a zero storage

capacity. Two different types of dams can be simulated in SWBM. The first type is a dam

constructed in the river (Fig. 4-2A). Typically, the storage area of the dam is a basin located

adjacent to the river. Water can be extracted directly from the dam to meet domestic, indus-

trial and agricultural water demands. This dam can also be used to control river flow rates.

The second dam type is a large basin external to the river and connected to it via pumps and

pipes (Figure 4-2B). Water use is taken from the reservoir, not from the stream cell directly.

Water can flow only from the river to the reservoir, not in opposite direction. Stream cell x

itself cannot store any water. Consequently, this dam cannot be used to control river flow

rates. The physical dimensions of a dam required to realize a certain storage capacity and the

construction and daily operation of dams are engineering aspects that are assumed technically

feasible but are not taken into account by SWBM.

Several model parameters must be specified to characterize the size and operation of

dams that are built in the stream. Only a subset of these parameters applies to dams that are

external reservoirs. Parameter values may vary on a daily basis and must therefore be speci-

fied for every day Julian d. Alternatively, a parameter value may also be specified as a

constant value over some period d1..d2 (as long as the entire year), in which case the model

assigns the same value to the all days within that period. All parameters are entered through

menus via SWBM's GIS user-interface and are stored in dBase files.
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Figure 4-2. Two possible ways to simulate dams in SWBM. a) Dams are built in the stream.
b) Dams are built as external reservoirs connect to the stream.

Storage capacity (STMX,x, m3). This is the maximum amount of water that can be held

in the dam, including any water tanks, small ponds and artificial lakes that may be connected

to the dam. The storage capacity is a physical property that is constant over time.

Water intake settings. There are no water intake settings for a dam that is built in the

river because such dam blocks the entire stream. The rate of water flow into the dam is equal

to the total receiving flow VREC,x. For an external dam (Fig. 4-2B), the gross rate of water

flow into the dam, VEXD,x (m3d-1), is calculated from a maximum specified value VEXDMX,x,

the present storage in the dam and water extraction. It cannot exceed total receiving flow in

the river, VREC,x. If the dam is full, i.e. STx = STMX,x, all receiving water will overflow.

Water release settings. This only applies to a dam built in the river. The rate of water

release from a dam may be specified as a fixed rate, VOUT,x,d (m3d-1). Alternatively, a fraction

FRST,x,d = STx,d/STMX,x (between 0 and 1) may be specified. The model will then automati-

cally calculated the appropriate rate of water release such that storage in the dam is kept at

the desired level. This allows keeping storage in the dam at near equilibrium. The dam is kept
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empty with a FRST,x,d value of 0, whereas the dam is kept at storage capacity with a FRST,x,d

value of 1. Daily water release can never exceed the available amount of water in the dam.

Minimum required flow (VMIN,x, m3d-1). This is an optional setting, which applies

only to a dam that is built in the river. If specified, the rate of water release from the dam may

be increased as needed to meet the minimum downstream flow requirement. It may be

impossible to meet a minimum flow requirement if the dam is empty. Typically, a minimum

required flow is combined with a high value for FRST,x,d (near or equal to 1). Storage in the

dam is then kept high to provide sufficient additional water when river flow rates are low.

Maximum allowed flow (VMAX,x, m3d-1). This is an optional setting for a dam that is

built in the river. If specified, the rate of water release may be decreased as needed to meet

the maximum allowed downstream flow requirement. It may be impossible to meet a maxi-

mum allowed flow if the dam is full (no remaining buffer capacity). Typically, a maximum

allowed flow is combined with a low value of FRST,x,d  (near or equal to 0). Storage in the dam

is then kept low to provide sufficient buffer capacity.

A minimum required flow and a maximum allowed flow may apply simultaneously.

The former must always be smaller than the latter. In this case it is important that the value of

FRST,x,d is chosen around 0.5, so that the dam can adequately function in either direction.

Simulating water use and dam operation

Water may be extracted from any stream cell or dam x at any Julian day d for domes-

tic use (VDOM,x,d,, m3d-1), industrial use (VIND,x,d, m3d-1) and agricultural uses (VAGR,x,d, m3d-1).

Typically, water is extracted only from a limited number of specific locations. Examples of

such locations are places where water is diverted into a drinking water system, where farmers

place pumps or refill small ponds for irrigation purposes, near cassava and sugarcane proc-

essing industries, and at dams. Each stream cell x where water is extracted is identified by a
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coordinate pair (x,y). These locations are georeferenced and selected from a map on the

screen. Water use may vary from day to day. The three water use rates must therefore be

specific for each Julian day d and for each location x. Alternatively, each rate can also be

specified as a constant value over some period d1..d2, in which case the model will automati-

cally assign the same rate to all days within that period. Water use rates do not have to be

specified if they are zero. All water use data are entered through menus of SWBM's ArcView

GIS user-interface and are stored in dBase files.

Water use from stream cells and water storage in dams are simulated on a daily basis.

This is done for the stream cells in downstream direction, i.e. starting with the stream cell at

the highest elevation and ending with the most downstream stream cell. Changes in river

flow rates are then properly accumulated through the stream network towards the outlet.

Case 1. Water use from a stream cell without dam. On any day d, the rate of receiving

water in stream cell x, VREC,x (m3d-1), is the sum of all incoming water flows (Fig. 4-1):

VREC,x,d  = Vx-1,x,d + VRO, x,d + VLF, x,d. (4-2)

The total rate of water use from stream cell x on day d, VUSE,x,d (m3d-1), is the sum of

the domestic, industrial and agricultural uses (not all terms need to be defined):

VUSE,x,d  = VDOM,x,d + VIND,x,d + VAGR,x,d. (4-3)

The amount of water used cannot exceed the amount of water in the river. The rate of stream

flow from stream cell x to x+1, Vx,x+1,d (m3d-1), is calculated as:

Vx,x+1,d = VREC,x,d - VUSE,x,d if VREC,x,d > VUSE,x,d  and (4-4)

Vx,x+1,d = 0 if VREC,x,d ≤ VUSE,x,d. (4-4)
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If the supply of water is insufficient to meet the water demand, i.e., VREC,x,d < VUSE,x,d,

highest priority is given to meeting domestic water demand, then industrial water demand

and lastly agricultural water demand. This reflects the actual preferences of stakeholders and

water allocation practices in the Cabuyal River watershed (de Fraiture et al., 1997).

Case 2. Water use from a dam that is external to stream. Equations 4-2 and 4-3 apply

in this case too. On any day d, the rate of water flow into the dam, VEXD,x,d (m3d-1), is calcu-

lated as the rate needed to completely fill the dam after water extraction takes place, but not

exceeding the rate of receiving water in stream cell x (VREC,x,d) or the specified maximum rate

(VEXDMX,x,d):

VEXD,x,d = Min {STMX,x - STx,d-1 - VUSE,d,  VEXDMX,x,d,  VREC,x,d, }, (4-5)

where Min indicates that the lowest of the three arguments is taken. The new storage in the

dam at the end of the day (after water extraction), STx,d,  is then calculated as

STx,d = STx,d-1 + VEXD,x,d - VUSE,x,d if VEXD,x,d + STx,d-1 > VUSE,x,d  and (4-6)

STx,d = 0 if VEXD,x,d + STx,d-1 ≤ VUSE,x,d (4-6)

The priorities for water allocation are the same as in Case 1: domestic water demand

is met first, then industrial water demand and lastly agricultural water demand. The first

argument of the Min function in Equation 4-5 allows keeping the dam at storage capacity at

the end of the day after water use, providing that the supply of water is sufficient.

The rate of stream flow from stream cell x to x+1 is calculated as:

Vx,x+1,d = VREC,x,d - VEXD,x,d if VREC,x,d > VEXD,x,d  and (4-7)

Vx,x+1,d = 0 if VREC,x,d ≤ VEXD,x,d. (4-7)
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Case 3. Water use from a dam that is built in stream. This is the most complicated

case because various operational settings of the dam must be accounted for in a specific

order. First, the total supply rate of water, VTOT,x,d (m3d-1) is calculated as the receiving water

in stream cell x plus yesterday's storage in the dam:

 VTOT,x,d  = Vx-1,x,d + VRO, x,d + VLF, x,d + STx,d-1. (4-8)

VTOT,x,d is potentially extractable. If all of it would be used on a single day, there

would not be any water left in neither the stream nor the dam. The remaining water after

water extraction, VREM,x,d (m3d-1 ), is calculated as:

VREM,x,d = VTOT,x,d - VUSE,x,d if VTOT,x,d > VUSE,x,d  and (4-9)

VREM,x,d = 0 if VTOT,x,d ≤ VUSE,x,d. (4-9)

If water release out of the dam was specified by a value FRST,x,d rather than a fixed

rate VOUT,x,d, a preliminary value of the latter (m3d-1) is the calculated as:

VOUT,x,d = VREMx,d · FRST,x,d. (4-10)

Initially, the actual rate of water flow out of the dam (Vx,x+1,d) is set to VOUT,x,d. It may

be necessary to correct for any minimum required and maximum allowed flow rate that have

been specified, or if the remaining amount of water VREMx,d is not enough. This accounting is

carried out by first calculating the new storage in the dam, and only then the actual rate of

water flow out of the dam. Four different situations are considered, which differ in the way

the new storage in the dam is calculated.

Case 3a. If neither a minimum required flow nor a maximum allowed flow have been

specified, the new storage in the dam, STx,d, is computed as:
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STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VOUT,x,d }, (4-11)

and the rate of stream flow from stream cell x to x+1, Vx,x+1 (m3d-1),  is calculated as:

Vx,x+1,d = VREM,x,d - STx,d. (4-12)

Case 3b. If only a minimum flow requirement has been specified (i.e., VMIN,x,d > 0)

but no maximum allowed flow, then the new storage in the dam, STx,d, is given by:

STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VOUT,x,d} if VMIN,x,d ≤ VOUT,x,d (4-13)

STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VMIN,x,d} if VOUT,x,d < VMIN,x,d < VREM,x,d (41-0)

STx,d = 0 if VMIN,x,d ≥ VREM,x,d. (4-13)

Use of the Min function ensures that the maximum storage capacity storage (STMX,x) is never

exceeded. The rate of water flow out of the dam (Vx,x+1) is calculated with Equation 4-12.

This flow rate may be below the minimum required flow rate if the dam was empty.

Case 3c. If only a maximum allowed flow has been specified (i.e., VMAX,x,d > 0) but

no minimum required flow, the new storage in the dam, STx,d, is computed as:

STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VOUT,x,d} if VOUT,x,d ≤ VMAX,x,d  and (4-14)

STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VMAX,x,d} if VOUT,x,d > VMAX,x,d. (4-14)

The rate of water flow out of the dam (Vx,x+1) is again calculated with Equation 4-12.

This flow rate may be above the maximum allowed flow rate if the dam was full.

Case 3d. If a both a minimum required flow and a maximum allowed flow have been

specified (i.e., 0 < VMIN,x,d < VMAX,x,d), then the new storage in the dam is given by:
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STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VMIN,x,d} if VOUT,x,d ≤ VMIN,x,d (4-15)

STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VOUT,x,d} if VMIN,x,d < VOUT,x,d < VMAX,x,d (41-0)

STx,d = Min {STMX,x, VREM,x,d - VMAX,x,d} if VOUT,x,d ≥ VMAX,x,d. (4-15)

The rate of water flow out of the dam (Vx,x+1) is again calculated with Equation 4-12.

Quantification of Water Use in the Mid 1990s

Domestic water use

CIAT carried out a census in the administrative Cabuyal region in 1995. A total of

910 families with 5,357 people were living in 22 communities in the region at that time

(Table 4-2). Per capita domestic water use in a rural area like the Cabuyal region was esti-

mated at 0.120 m3d-1 (Ramirez, 1992), resulting in a total domestic water use of 643 m3d-1

(7.4 L/s) in the administrative Cabuyal region. This rate is assumed constant all year.

About 15% of the inhabitants in the administrative Cabuyal region obtained drinking

water from wells or directly from streams, whereas the remaining 85% had access to a

drinking water system (Table 4-2), locally known as acueducto (de Fraiture et al., 1997). A

drinking water system is a network of small pipes in the watershed. Part of the stream water

in the upper part of the watershed is diverted into these pipes, from where it flows (by

gravity) to the houses. There were a total of 9 drinking water systems, with a combined

supply capacity of 2,591 m3d-1 (30.0 L/s) (Table 4-3). Three drinking water systems (Laguna-

Pescador, El Cidral and Santa Barbara) took water from the Cabuyal River or a tributary at a

combined rate of 1,555 m3d-1 (18.0 L/s). The other six systems took water from streams

outside the Cabuyal River catchment at a rate of 1,036 m3d-1 (12.0 L/s). These rates are

assumed constant all year, unless the river flow rate is less.
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Table 4-2. Total area, population size, population density and access to drinking water for the
22 communities of the 7,526 ha administrative Cabuyal region, Colombia.
Community  -------- Area ------- ---- Population ----   Drinking water system 1

ha            frac2  # km-2  Inside    Outside    None

Buena Vista 899 0.50 210 23 0 201 9

Cabuyal 552 0.26 248 45 0 248 0

Crucero 122 0.46 258 212 236 0 22

El Caimito 694 0.00 186 27 120 0 66

El Cidral 348 1.00 351 101 351 0 0

El Oriente 477 0.81 48 10 0 32 16

El Porvenir 214 0.24 223 59 223 0 0

El Rosario 380 0.00 400 187 0 305 95

El Socorro 496 0.49 369 74 369 0 0

La Campina 230 0.44 174 76 163 0 11

La Esperanza 244 0.21 158 65 0 124 34

La Isla 221 0.37 104 47 0 104 0

La Laguna 396 0.31 412 104 288 0 124

La Llanada 237 1.00 186 79 62 0 124

La Primavera 157 0.00 92 59 0 92 0

Los Quingos 301 0.37 435 144 335 0 100

Palermo 333 0.53 191 57 58 0 133

Panamericana 252 0.41 199 79 0 195 4

Pescador 115 0.00 225 196 225 0 0

Potrerillo 240 1.00 268 112 230 0 38

Santa Barbara 340 0.56 325 96 81 221 23

Ventanas 276 0.40 295 107 0 295 0

TOTAL 7526 0.43 5357 71 2741 1817 799

Source: De Fraiture et al. (1997), based on a survey that CIAT carried out in 1994.
1 "Inside" and "outside" refer to a drinking water system that draws water from, respectively,
inside and outside the Cabuyal River catchment; "None" means no access to any drinking
water system.
2 Fraction of a community that falls within the catchment of the Cabuyal River.
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Table 4-3. Drinking water systems in the administrative Cabuyal region1. The water sources
of the systems indicated with a star (*) are located within the Cabuyal River watershed.

Name 2 Beneficiaries

  #

Water source Supply

(m3d-1)

1 Laguna–Pescador* 2,309 Cabuyal River 1,296

2 Carrizales   748 Carrizal River   432

3 St. Barbara-Ventanas   516 Guaycoche River   173

4 El Cidral*   351 Quebrada La Colorada   173

5 El Rosario   305 unknown   173

6 El Oriente     32 unknown     86

7 La Esperanza   124 unknown     86

8 Primavera     92 unknown     86

9 St. Barbara*     81 Quebrada La Colorada    86

TOTAL 4,558 2,591
1 Source: de Fraiture et al. (1997), based on data from the early 1990s.
2 Many names of drinking water systems coincide with community names.

Figure 4-3 shows the water intake of the largest drinking water system, Laguna-

Pescador. This location (W 76.511º and N 2.732º) is in the top of the watershed, just down-

stream from the point where the Cabuyal River emerges from springs. The flow rate of the

river is very low at this point. The picture was taken on 24 June 1998, at the start of the dry

season. The construction of the drinking water system is simple. Part of the stream water

flows through a metal filter that keeps leaves and twigs out of the drinking water. Water then

flows into the small basin with a volume of approximately 1 m3, from where it flows further

in a pipe (not visible in Figure 4-3) that has a diameter of about 15cm, towards the houses.

Drinking water is not chemically treated.
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Figure 4-3. Starting point of the largest drinking water system (Laguna-Pescador). Part of the
stream water flows through the metal filter into the small concrete basin. From there it flows
into a pipe (not visible) and farther toward the houses.

Figure 4-4 shows the geographical extent of the 22 communities in the administrative

Cabuyal region and Figure 4-5 shows the location of all 910 houses and the roads. Some 70%

of the houses are located within 150m of a road. Table 4-2 gives the area and population of

each community and indicates how the inhabitants obtained drinking water in each commu-

nity. Access to drinking water system was spatially variable. For example, the community of

La Llanada is located entirely within the catchment of the river but only 62 out of 182

inhabitants had access to a drinking water system. On the other hand, the communities of El

Caimito, Pescador and El Rosario fall entirely outside the actual catchment area, nevertheless

all families living here were connected to a drinking water system. In total, 51% of all
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inhabitants have access to drinking water system that draws water from within the Cabuyal

River catchment, 34% get piped drinking water from outside the catchment, and 15% of the

inhabitants are not connected to any drinking water system. They obtained drinking water

from wells or directly from streams.

Simulation of domestic water use by SWBM required the specification of the net

daily rate of domestic water use from the Cabuyal River. This rate was 1,555 m3d-1 (18 L/s),

the supply by the Laguna-Pescador, El Cidral and Santa Barbara systems. It was assumed

constant during the years 1994-1997. The locations of water extraction are given in Figure

4-7A. The corresponding water extraction rates are those in Table 4-2. This selection of the

rate of 1,555 m3d-1 may seem confusing. On one hand, the combined rate of water supply by

all drinking water systems is higher (2,591 vs. 1,555 m3d-1). However, water extraction from

streams outside the Cabuyal River catchment must not be accounted for. On the other hand,

the estimated rate of actual domestic water use is lower (643 vs. 1,555 m3d-1). Any unused

drinking water was assumed to leave the drinking water systems in the lowest lying commu-

nity of El Socorro, which is beyond the end point of the Cabuyal River and outside the

catchment of the river. Surplus water was not returned to the river and was, therefore,

considered used within the watershed.
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Figure 4-4. Geographical location of the 22 communities of the administrative Cabuyal
region. The total area of the administrative watershed is 7,526 ha. The thicker blue line
indicates the boundary of the 3,246 ha Cabuyal River watershed.
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Figure 4-5. Location of roads (double lines) and 910 houses (dots) within the administrative
Cabuyal region. The darker colored area is the Cabuyal River watershed. About 56% of the
houses are located within the catchment. About 70% of the houses are within 150 m of a
road, 15% are between 150 and 300m, and 15% are at a distance greater than 300m.
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Industrial water use

Relatively little industrial activity took place in the administrative Cabuyal region.

All industries involved farm-based processing of agricultural products. They include 2

sugarcane processing plants, 2 milk and cheese processing plants, 17 farms that process a

total of 5900 chickens (de Fraiture et al., 1997), 3 major cassava processing plants and a

dozen small farms that process cassava (E.B. Knapp, 1999, personal communication).

The three cassava processing plants are the largest industrial water consumers. River

water is extracted from the river to wash and process cassava roots. In 1995, a total of 940

tons of starch was produced (E.B. Knapp, 1999, personal communication). The three major

plants accounted for nearly 50% of this production. The rule of thumb is that 5 tons of

cassava root and 30 m3 water is needed to produce 1 ton of starch. Cassava industries gener-

ally operate all year around. The average rate of water use by the cassava industries is then 78

m3d-1 (0.9 L/s). This water was taken in equal rates from three different locations from the

river (where the three largest cassava processing plants are located, Figure 4-7A). All other

industries used an estimated 12 m3d-1 (0.14 L/s), which was taken from the drinking water

system (de Fraiture et al., 1997).

Industrial water use is very low compared to domestic and agricultural water use, as

shown in Figure 4-6. It is also low in absolute terms because less than 0.5% of the river flow

in the dry season and less than 0.1% in the wet season is used by industries. However, there

is concern about the potential impact of industries on water quality (CIAT, 1993; de Fraiture

et al., 1997). Part of the processing water is discharged back into the river. High concentra-

tions of starch and plant residue may pollute the stream and increase biological oxygen

demand. This may cause a health treat to the population and threaten in situ use of the river
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for fishery activities (de Fraiture et al., 1997). The newwest cassava plant has a 3-way

filtering system to reduce water contamination (J. Rubiano, 1999, personal communication).

Irrigation water demand

Irrigation is mostly applied to tomatoes, although it is used at a smaller scale for

beans, peas, onion, papaya, potato and blackberries (de Fraiture et al., 1997). Irrigated

tomatoes are appealing because they can be sold on the market (Ostertag, 1996) and because

cropping schemes that include tomato increases long-term farm sustainability (Hansen et al.,

1997). Tomatoes are typically grown from April through September because this period fits

well within the crop rotation (Hansen, 1996) and the risk for crop losses due to pests and

diseases is smallest in the drier months. Farmers would not grow tomatoes during the dry

season if they cannot irrigate them because the risk for crop losses due to drought would be

unacceptably large (de Fraiture et al., 1997). A farm-level survey showed that farmers obtain

irrigation water from streams and from the drinking water system (Table 4-4).

Local farmers do not measure and have little idea about the amount of irrigation wa-

ter they use (de Fraiture et al., 1997). I used the CROPGRO v3.5 (98.0) crop growth model to

estimate irrigation water requirements for field-grown tomato. CROPGRO is part of the

Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) v3.5 (Hoogenboom et al.,

1994) and has been adapted to simulate field-grown tomato (Scholberg et al., 1996).

Table 4-4. Irrigated area and irrigation method in the administrative Cabuyal region in 1995.
Irrigation method and water source # farmers Irrigated area (ha)

Drinking water system 280 84

Stream water, motor pumps 33 15

Stream water, by gravity 7 1

Source: de Fraiture et al. (1997).
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Two different types of simulations were carried out, with different planting dates and

weather data. Genetic coefficients for the tomato variety Sunny Semi-Determinate were used,

which were included with the DSSAT software. Soil parameters were based on soil analysis

on the Jose Domingo farm (Hansen, 1996). An amount of 75 kg N ha-1 was applied at the day

of transplanting and at 35 days after transplanting. This is the typical fertilizer application

schedule of at the Jose Domingo farm (Hansen and Jones, 1996). A 1-month fallow period

was simulated prior to transplanting so that soil water could reach a level that was typical for

that time of the year. The soil water content was assumed at 50% plant available water at the

start of the fallow period. Irrigation was applied at a rate of 8 mm per application whenever

the soil water content in the top 30 cm reached 40% plant available water. An irrigation

efficiency of 0.75 was assumed.

Simulation of 1994-1997 with actual weather data. Four years (1994-1997) of

weather data measured at the Domingo farm were used. Hansen et al. (1997) reported an

earliest tomato transplanting date of March 21 for the Jose Domingo farm. Two different

planting dates were simulated. Planting on April 1 was simulated as it corresponds close to

the reported earliest planting date. Planting on May 1 was also simulated. The dry months of

June-September then fall completely within the growing season--particularly the vegetative

and reproductive stages. Table 4-5 gives the simulated monthly irrigation water requirements

for planting on May 1. As expected, irrigation water requirements in every month were

slightly lower for planting on April 1 (not shown). Irrigation water demand was highest in

August 1997, on average 5.2 mm d-1. Irrigation was never needed in May.

Based on the data in Table 4-5, total irrigation water use (m3d-1) was calculated if 100

ha were irrigated from June through September (Table 4-6 and Figure 4-6). Irrigation was

applied to 100 randomly selected land units (each 1 ha) classified as Cropped Land in Figure
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3-7. Irrigation water use was assumed constant on all days within the same month, based on

the assumptions that (1) farmers would not irrigate all at the same time and (2), on rainy

days, water would still be extracted to refill irrigation ponds and water tanks rather than

immediately application. Notice that an amount of 1000 m3d-1 is needed to irrigation 100 ha

at a rate of 1 mm d-1. No irrigation was applied from October through May.

Irrigation water was taken from streams in equal amounts at 25 locations throughout

the watershed; 12 locations were in the Cabuyal River (the main stream) and 13 locations

were in smaller tributary streams (Figure 4-7). These locations were chosen to simulate a

fairly evenly distributed irrigation water use throughout the watershed. The actual locations

where farmers extracted water from streams in 1994-1997 was unknown. The highest rate of

irrigation water use at any of the 25 locations was 200 m3d-1 (2.31 L/s) in August 1997.

Table 4-5. Measured rainfall and simulated duration and monthly irrigation requirements
during the growing season for tomato planted on May 1 in the Cabuyal River watershed. An
irrigation efficiency of 0.75 was assumed.
Planting [---Growing Season ---] [------ Irrigation Water Requirements -----]

 Rainfall

  (mm)

   Length

   (days)

JUN             JUL             AUG            SEP

---------------- (mm month-1) -----------------

May 1, 1994   393    145 15 60 145 105

May 1, 1995   746    143 0 10 0 30

May 1, 1996   336    142 10 15 100 40

May 1, 1997   371    142 0 65 155 5
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Table 4-6. Estimated irrigation water use for 100 ha of field-grown tomato in the Cabuyal
River watershed, for 4 planting dates. An irrigation efficiency of 0.75 was assumed.
Planting June                      July                         August                    September

------------------------- Irrigation Water Use  (m3d-1) ----------------------

May 1, 1994 500 1,935 4,677 3,500

May 1, 1995     0    323        0 1,000

May 1, 1996 333    484 3,226 1,333

May 1, 1997     0 2,097 5,000    161
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Figure 4-6. Average daily water use from 1994 through 1997 in the 7,250 ha administrative
Cabuyal region. Domestic and industrial water use is constant all year. Irrigation was applied
only from June through September; it was assumed constant within a month. The white part
of the "domestic" bar indicates unused water (surplus intake) of the drinking water systems.

Simulation of 100 years with generated weather data. The data in Table 4-5 did not

give a good indication of the typical irrigation water requirements in the Cabuyal River

watershed because irrigation water demand varied significantly between the four years

caused by large differences in the amount and distribution of precipitation during the growing

season (see Table 3-6). In addition, irrigation water requirements for September only applied
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to part of that month because the growing season ended before the end of the month. Irriga-

tion water requirements in September might have been higher for a tomato crop that was

planted later and was growing and/or productive during the entire month of September.

A second simulation was carried out to estimate the long-term average irrigation wa-

ter requirements in the Cabuyal River watershed. Twelve cropping seasons were analyzed, by

transplanting tomato on the first day of each month. The possible effects of pests and diseases

on plant growth during the wet months were not accounted for. The WeatherMan software

(Pickering et al., 1994) was used to generate 100 years of daily rainfall, minimum and

maximum temperature and solar radiation. I used weather generator coefficients that were

estimated by Hansen (1996) based on weather data from six weather stations in, or close to,

the Cabuyal River watershed. Each cropping season was simulated with the 100 replicates of

weather data. Irrigation water requirements were averaged over these years. All other simu-

lation parameters remained the same as in the first simulation.

Simulated long-term average irrigation water demand is given in Table 4-7. Irrigation

was not needed from November through May. Tomatoes planted in May had the lowest

rainfall during the growing season (840 mm), the largest total irrigation water need (119.5

mm) and a highest water demand of 1.59 mm d-1 in August. Total irrigation water demands

are also high for tomatoes planted in April (85.1 mm), June (100.2 mm) and July (98.7 mm)

with irrigation water demand always greater than 1.25 mm d-1 in August. The irrigation

requirements in August 1994 and August 1997 were more than 3 times the long-term average

water demand in August, and in August 1996 it was more than twice as high. This indicates

that the summers of 1994, 1996 and 1997 were much drier than average. The data in Table

4-7 are not used for simulation in this chapter, but they are used to quantify irrigation water

use for the scenarios in Chapter 6.
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Table 4-7. Measured rainfall, simulated growing season length, and simulated monthly
irrigation requirements for field-grown tomato planted at the 1 day of each month, averaged
over 100 replicates. Irrigation was never needed from November through May.
Planting Growing Season [---------- Irrigation Water Requirements ------------]

Rainfall

(mm)

Length

(days)

JUN       JUL       AUG      SEP       OCT      TOTAL

--------------------- (mm month-1)  ----------------------

1 JAN 1231 157 - - - - - -

1 FEB 1110 156 9.9 6.7 - - - 16.6

1 MAR 1012 154 10.7 32.8 2.3 - - 45.7

1 APR 912 152 10.1 38.7 36.3 - - 85.1

1 MAY 840 155 10.8 40.1 47.7 21.9 - 119.5

1 JUN 906 160 - 25.1 44.8 28.0 2.4 100.2

1 JUL 989 162 - 18.9 39.1 28.9 2.8 89.7

1 AUG 1085 162 - - 23.9 16.9 2.4 43.2

1 SEP 1179 161 - - - 9.1 1.3 10.4

1 OCT 1278 160 - - - - 2.4 2.4

1 NOV 1373 158 - - - - - -

1 DEC 1345 157 - - - - - -

Modeling Dam Operation

Dams were located in the Cabuyal River at 0.2 km, 6.2 km and 15.2 km flow length

from the watershed outlet. These locations were chosen because the immediate catchment

area of the river at these locationsnot including the catchment area of any upstream

damswere each about 1/3rd of the Cabuyal River watershed (Figure 4-7B). The upper and

middle dam primarily controlled river flow rates in the middle and lower parts of the water-

shed, whereas the lower dam was only used to control flow rates at the outlet.

The operation of dams was simulated by specifying just three types of parameters: (1)

the dam's equilibrium fraction FRST,x,d, which controls the rate of water release from the dam,
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(2) the minimum required flow rate at the dam, VMIN,x,d and (3) the maximum allowed flow

rate at the dam, VMAX,x,d. Although these parameters could have been varied over time, they

were set to a constant value all year (Table 4-8). Constant values simplified the parameter-

ization of the model and were considered sufficient to meet the two objectives. Simulation

results in Chapter 3 showed that the river flow rate depends on the catchment area in an

almost linear fashion. Therefore, the minimum and maximum flow rates were chosen as,

respectively, 100%, 66% and 33% of the desired flow rate at the watershed outlet.

Each dam had a storage capacity of 1 million m3. The equilibrium storage in each

dam was set to 300,000 m3 (STMAX,s · FRST,x). Storage in the dam was kept at this level

whenever river flows were in between the minimum required flow and the maximum allowed

flow. Thus, at equilibrium level, each dam could release up to 300,000 m3 water to sustain

the minimum flow of 400 L/s at the watershed, and store an additional 700,000 m3 water

whenever flow rates exceeded the maximum allowed flow rate of 1,500 L/s.

Table 4-8. Parameter settings for three dams. The same values were used every day.
Location Dam Storage Capacity

(STMAX,s, m3)

Water Release

(FRST,x, -)

Minimum Flow

(VMIN,x, L/s)

Maximum Flow

(VMAX,x, L/s)

Lower dam 1,000,000 0.3 400 1,500

Middle dam 1,000,000 0.3 255 1 1,000

Upper dam 1,000,000 0.3 120 1   500
1 These values are slightly lower than 66% and 33% of the highest value to account for the
fact that much water is used during dry period upstream from these dams.
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Figure 4-7. Simulated locations in the Cabuyal River watershed where water use takes place or dams are located. a) locations where water
is extracted; b) dams. The immediate catchment areas of each dam, not including those of any upstream dams, are colored differently.
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Results and Discussion

Classifying Water Availability

Figures 4-7 through 4-10 show the simulated water availability (before water use and

impedance by dams) from 1994 through 1997. In general, water availability was low from

July through October, and it was very low during all or part of September and October. Water

availability remained low until mid November in 1994, mid October in 1995, end of October

in 1996 and till early November in 1997. This was about a month later than usual. The

longest period (two months) of continuous very low water availability occurred during 1996.
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Figure 4-8. Classification of water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed in 1994,
without water use and impedance by dams.
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Figure 4-9. Classification of water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed in 1995,
without water use and impedance by dams.
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Figure 4-10. Classification of water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed in 1996,
without water use and impedance by dams.
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Figure 4-11. Classification of water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed in 1997,
without water use and impedance by dams.

Stream Flow After Water Use

Figure 4-12 shows the simulated river flow rate at the water outlet after water use

(but without the impedance by dams), as well as the change in river flow rate due to water

use. The difference in y-direction between both curves is the gross water supply, which was

shown in Figures 4-8 through 4-11. The lowest level of change in river flow rate occurred

from October through May in every year. During this period there was only domestic and

industrial water use at a combined rate of 1,633 m3d-1 (18.9 L/s).

Figure 4-13 shows the percentage of simulated river flow that was used. In Chapter 1

it was explained that one can consider water availability very low and a primary constraint to

life if more than 40% of the available water resources are used (Seckler et al., 1998). Clearly,

this was never the case in the Cabuyal River watershed during the years 1994-1997. The
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reason for the fact that water shortages did occur during the dry period in those years may be

related to an inefficient allocation of the extracted water and the illegal use of large amounts

of irrigation water from the drinking water system. These aspects were not accounted for

during this simulation analysis. Figure 4-13 shows the actual water use strangely dropped

during two weeks in October 1997, after which is increases again for a while. The cause for

this temporary reduction in water use was that the flow rate of the Cabuyal River in the upper

part of the watershed became very low and, consequently, insufficient to supply water to the

main Laguna-Pescador drinking water system at the usual rate of 1,296 m3d-1 (15 L/s).
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Figure 4-12. Simulated river flow at the watershed outlet after water use, and change in river
flow from the gross supply due to water use, for the period 1994-1997.
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Figure 4-13. Simulated percentage of river flow that was extracted for domestic, industrial
and agricultural uses, for the period 1994-1997.

Figure 4-14 shows the reduction in river flow due to water use at different distances

from the watershed outlet. The top curve applies to a day without any irrigation water use,

which was any day from October through May in any year. Water was then only used for

domestic and industrial use at a combined rate of 1,633 m3d-1 (18.9 L/s). This rate corre-

sponds to the point where the curve crosses the Y-axis. The bottom curve applies to any day

in August 1997, when irrigation water use was highest. Total water use was then 6,633 m3d-1

(76.8 L/s). The jumps in the curves, representing a sudden decrease in the river flow rate,

occurred at water extraction locations or where a smaller stream merged into the Cabuyal

River. The reduction in river flow is cumulative along the flow path in downstream direction,

clearly demonstrating that water availability in downstream communities is affected by water

use in upstream communities.
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Figure 4-14. Simulated change in river flow rate due to water use, as a function of flow
length to the watershed outlet, for a day without irrigation water use (every day from October
through May) and for a day with the highest occurring irrigation water use (every day in
August 1997). The flow length between the black dots is 1.5 km.

Table 4-9 gives the cumulative reduction in the river flow rate for 31 water extraction

locations, for the day without irrigation and the day with much irrigation in August 1997. The

location ID# correspond to those indicated in Figure 4-7A. Locations #1-25 is where irriga-

tion water is used, locations #26-28 are cassava processing plants and locations #29-31 are

the intakes of the drinking water systems. The reduction in river flow rate at the outlet is the

sum of the reduction in stream flow at locations #1, #2 and #3.
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Table 4-9. Cumulative reduction in stream flow rate at the 31 water extraction locations, for a
day without irrigation (October through May) and a day with the highest irrigation water use
(every day in August 1997). The location ID numbers correspond to those in Figure 4-7A.
ID# Without

irrigation

Much

Irrigation

ID# Without

Irrigation

Much

Irrigation

----------- L/s ------------- ----------- L/s -------------

1 0.00 2.32 17 17.30 33.51

2 18.90 67.52 18 1.00 5.63

3 0.00 6.94 19 15.30 26.88

4 18.90 65.20 20 2.00 4.32

5 0.00 4.63 21 1.00 3.32

6 0.00 6.95 22 0.00 4.63

7 0.00 2.32 23 15.00 19.63

8 0.00 4.63 24 0.00 2.32

9 18.90 55.94 25 15.00 17.32

10 0.00 2.32 26 18.90 46.68

11 18.90 53.63 27 18.60 41.75

12 18.90 51.31 28 0.30 4.93

13 18.90 49.00 29 15.00 15.00

14 18.60 46.38 30 2.00 2.00

15 18.60 44.07 31 1.00 1.00

16 1.00 7.95 OUTLET 18.90 76.78

Effects of Dams in the River

Controlling river flow

Figure 4-15 shows the simulated river flow at the watershed outlet with the three

dams. The major difference with the "unregulated" river flow is that the flow rate never

dropped below 400 L/s and never exceeded 1,500 L/s.
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Figure 4-15. Simulated flow rate at the outlet of the Cabuyal River, after water use and with
three dams that controlled the flow rate, for the period 1994-1997.
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Figure 4-16. Simulated amount of water stored in each dam for the period 1994-1997. The
equilibrium storage was set to 30% of the maximum storage capacity.
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Figure 4-16 shows the amount of water stored in the dams during the 4-year period.

The equilibrium level of storage was 300,000 m3 in each dam. Storage increased at days with

a flow rate higher than the maximum allowed rate. Storage decreased at the end of the dry

period to sustain the minimum required flow rate. Storage never reached the capacity of the

dams and none of the dams ever ran empty. The dams' capacities and equilibrium levels of

storage were appropriately chosen such that the objectives of the dams were met at any time.

Figure 4-17 demonstrates the effect the dams had on river flow in different parts of

the watershed. Curve A indicates the simulated river flow rate after water use on 27 March

1996, if no dams were present. The river flow rate (2,128 L/s) was higher than the maximum

allowed flow rate (1,500 L/s). Curve B shows the river flow rate corrected by dams. Dams

reduced the river flow rate to the minimum required flow at their locations. Notice that an

upward jump in curves A and B indicates that a secondary stream merged with the Cabuyal

River, whereas a downward jump indicates a reduction in stream flow rate caused by a dam.

Curve C indicates the simulated river flow rate after water use on 13 October 1996, if no

dams were present. The river flow rate (234 L/s) was lower than the minimum required flow

rate (400 L/s). Curve D shows the river flow rate corrected by dams. Dams released some

water to sustain the minimum required flow rates at their locations.
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Figure 4-17. Simulated river flow rate after water use and with dams, as a function of flow
length to the watershed outlet, for a day (27 March 1996) with a river flow rate higher than
the maximum allowed flow rate, and for a day (13 October 1996) with a river flow rate below
the minimum required flow rate.

Minimum required dam capacities

Figure 4-16 indicated that most of the capacity of the dams was not used during the

greater part of the 4-year period, except during the first half of 1994 and the second half of

1996. I calculated the minimum combined capacity of the dams necessary to sustain a

minimum river flow rate (Table 4-10). This was done for minimum flow thresholds of 300,

350, 400, 450 and 500 L/s at the watershed outlet. The dam capacities in Table 4-10 are the

most conservative estimates, assuming that the equilibrium storage in the dams is maximal

(dams are kept full whenever possible), i.e. with these capacities the dams could not be used
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to reduce peak flow rates. For the minimum required flow of 400 L/s, a combined storage

capacity of 739,000 m3 would have been sufficient. Thus, the equilibrium storage of 300,000

m3 in each dam could have been decreased to as low as 246,000 m3, assuming equal water

release by the dams. The required dam capacities increase with higher minimum flow

requirements.

Table 4-10. Combined storage capacity (filled) of the dams required to sustain minimum flow
rates (after water use), for 5 different minimum flow rates, 1994 through 1997.
Min. flow rate (L/s)   300   350   400  450  500

Year  -------------- Combined Capacity of Dams, in 1000 m3 ------------

1994 0 31 187 483 861

1995 9 80 216 451 786

1996 144 400 739 1141 1586

1997 22 141 355 682 1119

I also calculated the combined capacity of the dams necessary to reduce the five larg-

est peak flow rates in the period 1994-1997 (Table 4-11). This was done for maximum

allowed flow rates of 1100, 1300, 1500, 1700 and 1900 L/s at the watershed outlet. The

required dam capacities increase for lower maximum allowed flow rates. The dam capacities

in Table 4-11 are the most conservative estimates, assuming that the equilibrium storage in

the dams is minimal (dams are kept empty whenever possible), i.e. with these capacities the

dams could not be used to sustain minimum flow rates. A combined storage capacity of 1.72

million m3 would have been necessary to reduce the very high peak flow in January 1994 to

1500 L/s. Thus, the available capacity beyond the equilibrium storage of 700,000 m3 in each

dam could be reduced to 573,000 m3, assuming equal water intake by the dams.
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Table 4-11. Combined storage capacity (empty) of the three dams required to maintain a
maximum flow rate, for 5 different maximum flow rates, 1994 through 1997.
Max. flow rate (L/s) 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900

Time of peak flow  -------------- Combined Capacity of Dams, in 1000 m3 ------------

January 1994 2403 1985 1720 1483 1275

April 1994 1395 1044 739 463 237

May 1994 2922 1928 1068 454 278

March 1996 838 475 214 110 43

January 1997 612 368 187 61 0

If dams are used to control both minimum and maximum flow rates and the equilib-

rium storage in the dam is kept constant all year, then the capacities in Tables 4-10 and 4-11

must be added for the corresponding time periods. Assuming the 400 L/s minimum flow rate

and the 1,500 L/s maximum flow rate, the required combined dam volume is for the entire

four year period is 2.459 million m3 (739,000 + 1,720,000). For the individual years 1994,

1995, 1995 and 1996 it is 1.907, 0.216, 0.953, and 0.543 million m3, respectively. A lower

dam capacity may be sufficient if the equilibrium storage is varied during the year. Storage

should be kept low during the entire wet season (October-May), and should be increased near

maximum storage at the beginning of the wet season (around June). This is a more efficient

way of operating the dams, requiring less storage capacity, but achieving the same goals.

Conclusions

According to the water availability classification that is used by some local planning

agencies, simulated water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed was low or very low

during about half of each simulated year. Nevertheless, there was ample water to meet

estimated water demands throughout the entire simulation period, January 1994 through

December 1997. The reduction in river flow due to water use never exceeded 16%, even not
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near the end of the dry seasons, when flow rates were lowest and total water demand high. If

there were three dams with a storage capacity of 1 million m3 each, a minimum flow rate of

350 L/s and a maximum flow rate of 1,500 could be sustained during that time period.

Current complains about reduced or insufficient water availability seem related to the

fact that the drinking water systems are used as a source of irrigation water during the dry

season, but they were not designed for this purpose. Irrigation water use from the drinking

water systems was not simulated, however, from the data it was clear that estimated peak

irrigation water requirements (up to 5,000 m3d-1 in August 1997) far exceeded the combined

capacity of the drinking water systems (2,591 m3d-1) and could, therefore, impossibly be

supplied by them. To solve these problems, one can consider increasing the capacity of the

drinking water systems, building additional ones, or helping farmers exploit other sources of

irrigation water, in particular by pumping it directly out of a stream.
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CHAPTER 5
MODELING LAND USE CHANGE WITH STOCHASTIC RULES

Introduction

The impetus for studies on land use changes comes from a variety of sources, in-

cluding high pressures on the land due to increasing food demand and the need to meet

environmental standards, the existence of powerful information technology, and emphasis on

the long term and on future generations (Fresco, 1994). Various methodologies have been

developed to describe the impact of biophysical and socioeconomic conditions on land use.

Models have been developed to generate future land use patterns. Most models simulate land

use using optimization techniques, extrapolation of past trends, or sets of logical rules.

Linear programming (LP) models are used for land use planning to determine an op-

timal land use pattern. The optimization objective is typically a representation of one or more

tactical or strategic philosophies or policy implications, such as maximization of regional or

farm income, household wealth, minimization of environmental pollution, maximization of

resource use efficiency, and minimization of unemployment. LP models have been applied at

continental, national, regional, and farm levels (Fresco et al., 1994).

An example of a LP model is the General Optimal Allocation of Land Use (GOAL)

model. The Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy (1992) used this model to

study regional distribution of land use for four different scenarios (free market and free trade;

regional development; nature and landscape; environmental protection) for rural areas in the
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 European Community. GOAL is a complex model that can optimize land use to meet a

combination of rural and agricultural policy goals, given a limited set of land use types and

an exogenously defined demand for agricultural and forestry products (Rabbinge et al.,

1994). Another optimization-based land use planning methodology is USTED (Uso Sosteni-

ble de Tierras En el Desarrollo: Sustainable Land Use in Development) (Stoorvogel et al.,

1995). It maximizes regional farm income subject to resource and sustainability constraints at

various levels in the agricultural system, and was successfully used for regional and farm-

level land use planning in Costa Rica (Jansen et al., 1997; Schipper et al., 1995).

Veldkamp and Fresco (1996a) argued that optimization models do not account for the

actual conditions that caused land use changes in the past and may result in land use patterns

that are not realistic. They introduced an alternative methodology to generate future land use

patterns, called Conversion of Land Use and its Effects (CLUE). CLUE predicts future land

use by looking at the interacting biophysical and human drivers factors that caused land use

changes in the past and by extrapolating these relations into the near future (< 15 years). A

comprehensive statistical analysis of the quantitative relationships between past and actual

land use and potential driving forces underlies the land allocation procedure. CLUE allows

one to analyze land use changes at different spatial aggregation levels (Veldkamp and Fresco,

1997b). The methodology was successfully applied to Costa Rica (Veldkamp and Fresco,

1996b, 1997b), Ecuador (de Koning, 1998) and China (Verburg et al., 1999).

Thornton and Jones (1997) developed a conceptual dynamic land use model to inves-

tigate the feasibility of assembling land use models based on a simple set of rules and to

investigate if land use evolves in a plausible fashion in response to changes in the driving

factors. The rules account for the slope and drainage class of the land, quantity and price of

seed and fertilizer, distance to roads, distance to market, transportation costs and household
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preferences. Seven possible land use types were considered: bean and maize by three input

levels, and fallow. A transition matrix was defined to express the effects on yield of moving

from one land use to another in successive time periods for a given combination of soil type,

production input level and current crop. The model was applied to a hypothetical region

consisting of 300 facets. Logical changes in land use patterns were simulated.

Rubiano (1998) developed a cellular automata (CA) land use change model. Cellular

automata models consist of a one- or two-dimensional array of finite-state cells (automata). A

set of rules defines how the state each cell changes based on its current state and the state of

neighbor cells. The most striking feature of CA is that simple rules can result in complicated

behavior (Hogeweg, 1988). Land use dynamics in Rubiano's model are partly based on rules

and partly an extrapolation of past trends. Rubiano analyzed how changes in forest, scrub,

and pasture occurred in the Cabuyal River watershed in Colombia with respect to distance to

rivers, distance to roads and slope. He performed a detailed statistical analysis on land use

maps of 1946, 1970 and 1989 (airphotography-based) to formulate a set of land use conver-

sion rules for the CA model. The calibrated model was used to simulate land use changes in a

another region with similar landscape characteristics, but for which no data on past land use

were available. Land use changed in a plausible way.

This chapter describes a rule-based land use change model that generates land use

patterns for any numbers of years in the future. Changes in land use are determined stochasti-

cally on a land unit basis for each year. The rate and direction of land use change depend on

rules that account for specific characteristics about the location of a land unit in the landscape

and relative tendencies to move from one land use type to another. This modeling approach

shows similarity with the cellular automata model by Rubiano (1998), but it allows one to

account for any number of spatial characteristics that are considered relevant in describing
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land use changes. Examples of such spatial characteristics include distance to nearest road,

distance to houses, distance to cities, distance to streams, slope, elevation, erosion potential

and land use of neighboring land units. The model was used to create a land use pattern for

each of the three future scenarios for the Cabuyal River watershed for the year 2025. The

scenarios are described in Appendix F.

Materials and Methods

Description of the Model

Land use (LU) changes are calculated on a land unit basis per time step. Assume an

area containing a total of X land units, that there are currently N different LU types, M

possible future LU types, and that a LU pattern for T years into the future must be generated

(Fig. 5-1). It may be that N=M, however, it is possible that new LU types will be developed

in the future or that some current LU types are nonexistent at some time in the future.
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Figure 5-1. Schematic representation of a possible present and future land use pattern of a
region that is divided into X=16 land units, with N=4 land use types at present and M=3 land
use types after T years. The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate different land use types.
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Furthermore there are R different LU conversion rules that predominantly affect the

direction of LU changes, and to a lesser extent the rate of change too. A land use conversion

rule is a condition related to spatial characteristics that assigns non-equal relative tendencies

to the conversion of a specific current LUC n type into all M different future LUC types. An

example of a simple rule is that forest within 500 m of a road is deforested twice as fast as

forest at a distance greater than 500 m from a road.

 Each LU type n (with n=1..N) has a lookup table (Table 5-1). A row in such table is

associated to a particular land use conversion rule r (with r=1..R). The numbers on row r are

the relative tendencies RTn,m,r that LUC type n of a land unit x (with x=1,X) changes towards

LUC type m (with m=1..M) during a time step (typically a year) if rule r applies. There are N

lookup tables and each table has M columns and a maximum of R rows.

Table 5-1. Skeleton of a LU change lookup table for a land use type n=1. This table contains
the applicable land use conversion rules r and relative tendencies RTn,m,r for changes from
LU type n=1 towards every possible LUC type m, with m=1..M.

Description of rule m=1 m=2 m=3 …….. m=M

r=1 conversion rule #1 RT1,1,1 RT1,2,1 RT1,3,1 …….. RT1,M,1

r=2 conversion rule #2 RT1,1,2 RT1,2,2 RT1,3,2 …….. RT1,M,2

� ……………….. …….. …….. …….. …….. ……..

r=R conversion rule #R RT1,1,R RT1,2,R RT1,3,R …….. RT1,M,R

The overall relative tendency that LU type n changes towards LU type m, RTOV,n,m, is

calculated by multiplying the relative tendencies of all applicable rules. For each LU pair

(n,m):

R,m,n1R,m,n2,m,n1,m,nm,n,OV RTRT.....RTRTRT ⋅⋅⋅⋅= −
(5-1)
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If a rule r is not applicable to the conversion of LU type n, then the corresponding

term RTn,m,r is not accounted for in Equation 5-1. If any single applicable rule r excludes the

conversion of LU type n into m, i.e. RTn,m,r = 0, then RTOV,n,m = 0 regardless of the relative

tendencies associated with other rules.

After applying Equation 5-1, the sum of the overall relative tendencies associated

with the conversion of LU type n, RTSUM,n, can be calculated. For each n=1..N,

∑
=

=
M

1m
m,n,OVn,SUM .RTRT

(5-2)

A value RTSUM,n=0 for any n implies that the combination of applicable rules prohib-

its the conversion of LU type n into any m, which indicates an inconsistency or error in the

set of rules in the probability table of LU type n. The actual probability that LU type n

changes towards LU type m, P,n,m, is calculated for each LU pair (n,m) as

.n,SUMm,n,OVm,n RT/RTP =
(5-3)

Any rule r with equal relative tendencies RTn,m,r,, with m=1..M, and n and r fixed (i.e.

all numbers on a row in a lookup table are equal), is redundant because that rule does not

affect the probabilities Pn,m. Equations 5-2 and 5-3 normalized the RT values such that for

each LU type n,

∑
=

=
M

1m
m,n .1P

(5-4)

Next, the cumulative probabilities PCUM,n,m are calculated for each LUC pair (n,m),
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PCUM,n,m = PNORM,n,m for  m = 1   and (5-5)

PCUM,n,m = PNORM,n,m-1 + PNORM,n,m     for  m = 2, M. (5-5)

The last step in the analysis is the selection of a random number RN1 from a uniform

distribution between 0 and 1. Number RN1 is compared with the annual probability of LU

change, YRLUC (yr-1). The value of YRLUC (also between 0 and 1) is specified at the start

of the simulation and remains constant during the entire simulation period. YRLUC affects

the overall rate of land use change. Land use change is not further considered if RN1 >

YRLUC. A low value of YRLUC results thus in relatively few land use changes. If RN1 ≤

YRLUC, a second random number RN2 is drawn from the same uniform distribution to

determine the new LU type m, which must meet the following requirement:

PCUM,n,m   < RN2 for m = 1  and (5-6)

PCUM,n,m-1 < RN2 ≤ PCUM,n,m for m = 2, M. (5-6)

Only one LU type m meets this requirement; n=m is a valid result also. It means that

the LU type changed towards itself, i.e. land use does not change. Thus, RN1 ≤ YRLUC does

not mean that the LU type actually changes. The actual probability that LU type n of any land

unit x changes towards another LU type m£n during any single year t is always equal to or

less--never greater--than YRLUC. Equations 5-2 through 5-6 are evaluated for each land unit

x, with x=1..X, and for each year t, with t=1..T.

The model was written in Fortran 77. All raster data are read and written as

ARC/INFO grids in ASCII format. These raster input data include the initial LU pattern (t=0)

and all spatial characteristics needed to evaluate the LU conversion rules. The relative
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tendencies are read from comma-delimited ASCII files which have the same format as Table

5-1 (each lookup table as a separate file). Values for T, YRLUC and (optionally) the SEED of

the random number generator are specified as command line arguments at the start of the

simulation. If no SEED is specified, the program will automatically determine one based on

the current time. Use of the same SEED allows regenerating the same series of LU patterns

(only if YRLUC and relative tendencies remained unchanged). A new LU pattern is saved at

every time t (t=1..T) as an ARC/INFO grid in ASCII format. These grids can be directly

imported and displayed in ARC/INFO or ArcView GIS software and were inputted to the

SWBM model.

Example of the Calculation Methodology

A simple example is now given to illustrate the model logic and different calculation

steps. The LUC conversion rules and relative tendencies of land use changes are based on

data from Rubiano (1998). Rubiano identified three distinct LUC types in the Cabuyal River

watershed: forest, scrub and pasture. He used four different distance-to-road classes (1-200

m, 200-400 m, 400-600 m, and >600 m) and also four different distance-to-river classes

(1-100 m, 100-200 m, 200-300 m, and >300 m). To simplify this example, the first two

classes as well as the last two classes were merged in both classifications. Thus, R=4.

The frequencies of LU conversions between forest, pasture and scrub from 1946 to

1970 were used as relative tendencies TRn,m,r, where n=1 (forest) refers to Table 5-2, n=2

(pasture) to Table 5-3, n=3 (scrub) to Table 5-4, m to the mth data column in each table and r

to the rth data row in each table. These conversion frequencies were based on an average of

one change during a period of 24 years (1946-1970), thus YRLUC should be 1/24 (0.0416).
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Here, I determine how land use changes for a single land unit over time, assuming

that the land unit has a forest cover (n=1) on t=0, is farther than 400 m from a road (r=2) and

farther than 200 m from a stream (r=4). The conversion frequencies from Table 5-2 were

used as relative tendencies.

Table 5-2 Conversion frequencies from forest in 1946 towards forest, pasture and scrub in
1970, using a reduced set of conversion rules that accounted for distance to roads and rivers.
Rules Forest Pasture Scrub

Distance to road <= 400 m 0.233 0.500 0.267

Distance to road > 400 m 0.071 0.858 0.071

Distance to river <= 200 m 0.103 0.517 0.371

Distance to river > 200 m 0.061 0.788 0.151

Source: Rubiano (1998)

Table 5-3. Conversion frequencies from pasture in 1946 towards forest, pasture and scrub in
1970, using a reduced set of conversion rules that accounted for distance to roads and rivers.
Rules Forest Pasture Scrub

Distance to road <= 400 m 0.068 0.716 0.216

Distance to road > 400 m 0.071 0.866 0.063

Distance to river <= 200 m 0.058 0.744 0.198

Distance to river > 200 m 0.020 0.666 0.314

Source: Rubiano (1998)

Table 5-4. Conversion frequencies from scrub in 1946 towards forest, pasture and scrub in
1970, using a reduced set of conversion rules that accounted for distance to roads and rivers.
Rules Forest Pasture Scrub

Distance to road <= 400 m 0.085 0.439 0.476

Distance to road > 400 m 0.084 0.729 0.187

Distance to river <= 200 m 0.071 0.470 0.459

Distance to river > 200 m 0.000 0.699 0.301

Source: Rubiano (1998)
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Table 5-5 shows the different steps to calculate the cumulative probabilities of change

from n=1 towards m=1, m=2 and m=3. Table 5-6 shows the results when 3 years are simu-

lated. Two random numbers (RN1, RN2) were drawn at each year. The land unit does not

change at t=1 and t=2 because RN1 is greater than YRLUC (0.0416). However, RN1 is

smaller than YRLUC at t=3. The direction of change is then determined by the value of RN2.

This value (0.6785) is between the commutative probabilities of forest (0.0063) and pasture

(0.9845), so land use changes towards the latter (Eq. 5-6). Once land use has changed, the

land conversion probabilities in Table 5-5 do not apply anymore. Before the simulation can

be continued for t=4 and higher, the three calculation steps in Table 5-5 must be repeated for

pasture (n=2), using relative tendencies from Table 5-3.

Table 5-5. Calculation of probabilities of conversion for forest (n=1) towards forest, pasture
and scrub, for a land unit further than 400 m from a road and 200 m from a stream, based on
Equations 5-2, 5-4 and 5-5.

Calculation step

Forest

(m=1)

Pasture

(m=2)

Scrub

(m=3)

1.  Overall relative tendencies, RTOV,1,m 0.0043 0.6761 0.0107

2.  Actual probability of change, P,1,m 0.0063 0.9782 0.0155

3.  Cumulative probabilities, PCUM,1,m 0.0063 0.9845 1.0000

Table 5-6. Selection of random numbers and simulated land use for a 3-year period for a
forested land unit that is further than 400 m from a road and 200 m from a stream.

-------------- Land Use-------------

Year (t) RN1 RN2  Forest Pasture Scrub

1 0.5322 0.1143      X

2 0.8013 0.2911      X

3 0.0398 0.6785       X
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Model Parameterization for the Cabuyal River Watershed

Initial land use pattern

The initial LU data set for the Cabuyal River watershed was based on a classification

of a Landsat TM image from 1989 (Langford and Bell, 1997). This classification consisted of

10 different LU types (Figure 3-7). If was difficult to create a logical and consistent set of

conversion rules and 10 tables with relative tendencies because the differences between some

LU types are small. The number of LU types was therefore reduced from ten to five by

aggregating similar LU types (Table 5-7). The resulting five LU types are bare soil, pasture,

scrub, forest and crops. These five LU types were also considered for any time in the future,

thus, N=M=5.

Table 5-7. Aggregated land use/land cover (LUC) types and areas covered within the 3,246
ha Cabuyal River Watershed, after aggregation of a 1989 Landsat TM image classification.
LUC type Non-aggregated LUC types Total Area

 (ha)

Area/person1

(ha)

Bare Soil No vegetation, Exposed soil   393 0.170

Pasture Space pasture; Dense pasture 1243 0.538

Scrub Bush Scrub   797 0.346

Forest Young forest, Mature forest; Bamboo   520 0.225

Cropland Coffee; Cropped land   293 0.126
1 Proportionally based on a total of 5,357 people living within the 7,525 ha administrative
Cabuyal watershed.

Land use conversion rules

The following characteristics of the landscape in the Cabuyal River watershed were

used to define LU conversion rules: (1) Euclidean distance to roads, (2) Euclidean distance to

streams, (3) Euclidean distance to houses, (4) terrain slope, (5) elevation and (6) land use

type of adjacent land units. All data sets were ARC/INFO grids with a resolution of 100 m.
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Table 5-8 shows the frequency distribution of the first five spatial properties. These distribu-

tions will be different if data at another resolution were used. These five spatial characteris-

tics were assumed constant throughout the entire simulation period t=1,T. In reality, distances

to roads and houses may change over time due to changes in the population and the road

network. This was not considered. The sixth characteristicland use type of adjacent land

unitschanges each year as land use changes. The model calculated it on each year t from

the land use pattern at that time.

Table 5-8. Cumulative frequency distribution of five spatial characteristics in the Cabuyal
River watershed, based 100 m resolution data and a total of 3,246 land units.

Distance to

roads (m)

Distance to

streams (m)

Distance to

houses (m)

Slope

(degrees)

Elevation

(m)

0%     0     0     0   0.22 1265

10% 141 100 141   2.89 1450

25% 300 224 300   5.18 1513

33% 361 300 361   6.22 1549

50% 500 400 447   8.21 1674

66% 600 448 566 10.98 1804

75% 632 510 608 12.80 1887

90% 707 583 670 17.40 2032

100% 761 608 781 32.06 2176

Sources: Elevation and slope were based on the DEM in Fig. 3-5. Road and house data from
1995 were used. Streams were those on a typical dry day in the wet season in Fig. 3-13b.

A total of 14 LU conversion rules were defined (Table 5-9). Each conversion rule ac-

counted for only one of these spatial characteristics and could be either true or false for a

particular land unit. The conversion rules and the associated probabilities were partly based

on Rubiano (1998), however, most of all they are based on assumptions about the possible

affect of spatial attributes on changes from any LU type n towards type m. The cutoff values
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used in rules 4 through 11 (500 m, 300 m, 400 m, and 10 degrees, respectively) were chosen

near the median in the corresponding frequency distribution. The three elevation classes were

chosen such that the watershed is divided into three similarly sized regions (lower zone 1039

ha, middle zone 1132 ha and upper zone 1075 ha)

Table 5-9. Land use (LU) conversion rules for the Cabuyal River watershed.
1. 0, 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LU 8. Distance to house ≤ 400 m

2. 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LU 9. Distance to house > 400 m

3. 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LU 10. Slope ≤ 10 degrees

4. Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 11. Slope > 10 degrees

5. Distance to roads > 500 m 12. Elevation < 1525 m (lower zone)

6. Distance to streams ≤ 300 m 13. Elevation ≤ 1725 m (middle zone)

7. Distance to streams > 300 m 14. Elevation > 1725 m (upper zone)

Relative tendencies of LU change

The land use change model was used to generate a future land use pattern for three

contrasting scenarios for the Cabuyal River watershed in the year 2025. These scenarios are

referred to as the Corporate Farming scenario, Ecological Watershed scenario and the

Business as Usual scenario (Appendix F). Hence, three different sets of lookup tables with

relative tendencies of LU change were created. Each set consists of 5 tablesone for each

land use type. The same set of land use conversion rules (Table 5-9) was used in each table.

Tables 5-10 through 5-14 give the conversion probabilities for the Corporate Farm-

ing scenario, Tables 5-15 through 5-19 for the Ecological Watershed scenario and Tables

5-20 through 5-24 for the Business as Usual scenario. A row without numbers in a table

which corresponds to the set relative tendencies {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}means that the particular rule
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was not considered relevant for LU change from that particular LU type. The lowest value on

each data row was set to 1, and all other values were specified relative to 1.

Unlike in the earlier example, a value of YRLUC could not be calculated because

land conversion rules and relative tendencies were based on assumptions rather than analysis

of actual data. After some trial-and-error simulation runs, YRLUC was set to 0.05.

Overview of Analyses

First, land use was simulated for 36 years (1989-2025) to create a plausible future

land use pattern for each of the three scenarios. A longer period of 100 years (1989-2089)

was also simulated with the aim to demonstrate the long-term behavior of the model and to

investigate whether the land use distribution would reach some equilibrium. The number of

times that the LU type at any particular land unit could change during the simulation period

was not restricted in any way, i.e. it could change 0, 1 or more times, up to each year.

Secondly, the sensitivity of the model to three different types of input parameters was

analyzed. These sensitivity analyses were only performed using the results of the standard

Business as Usual simulation as a reference.

Random generator SEED. The first parameter was the SEED for the random genera-

tor function that is used in the Fortran program. A different SEED changes the starting point

of the random generator function (Microsoft Corporation, 1991), resulting in a different

sequence of random numbers RN1 and RN2 and, consequently, in different results. A total of

100 replicates of the 36-year simulation run were made with different, SEEDs.

Relative tendencies. The second type of parameter was the relative tendency RTn,m,r.

For each LU type separately, I analyzed the effect of a 50% higher relative tendency for

changes towards that LU type (including the possibility that the LU type changes towards
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itself, i.e. it remains the same). The 50% increase in relative tendency towards a particular

LU type was implemented by adding an additional rule that is always true (slope ≤ 90

degrees) to Tables 5-20 through 5-24. The relative tendencies associated with the new rule

were {1.5, 1, 1, 1, 1} for bare soil, {1, 1.5, 1, 1, 1} for pasture, {1, 1, 1.5, 1, 1} for scrub,

{1, 1, 1, 1.5, 1} for forest and {1, 1, 1, 1, 1.5} for crops. The relative tendencies associated

with other rules were not changed. Changes were made in the five tables only for one LU

type at the time. For each LU type, 100 replicates of a 100-year simulation run were made

with different, automatically determined SEED values.

Note that column-wise increasing all relative tendencies of the existing rules with

50%rather than adding the single additional rule is not the correct way to conduct this

sensitivity analysis. Because relative tendencies are multiplied (Eq. 5-1), the overall increase

in relative tendency towards a particular LU type would be greater, up to a factor 1.56 if the

maximum of six conversion rules apply. Consequently, land use would change much stronger

towards one particular LU type, which could result (near) elimination of the other LU types.

Parameter YRLUC. The third parameter was YRLUC, which controls the speed with

which LU changes occur. A 100-year period was simulated using YRLUC values of 0.05 (the

standard simulation), 0.10 and 0.15. The same SEED value was used for these simulations.
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Table 5-10. Relative tendencies for conversion from bare soil, Corporate Farming scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 0 1 1 1 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 4 1 1 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 6 1 1 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 1 2 1 1 2

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 2 1 1 2

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 2 1 1 1 1

11 Slope > 10 degrees 6 1 1 1 1

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: A land unit with bare soil is more likely to remain bare soil if many adjacent
land units are bare soil as well. Small and isolated areas of bare soil will be improved and
change towards any other land use. Bare soil close to houses and streams is more likely to be
converted into cropping land or pasture rather than scrub or forest. Bare soil on steep slopes
is likely to remain bare soil because there is little incentive to improve such areas for corpo-
rate farming.
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Table 5-11. Relative tendencies for conversion from pasture, Corporate Farming scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 2 1 2 2 2

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 4 1 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 6 1 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 1 2 1 1 1

5 Distance to roads > 500 m 1 2 0 2 1

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m - - - - -

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m - - - - -

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 2 2 2 2 1

11 Slope > 10 degrees 1 1 1 1 0

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: A land unit with pasture is more likely to remain pasture if many adjacent land
units have pasture as well. This promotes clustering of pasture. Pasture close to roads has the
greatest chance to remain pasture, whereas at greater distance from roads pasture converts
more likely into forest and cannot convert to scrub. Pasture does not change towards cropland
on steep slopes.
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Table 5-12. Relative tendencies for conversion from scrub, Corporate Farming scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 2 1 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 4 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 6 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m 1 2 1 1 1

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 2 2 4 2 1

7 Distance to streams > 400 m 2 2 2 0 1

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m - - - - -

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees - - - - -

11 Slope > 10 degrees - - - - -

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: A scrub land unit is more likely to remain scrub if many adjacent land units are
scrub as well. Scrub at greater distance from roads is more likely to change to pasture than to
any other land use types. Conversion from scrub into cropland is fairly rare. Scrub close to
streams is most likely to remain scrub and least likely to change towards cropland. Scrub at
great distance from streams does not change towards forest.
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Table 5-13. Relative tendencies for conversion from forest, Corporate Farming scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 0 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 4 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 6 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 1 1 1 1 2

5 Distance to roads > 500 m 1 1 1 2 1

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m - - - - -

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 3 3 3 1 3

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 0 1 0 1 2

11 Slope > 10 degrees 1 1 1 3 1

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m 1 1 1 1 2

14 Elevation > 1725 m 1 1 1 3 1

Assumptions: A forest land unit is more likely to remain forest if many adjacent land units
are forest as well. Isolated forest is always cut. Forest close to houses is also likely to be cut.
However, forest on steeper slopes and in the upper part of the watershed is generally pre-
served. Forest is more likely to change to pasture or cropland rather than scrub or fallow.
Forest close to roads is most likely to change into cropland. Forest in relatively flat areas
does not change towards are soil or scrub because these areas are very valuable for crop
production.
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Table 5-14. Relative tendencies for conversion from cropland, Corporate Farming scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC - - - - -

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 1 3

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 1 6

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 1 1 1 1 3

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m - - - - -

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 1 1 1 3

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees - - - - -

11 Slope > 10 degrees - - - - -

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: Cropland is very valuable asset and corporate farms use the same area of
cropland for many years. Therefore, cropland has a high probability to remain cropland,
particularly if many adjacent land units are cropland as well or of if is close to houses and
roads. The latter facilitate good access for further transport of agricultural goods.
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Table 5-15. Relative tendencies for conversion from bare soil, Ecological Watershed sce-
nario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 0 1 1 1 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 2 2 2 2

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 2 1 1 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 1 2 0 3 1

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 2 1 3 2

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 1 2 1 4 1

11 Slope > 10 degrees 1 2 1 6 0

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: Land improvements are very important in the Ecological Watershed scenario.
Therefore, bare soil is very likely to change towards any other land us type. On steep slopes it
can change best towards forest or pasture to provide good cover and minimize risk for
erosion. Bare soil close to streams is most likely to change towards into forest or pasture to
create vegetation buffer zones.
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Table 5-16. Relative tendencies for conversion from pasture, Ecological Watershed scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 1 2 1 1 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 4 1 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 6 1 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 1 2 1 2 1

5 Distance to roads > 500 m 1 2 0 2 1

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m - - - - -

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m - - - - -

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 0 4 2 2 1

11 Slope > 10 degrees 0 2 1 1 0

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: Pasture is likely to remain pasture if many adjacent land units have pasture
cover as well. This promotes clustering of pasture. Close to roads pasture has the greatest
chance to remain pasture or change towards forest. Pasture is unlikely to change into crop-
land, particularly if slopes are steep. Pasture cannot change towards bare soil.
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Table 5-17. Relative tendencies for conversion from scrub, Ecological Watershed scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 2 1 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 4 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 6 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m 1 2 1 1 1

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 2 2 4 4 1

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m - - - - -

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees - - - - -

11 Slope > 10 degrees - - - - -

12 Elevation < 1525 m 1 1 1 2 1

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m 1 1 1 2 1

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: Scrub is likely to stay the same if most adjacent land units have scrub as well.
If scrub changes, the direction will most likely be toward pasture or forest. Scrub close to
streams and in the middle and upper parts of the watershed are most likely to change towards
forest.
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Table 5-18. Relative tendencies for conversion from forest, Ecological Watershed scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 6 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 9 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 12 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 1 1 1 1 2

5 Distance to roads > 500 m 1 1 1 3 1

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 1 1 1 4 2

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 2 2 1 3

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees - - - - -

11 Slope > 10 degrees 0 1 1 1 1

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: Forest is the most protected land use type and changes little as compared to the
other land use types. Any forest cut close to roads and streams is most likely to change
towards cropland. Forest on steep slopes can never change into bare soil to reflect soil
conservation practices that assure ground cover on steep slopes.
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Table 5-19. Relative tendencies for conversion from cropland, Ecological Watershed sce-
nario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC - - - - -

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 1 2

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 1 4

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 0 1 1 1 2

7 Distance to streams > 400 m 2 2 2 2 1

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 1 1 1 2

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees - - - - -

11 Slope > 10 degrees - - - - -

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m 2 2 2 2 1

Assumptions: Part of the cropland is close to the streams where irrigation water supply is
easiest. Cropland is assumed fertile and high productive. Cropland is therefore most likely to
remain cropland, particularly true close to streams and houses. Cropland close to stream
cannot change towards bare soil as proper soil conservation practices avoid such change.
Cropping in the upper part of the watershed is slightly discouraged to avoid over-exploitation
of this region, so cropland is less likely to remain cropland here.
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Table 5-20. Relative tendencies for conversion from bare soil, Business as Usual scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 0 1 1 1 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 2 1 1 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 4 1 1 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 1 3 2 0 1

7 Distance to streams > 400 m 1 1 1 0 1

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 2 1 0 2

9 Distance to house > 400 m 4 1 1 1 1

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 2 1 1 1 1

11 Slope > 10 degrees 6 1 1 1 0

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: A land unit with bare soil is more likely to remain fallow if many adjacent land
units have a bare soil as well. Isolated land unit with bare soil always changes toward another
land use. It is based on the assumption that land improvements are more likely to be made at
single land unit rather than larger uncultivated areas. Fallow land close to houses or streams
is more likely to change towards cropland or pasture rather than scrub or forest. Bare soil on
steep slopes never changes towards cropland. Bare soil does not change towards forest
because of lack of any incentives for deforestation and conservation under this scenario.
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Table 5-21. Relative tendencies for conversion from pasture, Business as Usual scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC - - - - -

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 3 1 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 6 1 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 1 2 1 1 1

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m - - - - -

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m - - - - -

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 2 2 2 1 1

11 Slope > 10 degrees 2 1 1 0 0

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: A land unit with pasture is more likely to remain pasture if many adjacent land
units are pasture as well. This promotes clustering. Pasture close to roads has the greatest
chance to remain pasture. In general, pasture has a small chance to change towards cropland
or forest. Pasture on steep slopes never changes towards cropland or forest.
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Table 5-22. Relative tendencies for conversion from scrub, Business as Usual scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC - - - - -

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 2 1 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 4 1 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m 1 2 0 1 1

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 2 2 4 1 1

7 Distance to streams > 400 m 2 2 2 0 1

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m - - - - -

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees - - - - -

11 Slope > 10 degrees 3 1 1 1 1

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: A scrub land unit is more likely to remain scrub if many adjacent land units
have scrub as well. Scrub at greater distance from roads will change to something else, and
most likely into pasture or cropping land. Conversion from scrub towards cropland occurs
relatively little. Scrub close to streams is more likely to remain scrub, whereas scrub far from
streams cannot change into forest. Scrub at steeper slopes is more likely to erode and change
towards bare soil.
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Table 5-23. Relative tendencies for conversion from forest, Business as Usual scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 0 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 2 1

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 3 1

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m 1 1 1 1 3

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 1 1 1 1 2

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 1 1 1 4

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 0 1 1 1 3

11 Slope > 10 degrees 1 1 1 2 1

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m - - - - -

Assumptions: A forest land unit is more likely to remain forest if many adjacent land units
are forest as well. Forest close to roads and close to houses is most likely to be cut and be
converted into cropland. This conversion is most likely in relatively flatter areas. Forest on
steep hill slopes will most likely remain forest. Forest on relatively flat land does not change
towards bare soil.
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Table 5-24. Relative tendencies for conversion from crops, Business as Usual scenario.

Conversion rule

------------------ Land Use -----------------

Bare S.  Pasture  Scrub   Forest   Crops

1 0 , 1 or 2 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 0 1

2 3, 4 or 5 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 1 2

3 6, 7 or 8 adjacent land units same LUC 1 1 1 1 3

4 Distance to roads ≤ 500 m - - - - -

5 Distance to roads > 500 m - - - - -

6 Distance to streams ≤ 400 m 1 1 1 1 2

7 Distance to streams > 400 m - - - - -

8 Distance to house ≤ 400 m 1 1 1 1 3

9 Distance to house > 400 m - - - - -

10 Slope ≤ 10 degrees 3 1 1 1 1

11 Slope > 10 degrees 5 1 1 1 1

12 Elevation < 1525 m - - - - -

13 Elevation 1525 - 1725 m - - - - -

14 Elevation > 1725 m 2 2 2 2 1

Assumptions: Cropland is distributed in a scattered manner, with less clustering occurring
than under the Corporate farming and Ecological Watershed scenarios. Cropland is most
likely to remain cropland close to houses and streams. Furthermore, cropland has a high
chance to change towards bare soil because many farmers abandon fields after the soil has
been depleted or because fields eroded and become unusable. This occurs particularly on the
steeper hill slopes. Most cropping takes place in the lower and middle parts of the watershed.
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Results and Discussion

Land Use Patterns in 2025

Figure 5-2 shows the initial 1989 land use (LU) pattern and the those simulated for

2025. Table 5-25 gives the percentages covered by each LU type, and Table 5-26 indicates

the area of each LU type per person. All four land use patterns are considerably different.

This was expected because the relative tendencies were different for the scenarios.

Table 5-25. Percentages covered per land use type for four different land use patterns.
--------------- Simulated for the year 2025 ---------------

LUC type

Initial data

(1989 data)

Corporate

Farming

Ecological

Watershed

Business

as Usual

Bare soil 12.1 12.0   4.2 20.5

Pasture 38.3 31.5 36.6 37.1

Scrub 24.6 18.2 15.6 18.1

Forest 16.0 12.0 30.0   5.7

Crops   9.0 26.3 13.6 18.6

The Corporate Farming land use pattern is characterized by a 192% increase in the

total area of cropland (+130% per capita) in 36 years. Pasture remains the most dominant

land use type although its area decreased with 18% (-36% per capita). It is assumed that

cropland and pasture are used very intensively for production of crop and dairy products.

Only part of the production is assumed necessary for self-consumption. The remainder is

transported and marketed outside the watershed.

The most significant changes in the Ecological Watershed land use pattern were the

65% decrease in the area bare soil (-76% per capita) and the 88% increase in the area of

forest (+28% per capita). This reflects the importance of land conservation in this scenario.

The 51% increase in cropland in 35 years was of the same magnitude as the assumed popula-
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tion growth during the same period. Cropland is used to grow crops for family consumption

and some cash crops.

Land conservation was not important in the Business as Usual scenario. During the

35 year period, the area in forest decreased 64% (-78% per capita) and the area of bare soil

increased 69% (+6% per capita). Over 20% of the land in the watershed is without vegetation

as a result of excessive soil erosion, numerous landslides and abandonment of fields. The per

capita area of cropland increased with 30%. This increase is assumed necessary to compen-

sate for the decreased productive capacity of the soil and the lower per hectare production

levels. Per capita food production in 2025 is assumed not higher than in 1989.

Table 5-26. Per capita area (ha) for each land use type for four different land use patterns.
--------------- Simulated for the year 2025 ---------------

LUC type

Initial data

(1989 data)

Corporate

Farming

Ecological

Watershed

Business

as Usual

Bare soil 0.170 0.130 0.040 0.180

Pasture 0.538 0.344 0.350 0.327

Scrub 0.346 0.199 0.149 0.160

Forest 0.225 0.130 0.287 0.050

Crops 0.126 0.287 0.130 0.164

TOTAL 1.405 1.091 0.956 0.881

Note: data are computed based on a population of the 7,525 ha administrative Cabuyal region
of 5,357 (initial data), 6,900 (Corporate Farming), 7,870 (Ecological) and 8,545 (Business as
Usual) persons. Table 6-1 explains the population growth under each scenario.

The simulated change in the percentages covered by each land use type during a 100

year period is show in Figures 5-3 (Corporate farming), Figure 5-4 (Ecological Watershed)

and Figure 5-5 (Business as Usual). The dotted black line at the year 2025 in these figures

indicates the land use distribution as given in Table 5-26 and Figure 5-3b,c,d. The areas of

each land use type still changes significantly after 100 years for the Corporate Farming
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scenario. On the other hand, a fairly stable land use distribution was reached at the end of the

simulated period for the Ecological Watershed and Business as Usual scenarios. Small

fluctuations still occurred, caused by the stochastic nature of the model. The near-equilibrium

only applies to the total areas covered by each land use type. The actual allocation of a

(nearly) constant area of a particular LU type over the land units that comprise the watershed

may still slightly change from year to year.

The aim of the model was to generate a land use pattern for 36 years in the future, not

necessarily at a near-equilibrium distribution of land use. Whether an equilibrium land use

distribution is actually reached within the 36 simulated years, depends on the selection of the

relative tendencies for LU change and the choice of parameter YRLUC. It would be difficult

to a priori calculate a set of appropriate input values for which the land use distribution

approaches a specific equilibrium because (i) the total number of relative tendencies is large

and (ii) each land unit may have a different set of applicable conversion rules. Moreover,

there is no ground to assume that the distribution of land use in the Cabuyal River watershed

will indeed approach equilibrium near 2025, or at any other point in the future.
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Figure 5-2. Distribution of land use in the Cabuyal River watershed. a) Actual situation in 1989. b) simulated 2025 Corporate Farming
scenario; c) simulated 2025 Ecological Watershed scenario; d) simulated 2025 Business as Usual scenario.
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Corporate Farming
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Figure 5-3. Simulated changes in land use distribution for the Corporate Farming scenario.

Ecological Watershed
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Figure 5-4. Simulated changes in land use distribution for the Ecological Watershed scenario.
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Business as Usual
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Figure 5-5. Simulated changes in land use distribution for the Business as Usual scenario.

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity to random number generator SEED.

Table 5-27 shows the mean and standard deviation of land use after 100 years, based

on 100 replicates with different random number SEED. Standard deviations never exceed

1%. The LU type with the smallest mean also has the smallest standard deviation, and the LU

type with the largest mean has the largest standard deviation. These results illustrate that

simulation results will differ with different SEED, although the direction of LU changes

under any scenario remains predictable and is distinctly different from the other scenarios.

Note that the percentages covered by each LU type in Table 5-25 are close, but not

identical to the mean percentages in Table 5-27. The data in Table 5-25 are associated with

only one particular simulation run for each scenario, whereas the data in Table 5-27 are the

averaged results of 100 simulation runs for each scenario.
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Table 5-27. Mean and standard deviation of the percentage area covered by each land use
type, after 36 simulated years (1990-2025), based on 100 replicates of each simulation run.
Each replicate used a different random number generator seed.
LU type Corporate Farming

Mean        Std. Dev.

Ecological Watershed

Mean        Std. Dev.

Business as Usual

Mean        Std.Dev

Bare soil 11.99 0.60   3.99 0.38 19.52 0.66

Pasture 30.33 0.84 37.07 0.79 35.45 0.96

Scrub 16.84 0.75 15.26 0.73 19.13 0.73

Forest 12.53 0.65 30.17 0.71   6.70 0.47

Crops 28.30 0.76 13.50 0.55 19.20 0.66

Sensitivity to relative tendencies.

The results of a 50% increase in the relative tendency towards all five LU types are

shown in Table 5-28. For the case of 36 simulated years, the 50% higher tendency for bare

soil caused a 28.7% increase in the area of bare soil (relative to the reference data, not the

initial situation). The 50% higher relative tendencies towards any of the other four LU types

resulted in 23.4% more pasture, 33.3% more scrub, 26.1% more forest and 23.2% more

crops, respectively. Over the entire 100-year period, these changes were 41.3% more bare

soil, 43.4% more pasture, 60.3% more scrub, 32.7% more forest and 40.0% more crops,

respectively. The standard deviations did not significantly change.

Sensitivity to parameter YRLUC

 Figure 5-6 shows the change in percentage covered by the 5 land use types for 3 dif-

ferent values of YRLUC: 0.05 (slowest changing), 0.10 and 0.15 (fast changing). The results

explain two important aspects of the model behavior.

First, a higher value of YRLUC resulted in faster changes. This was best visible for

forest, bare soil and crops. However, the "near equilibrium" states that the LU type reached
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after many simulated years were not affected by the value of YRLUC. Thus, the direction of

land use change was affected only by the definition of the scenario in terms of relative

tendencies of LU change, not by the speed with which these LU changes occurred.

Secondly, apart from the difference in speed with which LU change occurred, the

three curves associated with a particular LU type did not show the same pattern of change.

The curves sometimes cross and move in opposite directions during specific periods in time.

Choosing the same SEED did not have any affect because the different value of YRLUC

causes LU changes to occur at different land units and at different years. A change in one or

more relative tendencies would have the same affect. Thus, there is advantage to specifying

the same seed value if either YRLUC and/or relative tendencies changed.

Business as Usual
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Figure 5-6. Simulated changes in the percentage of the area covered by each land use type,
for the Business as Usual scenario, using YRLUC values of 0.05 (thicker, slowest changing
curves), 0.10 (middle curves), and 0.15 (fastest changing curves), using  the same random
number generator SEED.
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Table 5-28. Mean and standard deviation of the percentage area covered by each land use type, after 36 simulated years (1990-2025) and
100 simulated years (1990-2089), based on 100 replicates of each simulation run.

    BARE SOIL

Mean    St.Dev.

     PASTURE

Mean    St. Dev.

       SCRUB

Mean    St. Dev.

      FOREST

Mean    St.Dev.

      CROPS

Mean   St. Dev.

1989, INITIAL SITUATION 12.1 n/a 38.3 n/a 24.6 n/a 16.0 n/a 9.0 n/a

SIMULATED, AFTER 36 YEARS

Reference data 19.5 0.7 35.5 1.0 19.1 0.7 6.7 0.5 19.2 0.6

50% higher R.T. bare soil1 25.1 1.1 33.3 1.0 17.7 0.7 6.4 0.4 17.5 0.7

50% higher R.T. pasture 16.9 0.6 43.6 0.8 16.2 0.6 6.2 0.4 17.1 0.7

50% higher R.T. scrub 18.3 0.6 31.8 0.8 25.7 0.6 6.4 0.4 17.9 0.7

50% higher R.T. forest 19.0 0.7 34.1 0.9 18.5 0.8 8.4 0.5 20.0 0.7

50% higher R.T. crops 18.5 0.8 33.5 0.9 17.9 0.7 6.5 0.5 23.6 0.7

SIMULUATED, AFTER 100 YEARS

Reference data 23.4 0.9 35.5 1.0 17.0 0.6 4.5 0.4 19.6 0.7

50% higher R.T. bare soil 33.1 1.1 31.6 1.0 14.8 0.6 3.9 0.3 16.6 0.7

50% higher R.T. pasture 17.1 0.8 50.9 1.1 13.0 0.7 3.8 0.3 15.3 0.7

50% higher R.T. scrub 21.4 0.9 29.4 1.0 27.2 0.9 4.2 0.3 17.7 0.6

50% higher R.T. forest 23.0 0.9 32.9 1.0 16.2 0.7 6.0 0.4 21.8 0.7

50% higher R.T. crops 22.0 1.0 31.0 0.9 15.5 0.7 4.1 0.3 27.4 0.8
1 R.T. = relative tendency for change towards a particular land use type.
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Conclusions

The land use change model was developed to create three plausible land use grids that

were needed to simulate three scenarios with SWBM. These land use grids were created

based on very few data. The core of the land use change model were the sets of a priori

specified relative tendencies of land use change. These relative tendencies were based on

subjective interpretation of how land use changes might occur with respect to six spatially

variable landscape characteristics. In order to reduce the level of complexity and define three

understandable sets of relative tendencies, the number of land use classes was reduced from

10 to 5.

The relative tendencies were constant over time. For any set of relative tendencies,

this resulted in a land use distribution that reached a near equilibrium after many years of

simulation. The desired land use distributionin terms of percentages covered by each land

use type, not the exact allocation of land use types to the land units was thus a priori

determined for each scenario. Temporal changes in the actual biophysical and socioeconomic

land use drivers and in the magnitudes of their effects were not considered. Moreover, effects

of land use drivers were only considered indirectly, namely by using them to define the rules

that related landscape characteristics to relative tendencies of land use change. These model

features may limit the applicability of the model for other purposes. The model is quite

different from other land use change models that can simulate, or at least account in some

way, for dynamics in land use drivers. The land use pattern is then a true, and a priori

unknown outcome of the interaction between drivers and landscape.

The land use change model was adequate for the purpose of this study. The distribu-

tion of land use in the three plausible land use patterns for the Corporate Farming, Ecologi-

cal Watershed, and Business as Usual scenarios were quite different, representing different
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directions of future development. The hydrologic behavior of the watershed and annual

(stream) water yields is expected to be different for each land use pattern too.

Because the model is stochastic, different seed-values for the random number gen-

erator always resulted in slightly different land use distributions, but the standard deviation of

the percentage area covered by any land use type was always less than 1%. The definition of

the scenarioin terms of relative tendenciesdetermined the direction of land use change

and the near-equilibrium distribution of land use. Theoretically, the relative tendencies could

have a minor affect on the speed of LU changes at the beginning of the simulation (when the

near-equilibrium distribution of land use has not been reached yet), but this was not notice-

able in this case. The annual probability of LU change (YRLUC) was the only factor that

determined the speed of land use changes. This model parameter had only a minor (and

random) affect on the near-equilibrium distribution of land use.
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLICATIONS OF VARIOUS PATHS OF DEVELOPMENT ON WATER

AVAILABIITY IN THE CABUYAL RIVER WATERSHED

Introduction

Inhabitants of the Cabuyal River watershed in southwest Colombia are increasingly

concerned about the state and management of water resources in their watershed. They have

experienced less predictable river flows and increasing water shortages during the dry

seasons during the last decade. Local stakeholders attributed this to the combined effects of

continuous deforestation, absence of adequate soil conservation techniques, and overuse of

water in the upper part of the watershed (de Fraiture et al., 1997, Ravnborg and Ashby,

1996). Conflicts arose between communities about these water shortages and the impact of

excessive water extraction on water availability in downstream communities. Water extrac-

tion from streams has always been virtually unregulated, potentially allowing farmers and

industries to extract large amounts of water. These practices could reduce water availability

in downstream communities to levels below the water demand. Simulation results of the

potential water supply indicated that (i) flow rates vary over time and space, (ii) changes in

land use/land cover changes significantly affect the hydrology of the watershed and flow

rates (Chapter 3) and (iii) a considerable fraction of the available water is used, particularly

for irrigation in the dry season (Chapter 4).
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Farmers, community leaders, regional land planners and policy makers are among

those who make decisions about the use of land and water resources in the watershed.

Experience with decision-making processes in the watershed showed that is increasingly

important to provide quantitative information about the state of water resources, and how

demand and supply of water resources could change over space and time as a result of

changes in land use, population growth and demographic shifts within the watershed, indus-

trial development, and construction of dams. Decision-makers are less interested in receiving

optimal recommendations to questions than in having a presentation of a series of realistic

alternative options that aid in outlining an optimal, preferred path for future development

(Bouma, 1997). One way to provide such information is through scenario analysis.

Scenarios are not predictions of the future but technical surveys based on a number of

different philosophies about the future. Scenarios provide a framework for assessing strategic

policy and management options for future development. They aim at describing the state of a

region and its resources as a result of hypothetical, though still well-founded and plausible

changes in socio-economic, biophysical, and/or institutional conditions. It is unlikely that a

region will end up exactly as any of the scenarios. However, scenarios could characterize part

of the whole and help navigate an acceptable, intermediate path of future development.

Scenario analysis have successfully been applied at different spatial scales, ranging

from the field and farm levels, via regional and watershed levels, to the continental and

global levels (e.g. Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy, 1992; Fresco et al.,

1994). At a watershed scale, scenario analysis can help improve the integrated management

of a multitude of watershed resources such as cropland, pastures, forests and water, to each of

which a multitude of often conflicting interests may relate (Knapp et al., 1999). Specifically,

scenario analysis can help:
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− indicate the degree of water scarcity and suggest biophysical and socio-economic bound-

ary conditions for sustainable agricultural production and use of resources,

− understand under what future conditions and conflicts about water resource use can be

expected, who will be affected, where in the watershed and during what time of the year,

− catalyze discussions among stakeholders and a multi-institutional forum for analysis and

negotiation about resource use, and gain commitment of stakeholders to solutions, and

− stimulate strategic thinking and build consensus on strategic and policy issues, and help

decision-makers identify the best options for future development.

The objective of this chapter is to analyze the implications of various paths of devel-

opment on water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed. Three different scenarios were

defined based on contrasting but plausible views of the future of the watershed in 2025. Each

scenario is characterized by a different magnitude and direction of land use change, different

size and spatial distribution of the population, and increased water demand. The scenarios

were used to assess water scarcity in the watershed under different situations. Water scarcity

was quantified by determining the reduction in stream flow due to water use, water availabil-

ity throughout the watershed, the percentage of river flow that was used, whether critical

water shortages occurred, during what time of the year and at what locations.

Materials and Methods

Scenario Descriptions

Three scenarios for the Cabuyal River watershed were developed. They describe

quite contrasting but plausible futures for watershed in the year 2025. A detailed description

of the economy, demography and landscape that characterizes the watershed under each

scenario is given in Appendix F. These descriptions were based on expert knowledge on
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possible directions of development in the watershed (E.B. Knapp, 1999, personal communi-

cation). They served as the basis for creation of the data sets needed to simulate the scenarios.

The Corporate Farming scenario describes an agribusiness future dominated by large

corporate farms. High-tech production of irrigated vegetables and sugarcane, intensive cattle

ranching and processing of agricultural product dominate the activities in the watershed.

Land and water resources are intensively used. In the Ecological Watershed scenario, it is

assumed that regional authorities and local communities have a strong mandate to conserve

forest and water resources, regulate stream flows and avoid destructive agricultural practices.

This mandate is shaped by a worldwide effort to reduce environmental degradation, as well

as by the contribution of the Cabuyal River to a hydropower plant. The economy and land

use under the Business as Usual scenario are closest to the situation it has been 25 years in

the past. Small-scale subsistence farming and processing of cassava and coffee on farmers

remain the main activities. However, the population and distribution of land use did change.

Most forest has disappeared due to slash and burn activities, and much land has eroded or is

left with a bare soil. This reflects the lack of incentives for land conservation.

Demographics

CIAT carried out a household census in the Cabuyal River watershed in 1995 (E.B.

Knapp, 1999, personal communication). Every house was georeferenced and all inhabitants

were counted. It was assumed that each family occupied one house. A total of 910 families

with 5,357 people lived in the administrative Cabuyal region (7,526 ha). About 70% of the

houses were located within 150 m of the roads (Figure 4-5). The population density varied

from more than 200 people km-2 in the communities of Pescador and Crucero in the middle

of the watershed to below 25 people km-2 in Buena Vista and El Oriente in the upper part of

the watershed (Table 4-2).
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It was assumed that the population in the watershed increases in each scenario, but

with growth rates ranging from the United Nations (1998) low to the high projections for

Colombia (see Appendix G). Demographic data for 1995 and the three scenarios are given in

Table 6-1. The population size was necessary to quantify domestic water use and calculate

the area land per capita (which will be shown later).

Although SWBM does not require data on the distribution of the population and the

specific locations of houses, providing this information is part of the characterization of the

watershed. An actual map of houses enhances the understanding of the landscape, indicates

the domestic water demand in different parts of the watershed, and will help identify specific

areas in which the potential for water allocation problems and water shortages are highest.

Figure 6-1 shows a map with hypothetical locations of the houses for each scenario.

The number of houses (dots) in each map is equal to the number of families in Table 6-1,

assuming a one-to-one relationship between families and houses. The future locations of the

houses were determined by manually changing the original 1995 house data set (Figure 4-5),

an ArcView shapefile. No model was used to determine the location of houses.

Table 6-1. Demographic data in 1995 and estimates for the three scenarios in 2025, for the
7,526 ha administrative Cabuyal region.
Scenario Persons Families Growth 1995-2025 Spatial distribution of houses

1) Actual, 1995 1 5,357    910 N/A Scattered throughout watershed;

highest density near roads.

2) Corporate

     Farming

6,900 1,250 29%; below the low

UN projection

50% of people live in the middle of

the watershed near the highway.

3) Ecological

     Watershed

7,870 1,340 47.1%; medium

UN projection

90% of the people live in 8 major

groups, called conjuntos.

4) Business

     as Usual

8,545 1,450 59.5%, high

UN projection

Highly scattered throughout the

watershed, also far from roads.
1 Based on a census by CIAT (E.B. Knapp, personal communication, 1999).
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Figure 6-1 Hypothetical location of houses in 2025 in the administrative Cabuyal region; (A) Corporate Farming; (B) Ecological Water-
shed; (C) Business as Usual scenario.
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Land use pattern

The land use pattern is one of the most important characteristics of the landscape that

distinguishes each of the three scenarios. Another model was developed to generate land use

patterns for any number of years in the future (Chapter 5). Changes in the land use were

made stochastically on a land unit basis in each year. The direction of land use change was

based on relative tendencies to move from one to another land use type, accounting for six

characteristics of the landscape that were considered relevant in describing land use changes:

(1) Euclidean distance to roads, (2) distance to streams, (3) distance to houses, (4) terrain

slope, (5) elevation, and (6) land use type of adjacent land units. A different LUC pattern was

created for each scenario for the year 2025 (Figure 5-2). The distribution of land use, and the

per capita area per land use type, is given in Table 6-2 for each scenario.

Table 6-2. Area covered (%) and the area per person1 (ha, between parentheses), per land use
type, in 1989 and for the land use patterns of the three scenarios.

------------- Simulated for the year 2025 -------------

LUC type

Initial data

(1989 data)

Corporate

Farming

Ecological

Watershed

Business

as Usual

Bare soil 12.1  (0.170) 12.0  (0.130)   4.2  (0.040) 20.5  (0.180)

Pasture 38.3  (0.538) 31.5  (0.344) 36.6  (0.350) 37.1  (0.327)

Scrub 24.6  (0.346) 18.2  (0.199) 15.6  (0.149) 18.1  (0.160)

Forest 16.0  (0.225) 12.0  (0.130) 30.0  (0.287)   5.7  (0.050)

Crops   9.0  (0.126) 26.3  (0.287) 13.6  (0.130) 18.6  (0.164)

TOTAL  100  (1.405)  100  (1.091)  100  (0.956)  100  (0.881)
  1 Based on the population data in Table 6-1.

Use of Watershed Model

The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) was used to simulate each scenario.

SWBM is a continuous simulation, distributed parameter, watershed scale model that simu-
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lates water supply and demand over space and time on a daily basis using GIS data struc-

tures. The SWBM model was explained in detail in Chapters 2 and 4. The model is not a tool

to solely simulate hydrological processes and to perform water supply/demand analyses for

any location in the stream network at any time of the year. Instead, the model was designed

as a tool to assess water scarcity before and after applying external stresses. These external

stresses were population growth, land use changes, and increased domestic, industrial and

agricultural water use. Water scarcity in the watershed was evaluated by looking at the

reduction in stream flows and water availability throughout the watershed, the percentage of

river flow that was extracted throughout the year, whether critical water shortages occurred,

during what time of the year, and at what locations in the watershed.

Simulations were done using the weather data collected at the Jose Domingo farm in

the Cabuyal River watershed from January 1, 1994 through December 31, 1997 (see Chapter

2). These four years will be referred to as years 1, 2, 3 and 4 during the discussion of simula-

tion results to avoid thinking that the years 1994-1997 that are actually simulatedinstead,

the year 2025 is simulated for each scenario, with 4 replicates of that year.

Quantification of Water Use

As differences in the amount of water use are greatest between different months

rather than between different days within the same month, average water use was assumed

the same on all days within the same month. However, water use was specified per day in the

SWBM model as the model works on a daily basis. Water use may actually vary throughout

the day, depending on the hours of operation of industries, when cooking and bathing takes

place, and when fields are irrigated. The SWBM model cannot account for this variation. It

was assumed that households, industries and farms have small water tanks that provide
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sufficient buffer capacity to meet higher than average water demand during certain hours of

the day.

Corporate farming scenario

Figure 6-2 shows the amounts of water used for the Corporate Farming scenario. It

was assumed that water use per person increased from 120 L/d in the 1990s (Ramirez, 1992)

to 150 L/d. The total rate of water use by 6,900 inhabitants was thus 1,035 m3d-1 (12.0 L/s).

It was also assumed that the three drinking water systems that take water from the Cabuyal

River (Table 4-3) were redesigned, that all households in the administrative Cabuyal region

had access to them, and that the these systems supplied water at a rate of 1,728 m3d-1 (20 L/s)

all year. This is the actual rate of water extraction from the river at three locations in the

upper part of the watershed (Figure 6-7a). The largest drinking water system accounted for

75% of the drinking water supply, whereas the other two systems supplied 12.5% each.

Any unused drinking water was assumed to leave the drinking water systems in the

lowest lying community of El Caimito (Figure 4-4). This is beyond the end point of the

Cabuyal River, thus outside the catchment of the Cabuyal River. Any surplus drinking water

was therefore not returned to the river and considered as used within the watershed.

Industries were located near the Pan-American Highway in the middle of the water-

shed. They operated all year around and used 2,600 m3d-1 (30.1 L/s), which is 25 times more

than in the mid 1990s (de Fraiture et al., 1997). Water was taken in equal amounts from the

river at two locations close to the industries (Figure 6-7a).

Irrigation water use was based on simulated long-term average irrigation water de-

mands for a tomato crop (Table 4-7). Irrigation was applied to 300 ha cropland and 300 ha

pasture. The specific land units to which irrigation was applied were randomly selected from

the land units classified as, respectively, Crops and Pasture (300 from each class) in Figure
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5-2. The average rate of irrigation was 2.0 mm d-1 during August and September and 1.5

mm d-1 during June, July and October. This application rate is sufficient to meet average

irrigation requirements for a tomato crop in the region (Table 4-7). An irrigation efficiency of

0.75 was assumed. During all other months, 50 ha cropland was irrigated at 1.5 mm d-1.

Irrigation water was extracted at equal rates from six dams that were specifically constructed

to store irrigation water. The rate of water extraction per dam was thus 2,000 m3d-1 in August

and September, 1,500 m3d-1 in June, July and October, and 125 m3d-1 in all other months

(10 m3d-1 water is needed to irrigate 1 ha at a rate of 1 mm d-1).
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Figure 6-2. Average daily water use for the Corporate Farming scenario, per month. The
white part of the "domestic" bar indicates unused water of the drinking water systems.

Ecological watershed scenario

Figure 6-3 shows the amounts of water used for the Ecological Watershed scenario.

The construction and capacity of the drinking water system was assumed the same as in the

Corporate Farming scenario, supplying water at a rate of 1,728 m3d-1 (20 L/s). Per capita
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water use was assumed 150 L/d, resulting in a total domestic water use of 1,181 m3d-1

(13.7 L/s) by all 7,870 inhabitants. The few agricultural processing industries operated all

year around and used water at a rate 432 m3d-1 (5 L/s), which is 4 times more than in the mid

1990s (de Fraiture et al., 1997). Water for industrial use was extracted from the river at a

single location (Figure 6-7b).

Irrigation water needs were based on the irrigation of 200 ha cropland at an average

rate of 2.0 mm d-1 during July, August, and September (total 4,000 m3d-1) and at an average

rate of 1.5 mm d-1 during June and October (total 3,000 m3d-1). The irrigation efficiency was

0.75. Irrigation water was extracted at equal rates at 12 locations in the river (Figure 6-7b).
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Figure 6-3. Average daily water use for the Ecological Watershed scenario, per month. The
white part of the "domestic" bar indicates unused water of the drinking water systems.

Business as usual scenario

Figure 6-4 shows the amounts of water used for the Business as Usual scenario. Wa-

ter use by the 8,545 inhabitants was assumed 150 L/d per capita, resulting in a total domestic
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water use of 1,282 m3d-1 (14.8 L/s). The construction and capacity of the drinking water

system was assumed to the same as in the other scenarios, supplying water at a rate of 1,728

m3d-1 (20 L/s). No major industrial activity took place. The only industries were household-

based and used on average 259 m3d-1 (3 L/s) water, which is 2.5 times more than in the mid

1990s. This water was taken from the drinking water system rather than from the river.

Each of the 1,450 families had a 0.1 ha vegetable yard which was irrigated at a rate of

3 mm d-1 from July through September (total 4,350 m3d-1) and at 2 mm d-1 in June and

October (total 2,900 m3d-1). These rates were higher than in the other scenarios to reflect a

lower irrigation efficiency of 0.50. No irrigation was applied from October through May.

Irrigation water was extracted at equal rates from 15 different locations (Figure 6-7c).
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Figure 6-4. Average daily water use for the Business as Usual scenario, per month. The white
part of the "domestic" bar indicates unused water of the drinking water systems.
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Operation of Dams

Corporate farming scenario

Six dams were located in the watershed. Five of them were located on the Cabuyal

River and the sixth dam was located on a tributary stream in the upper part of the watershed

(Fig. 6-7a), at the place where a small lake (laguna) was in the 1990s. The purposes of the

dams were to store irrigation and to maintain minimum flow rates. It was assumed that

irrigation water could be taken only from these dams, not from any other locations in the

river. Two different ways of construction and operation of these dams were analyzed.

VUSE
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VIN
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VOUT
VIN

USEIN VV
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Figure 6-5. Construction of dams from where irrigation water is taken; (A) dams are built as
external reservoirs connected to the stream; (B) dams are actually constructed in the river.

Irrigation dam case 1. Figure 6-5a shows a situation where the dams are reservoirs

connected to the stream via a pipe. Water could only be pumped from the stream towards

each reservoir at a rate VIN, which was set to 850 m3d-1 (9.84 L/s) all year (unless the stream

flow was insufficient to sustain this rate), until the maximum storage STMAX of 150,000 m3

(each reservoir) was reached. These dams could not be used to control river flows.
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Water extraction from dams for irrigation purposes (VUSE) was a separate process.

Equal amounts of water were extracted from the six dams at any day. From water use from

each dam,VUSE,  was 2,000 m3d-1 in August and September, 1,500 m3d-1 in June, July and

October, and 125 m3d-1 in all other months. The initial storage of each dam at January 1 was

75,000 m3, half the dam capacity.

Irrigation dam case 2. Dams in this case were built in the river (Fig. 6-5b) for storing

water for irrigation purposes as well as for controlling minimum flows during the dry season.

Because of this double functionality, the storage capacity of each dam was increased to

300,000 m3. Initial storage in each dam was set to the dam capacity. Each dam was kept at

full storage capacity all year, unless minimum flow requirements did not allow this.

The minimum required flow rate was set at 400 L/s at the watershed outlet. Minimum

flow rates at each dam were chosen proportionally to the average ratio of the simulated flow

rate at each dam over the flow rate at the watershed outlet (Figure 6-6). The fractions that

were graphically determined in Figure 6-6 were multiplied with 400 L/s, resulting in mini-

mum flow rates at the six dams of 385, 310, 256, 229, 148 and 42 L/s, respectively. Slight

adjustments were made in these fractions to account for the differences in magnitude of flows

and any water extraction along the flow path.

The curve in Figure 6-6 is similar to the 50% percentile curve in Figure 3-15 for flow

lengths smaller than 16.5 km. They were not exactly identical as simulations were carried out

using different land use data. For flow lengths greater than 16.5 km, the curves are different

because they correspond to different sections of the stream network. The most southern dam

in Figure 6-6 was not located in the Cabuyal River but in one of its tributary streams.
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Figure 6-6. Graphical derivation of the long-term average ratio of simulated river flow near
each of the six dams to river flow at the watershed outlet.

Ecological farming scenario

Under the Ecological Watershed scenario, a total of 15 smaller dams with a capacity

of 100,000 m3 each were built in the river. They were used to reduce peak flow rates to 1,500

L/s and to sustain a minimum flow rate of 350 L/s during the dry season at the watershed

outlet. The dams were not used to store irrigation water. By controlling river flow rates

gradually throughout the watershed, these dames were assumed to provide fertile plots and

wetlands along the entire river. Twelve dams were located in the Cabuyal River at equal

distances between 1.5 and 18 km (flow length) from watershed outlet, and three dams in the

three largest secondary streams (Figure 6-7c).
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The operation of dams was modeled by specifying three parameters: (1) the dam's

equilibrium fraction FRST,x,d, which controls the rate of water flow out of a dam, (2) the

minimum required flow rate at the dam, VMIN,x,d, and (3) the maximum allowed flow rate at

the dam, VMAX,x,d. The equilibrium fraction FRST,x,d was set to 0.5 for each dam, maintaining

an equilibrium water storage of 50,000 m3 in each dam. The minimum required flow rate and

the maximum allowed flow rate at each dam were determined proportionally to the average

ratio of the simulated flow rate at each dam over the flow rate at the watershed outlet (Figure

6-6). Table 6-3 gives the minimum and maximum flow rates at each dam. All parameters

were constant all year.

Table 6-3. Distance to watershed outlet and minimum required and maximum allowed flow
rates at the fifteen dams in the Ecological Farming scenario.
Distance

to outlet1

Minimum

flow, VMIN,x

Maximum

flow, VMAX,x

Distance

to outlet

Minimum

flow, VMIN,x

Maximum

flow, VMAX,x

  (km)  (L/s)  (km)  (L/s) 

   0.0   350 1500   12.0   192 824

   1.5   340 1459   13.5   138 592

   3.0   283 1214   15.0   127 544

   4.5   272 1167   16.5     95 407

   6.0   241 1034   18.0     54 232

   7.5   229   984     2.2     35 149

   9.0   218   932   13.8     34 146

 10.5   202   867   16.8     32 137
1 No dam was located at the outlet itself (0.0 km distance). The dams at 2.2, 13.8 and 16.8 km
from the outlet were located in the secondary streams, all other dams in the Cabuyal River.
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Results and Discussion

Table 6-4 gives a summary of the water balance and simulated base flow and river

flows, before water use and dams. These data characterize the hydrological response of the

watershed. The difference between the 1989 situation and the three scenarios are caused by

difference in land use. In the Ecological Watershed scenario, average annual ET was high

because of the relatively large area of pasture and forest. Consequently, average river flow

was lowest for this scenario. Surface runoff was also low because the pasture and forest

vegetation provided good ground cover, which reduced surface runoff. The Business as Usual

scenario showed opposite effects. Average annual surface runoff and river flow were highest

among all scenarios, which was caused by the large area of bare soil and smallest evaporative

capacity of the land cover. Simulated flows for the Corporate Farming scenario were in

between those for the two other scenarios. Table 6-5 gives a summary of the water supply/

demand balance for 1989 and the three scenarios in 2025. Simulation results for each sce-

nario are discussed in detail.

Table 6-4. Simulated water flows and components of the water balance, before accounting
for water use and impedance by dams, in 1989 and the three scenarios in 2025. Data are
averaged over 4 simulated years.
Scenario Mean ET Average

BFI1

Minimum

baseflow

Average

baseflow

Average

runoff

Minimum

river flow

Average

river flow

(mm/yr) (-) --------------------------------- L/s ------------------------------

Initial, 1989 2   917 0.813    238    670    154 249    824
Corporate Farming   865 0.808    246    706    168 259    874
Ecological Watershed   945 0.856    219    681    115 228    796
Business as Usual   813 0.779    269    721    205 283    926
1 BFI = Base Flow Index, the ratio of base flow to river flow. The remaining fraction of the
river flow, 1-BFI, indicates the contribution of surface runoff to river flow.
2 Data from Table 3-13.
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Table 6-5. Summary of the average annual water supply/demand balance in 1989 and the three scenarios in 2025.
Water class Initial, 1989 a Corporate Farming

(external basins)

Corporate Farming

(dams built in river)

Ecological Watershed

(dams built in river)

Business as Usual

Situation Min b Max c Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

----------------------------------------------------------- Volume of Water, m3d-1 ------------------------------------------------------------

Domestic water use 329 329 1,035 1,035 1,035 1,035 1,181 1,181 1,282 1,282

Surplus drinking water 1,399 1,399 693 693 693 693 547 547 187 187

Industrial water use 102 102 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 432 432 259 d 259 d

Irrigation water use 0 1,503 750 12,000 750 12,000 0 4,000 0 4,350

Intake external basins N/A N/A 750 f 5,100 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Change dams in river N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 -28,510 i 0 -15,578i N/A N/A

Net water extraction g 1,728 3,231 5,078 j 9,428 j 5,078 16,328 2,160 6,160 1,728 6,078

River flow before use e 240,000 k 21,514 240,000 23,105 240,000 22,378 240,000 20,822 240,000 27,734

River flow after use e 238,272 18,181 234,922 13,677 234,922 34,560 237,840 30,240 238,272 21,656

% Extracted h 0.7 % 15.5 % 2.1 % 40.8% 2.1 % 32.1 % 0.9 % 16.9 % 0.7 % 21.9 %
a Based on the simulation results presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
b Data in the "Min" columns are those for the day with lowest water use and a high water supply, resulting in the lowest % extracted.
c Data in the "Max" columns are those for the day with highest water use and a low water supply, resulting in the highest % extracted.
d Water for industrial use taken from the drinking water system. Surplus intake by the drinking water system is reduced accordingly.
e "Use" includes actual water use (domestic, industrial and agricultural) and the effect of dam operation on stream flow.
f  Equal to lowest level of irrigation water use, which is needed to maintain dam at full capacity.
g Water extraction from river. If there are dams, actual water use may be different depending on changes in the storage in the dams.
h Calculated as (net water extraction) / (river flow before use - change dams in river).
i The negative value indicates water release from dams to meet minimum flow requirements after water extraction.
j  Does not include irrigation water use because this is taken from the external basins rather than from the river.
k The values of "River flow before use" listed in the "Min" columns have been set at 240,000 (2,778 L/s) in all four situations.
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Corporate Farming Scenario

Case 1: reservoirs external to the river.

Figure 6-8 shows the simulated river flow at the watershed outlet, as well as the

change in river flow due to water extraction. The difference between both curves indicates

the amount of river flow before water use was accounted for (gross supply).

Corporate Farming, case #1
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Figure 6-8. Simulated river flow and change from gross river flow due to water use, for the
Corporate Farming scenario with dams as external reservoirs, for 4 years.

There were only two different levels of water extraction. Water extraction from the

river was minimal when all reservoirs were at full storage capacity and irrigation water use

was minimal. This occurred only during a relatively short time of the year, namely in May,

and can be recognized as the periods during which the bottom line in Figure 6-8 is slightly

higher (less water extraction). Total water use was then 5,078 m3d-1 (58.8 L/s) (1,728 m3d-1

domestic, 2,600 m3d-1 industrial and 750 m3d-1 recharge of reservoirs). Water use was
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maximal at the remaining part of the year, when all reservoirs were below storage capacity

and sufficient water was available is the river to refill all reservoirs at the maximum rate of

850 m3d-1. Water use then amounted 9,428 m3d-1 (109.1 L/s) (1,728 m3d-1 domestic, 2,600

m3d-1 industrial, 5,100 m3d-1 recharge of dams).

Figure 6-9 shows the percentage of river flow that was actually extracted for domes-

tic, industrial and agricultural uses. It was as low as 2.1% during a wet period in the first

year, but reached 40.8 % in the dry summer of the third year (see also Table 6-5).
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Figure 6-9. Simulated percentage of river flow that was extracted for direct use or refilling of
reservoirs, for the Corporate Farming scenario with dams as external reservoirs, for 4 years.

Figure 6-10 shows the reduction in river flow at different distances from the water-

shed outlet due to water extraction. The discontinuitiesrepresenting a further decrease in

the river flowoccurred at water extraction locations or where smaller streams merged with

the Cabuyal River (reductions in stream flow are additive).
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Figure 6-10. Simulated change in river flow due to water extraction, as function of flow
length to the watershed outlet, for the Corporate Farming scenario with dams as external
reservoirs, for a day with minimal and a day with maximal water extraction. The flow length
between the small black dots is 1.5 km.

Figure 6-11 shows the volume of water stored in each reservoir over a period of 4

years. This curve was identical for all reservoirs and in each year, which was a consequence

of the identical operational settings and water use from the reservoirs. River flow appeared

sufficient at every day and at every reservoir to sustain the rate of 850 m3d-1 at which every

reservoir was filled (except for the short periods around May, when the dams were full).

About 13% of the capacity of each reservoir (19,500 out of 150,000 m3) was not used. This

surplus capacity would allow increasing irrigation water use, or the storage volume of the

reservoirs could be decreased.
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Figure 6-11. Simulated volume of water stored in each dam during a period of 4 years, for the
Corporate Farming scenario with dams as external reservoirs.

Case 2: dams built in river

Figure 6-12 shows the simulated flow rate at the watershed outlet after considering

water use and impedance by dams. The dams in the river sustained a minimum flow of 400

L/s during the dry season. Simulated river flow did not immediately increase above 400 L/s

because the first rains after the dry season were used to refill dams until they reaches storage

capacity again. This refilling process corresponds to the strong reductions in flow rates.

The percentage of river flow that is extracted over the 4 years is given in Figure 6-13.

It was as low as 2.1% during the wet season, whereas as much as 32.1% of available water

was used at the end of the dry season (Table 6-5). If there had been no dams, the latter value

would have been 61.0%. Thus, dams not only helped to sustain minimum flow rates, but also

reduced the maximum percentage of water used during the dry season.
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Figure 6-12. Simulated river flow (upper curve) and the change from gross river flow due to
water use and impedance by dams (lower curve), for the Corporate Farming scenario with
dams built in the river, for a period of 4 years.

Corporate Farming, case #2
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Figure 6-13. Simulated percentage of river flow that was extracted for direct use or refilling
of dams, without dams built in the river (gray curve) and with dam (black curve), for the
Corporate Farming scenario, for a period of 4 years.
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Figure 6-14. Simulated river flow as function of flow length to the watershed outlet, for the
Corporate Farming scenario with dams built in the river, for a typical day in the dry season
when all dams release water to sustain minimum flows, and a typical day shortly after the end
of the dry season when storage in all dams increases.

Figure 6-14 demonstrates the effect that the dams had on river flow. Curve A indi-

cates the river flow rate on a day in the dry season if no dams were present and no water were

used. The flow rate at the outlet would have been below the required minimum of 400 L/s.

Curve B shows the river flow rate on that day, accounting for water use and dams. On this

particular day, all dams released part of the water in storage to sustain the minimum required

flow rates at their locations (respectively 385, 310, 256, 229, 148 and 42 L/s). Curve C

indicates the river flow rate on a day shortly after the end of the dry season if no dams were
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present and no water were used. Curve D shows the river flow rate on that day, accounting

for water use and dams. Each dam reduced the river flow rate to the minimum required flow,

using the surplus water to refill the dam. The two example dates were chosen to illustrate the

combined effect of a simultaneous intervention by all six dams. This occurred only during

short periods of the year (Figure 6-15).

Figure 6-15 shows the storage in each dam over the 4-year period. In contrast to the

situation with dams as external reservoirs (Figure 6-11), there is a difference between the

dams. The different minimum flow requirements and flow rates into each dam caused this

difference. None of the dams ran empty during the first, second and fourth year. In the third

year, however, the storage in four dams reached zero during one or more days. This did not

happen to dam #6, the most downstream dam (although only 1.3% of storage capacity was

left). Consequently, the flow requirement of 400 L/s at the watershed outlet could be met all

year (see Figure 6-12). This is illustrated by curves E and F in Figure 6-14. Curve E indicates

the river flow rate on a day at the end of the dry season if no dams were present and no water

were used. Curve F shows the river flow rate on that day, accounting for water use and water

release by dam 6 only.

The simulation results in Figure 6-15 were used to calculate the minimum combined

capacity of the dams necessary to meet water demand and sustain minimum flow rate all year

This was done for minimum flow requirements of 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500 L/s at the

watershed outlet (Table 6-6). For the second year, the combined dam capacity of 1,800,000 m

could have been decreased to as low as 741,000 m3, whereas 1,725,000 m3 capacity would

have been necessary in the dry third year. These numbers were, respectively, 116% and 55%

higher for a flow requirement of 500L/s rather than 400 L/s.
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Figure 6-15. Storage in each dam, for the Corporate Farming scenario with dams built in the
river. The dams are numbered in downstream direction (i.e. dam #6 is closest to the outlet).

Table 6-6. Minimum required combined capacity of the six dams to meet irrigation water
demands and sustain minimum flow rates all year, for 5 different minimum flow rates.
Minimum flow (L/s)   300   350   400  450  500

 -------------- Combined capacity of dams, in 1000 m3 ------------

Year 1   231   464   779 1193 1638

Year 2   277   424   741 1133 1601

Year 3   933 1320 1725 2170 2671

Year 4   444   768 1133 1534 1983

Ecological Watershed Scenario

Figure 6-16 shows the simulated flow rate at the watershed outlet after considering

water use and impedance by dams, as well as the change in river flow. The simulated flow

rate was kept between the minimum required rate of 350 L/s and the maximum allowed rate

of 1,500 L/s, except in January of the first year (over 200 mm rain fell within a week) and
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again in April (two consecutive periods with more than 150 mm rain each). The combined

storage capacity of the dams was insufficient to adequately reduce the high peak flows that

occurred.

Ecological Watershed
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Figure 6-16. Simulated river flow (upper curve) and change from gross river flow due to
water use and impedance by dams (lower curve), for the Ecological Watershed scenario, for a
period of 4 years.

The negative changes in river flow in Figure 6-16 were caused by a net water intake

by the dams. This occurred on days with peak flow rates above 1,500 L/s. Figure 6-18 (lower

curve) shows how the change in river flow rate as a function of flow length to the watershed

outlet. This curve applies to a particular day with a river flow rate of 1,860 L/s.

On the other hand, a positive change in river flow in Figure 6-16 reflects a net release

of water from the dams. This happened in two different situations. First, immediately after
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rainy days, when flow rates dropped below the maximum allowed flow rate of 1,500 L/s.

Dams had then accumulated a lot of water and released it until the water levels returned to

the equilibrium level. Secondly, it occurred during the dry season, when water was released

to sustain the minimum required flow rate. For a particular day in the dry season, Figure 6-18

(upper curve) shows the change in river as a function of flow length to the outlet.

Figure 6-17 shows the percentage of river water that was extracted for direct domes-

tic, industrial, and agricultural use. The lowest and highest percentages were 0.9% and

16.9%, respectively. The maximum value of 16.9% is the lowest of all three scenarios (Table

6-5). Also, it is only a little higher than in 1989 (16.9 vs 15.5%, see Table 6-5), despite the

fact that the irrigation water use increased from 1,503 m3d-1 in 1989 to 4,000 m3d-1 in the

Ecological Watershed scenario. The dams and the minimum flow requirements are the reason

for this. Without dams, the highest percentage of water use would have increased to 26.2%.
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Figure 6-17. Percentage of river water extracted for direct use, without dams (gray curve) and
with dams (black curve), for the Ecological Watershed scenario, for a period of 4 years.

Figure 6-19 shows the amount of water stored in each dam over the 4-year period.

The equilibrium amount of storage was 50,000 m3 in each dam. Storage increased during
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periods with high rainfall and peak flows above 1,500 L/s. Storage decreased during the dry

season to sustain minimum required flow rates.
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Figure 6-18. Simulated change in river flow due to water use and change of water storage in
dams, as function of flow length to the watershed outlet, for the Ecological Watershed
scenario. The flow length between the small black dots is 1.5 km.

Business as Usual Scenario

Figure 6-20 shows the simulated river flow at the watershed outlet after water use, as

well as the change from gross river flow. In contrast to the other two scenarios, river flow

showed high and frequent peaks caused by surface runoff. The change in river flow was

relatively small because water use was low in this scenario.
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Figure 6-19. Amount of water stored in each dam during four simulated years, Ecological
watershed scenario. There are 15 curves in this graph, one for each dam.
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Figure 6-20. Simulated river flow (upper curve) and change from gross river flow due to
water use (lower curve), for the Business as Usual scenario, for a period of 4 years.
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The lowest and highest percentages of water extracted from the river were 0.67 and

21.9%, respectively (Figure 6-21). These percentages were considerably lower than those for

the Corporate Farming scenarios (2.1% and 32.1%, respectively), which was caused by the

combined effects of the much lower industrial and agricultural water use and higher stream

flow before water extraction (Table 6-5). The maximum rate of water use differed little

between the Business as Usual and Ecological Watershed scenarios (6,078 m3d-1 and 6,160

m3d-1, respectively). Nevertheless, the maximum percentage of water extraction was consid-

erably larger for the former (21.9% vs. 16.9%), caused by absence of dams.
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Figure 6-21. Simulated percentage of river flow that was extracted for direct use, for the
Business as Usual scenario, for a period of 4 years.

Figure 6-22 shows the reduction in stream flow at different distance to the watershed

outlet. Because there are no dams that could control river flow rates, only three specific

levels of reduction in river flow occurred during a year. At the watershed outlet (0 km flow

length), these levels correspond exactly to the three levels of water use shown in Figure 6-4.

The difference between these levels is solely determined by the rate of irrigation.
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Figure 6-22. Simulated change in river flow due to water use, as a function of flow length to
the watershed outlet, for the Business as Usual scenario. The flow length between the small
black dots is 1.5 km.

Implications for Local Stakeholders

Local stakeholders in the Cabuyal River watershed have expressed concern about the

negative effects of certain land use changes and poorly managed land on the hydrological

response of the watershed. Several conflicts arose during the last decade about the overuse of

water, resulting in water shortages in some parts of the watershed (Ravnborg and Ashby,

1996). A decrease in the average water yield, in combination with virtually unregulated use

of water, may have serious consequences for downstream water availability. An important

question regarding future development is then, what could policy makers do to avoid water

shortages in the near future, and how can local communities be involved?
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Several assumptions were made in this study. Dams were distributed evenly through-

out the watershed and functioned properly. A perfect infrastructure for water transport to the

end users was assumed. All households in the administrative Cabuyal region were assumed to

have access to a drinking water system (presently only 85% of the households), and these

systems supplied water at full capacity all year, unless supply in the river was insufficient.

No limitations or technical difficulties in extracting water from the Cabuyal River and

applying it for irrigation throughout the watershed were considered. Moreover, we did not

consider in-situ use of water for recreation, fisheries, or dilution of any industrial waste

products. These water uses are currently not important in the watershed.

Scenario results suggested neither a critical nor an ideal direction of development, but

they could help navigate an acceptable path of development. The watershed has the potential

to meet anticipated increase in water use, in particular more irrigation. For each of the three

scenarios, it was possible to meet domestic, industrial and agricultural water demand at every

day of the year, using water directly from the Cabuyal River or from dams. How can we then

explain the current "early warning signs" of water scarcity?

A key issue is the correct interpretation of these early warning signs. Current water-

related problems in the watershed seem to be related to water management practices, rather

than the amount of available water. These management practices do not provide much leeway

for the future, but they are correctable. Water availability is distributed in a temporally

heterogeneous manner in patterns that differ from water needs, that is, a lot of water is

available when it is not needed, and vice versa. It is important that policy makers together

with local communities take proper action to ensure that sufficient water is available when

and where the demand is highest. A number of specific issues will now be discussed.
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Water yield of upper and lower part of watershed

Local people believe that the upper watershed tributaries determine the water flow in

the Cabuyal River (Knapp et al., 1999). However, simulations indicated that the lower and

upper parts of the watershed contribute equally to stream water supply. Simple mapping

(delineating catchment areas from a DEM) can prove this too, roughly. Local stakeholders

and policy makers should be aware of such basic spatial relationships within the watershed.

Land use changes in the upper part of the watershed will affect water yield in the same way

as a similar land use change in the lower part of the watershed. However, the upper and lower

parts do differ in how they contribute to river flow, i.e. through surface runoff or base flow.

Water and land management planning efforts could benefit from this knowledge on these

spatial differences within the watershed.

Impact of land use change on the water yield.

Many local farmers consider forests as "water producers" (E.B. Knapp, 1998, per-

sonal communication) and are much concerned about the negative effects of deforestation

and poor land management on availability of water in the streams. Deforestation means a loss

of ground cover and will, consequently, result in more surface runoff and more erratic river

flow with higher peak flows. This thinking was one of the reasons for a participatory research

project in the watershed that was carried out in the early 1990, which involved the creation of

protective areas around springs and streams using different plants (Ashby et al., 1996; E.B.

Knapp, 1997, personal communication). Live barriers had other advantages as well, such as

the prevention of erosion of stream beds, prevention of damage to water sources by land

burning, and supply of useful materials (Ravnborg et al., 1996).

It is often incorrectly thought that forests increase water yield (Calder, 1998; Hamil-

ton, 1985). Simulations for the Cabuyal River watershed indicated that this is not the case
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(Table 6-4). The average annual river flow and the minimum base flow were highest for the

Business as Usual scenario (when there was little forest) and lowest for the Ecological

Watershed scenario (when there was more forest). While few will argue about the beneficial

effects of reforestation and creating protective areas around streams and springs, there is no

scientific evidence that such activities will result in more water in the Cabuyal River.

Use of the drinking water systems

Today, many problems and conflicts associated with water availability in the water-

shed seem related to the insufficient supply of drinking water to communities in the middle

and lower zones. Concern about the diminished quantity or quality of water in river itself

have not been reported yet. The problem with the drinking water systems is that too much of

its water is used for irrigation during the dry months. This is an illegal practice, but it is

neither monitored nor enforced. Consequently, there is little incentive for farmers to change

towards more cumbersome and costlier irrigation methods such as the use of water directly

out of a stream. That would require investment in a water pumps and construction of pipes.

The current drinking water systems with a combined capacity of 30 L/s, however,

cannot possibly supply sufficient water to meet both domestic and agricultural water needs

during the dry season. The drinking water system committees (JAAs, Junta Administradora

del Aqueducto) should provide proper development for their use. First, the JAAs should

claim water rights to prevent future problems with water allocation, as suggested by de

Fraiture et al. (1997). Secondly, they have to ensure that the drinking water is exclusively

used for domestic purposes and monitor its use. Such measure would likely generate a lot of

opposition from farmers who currently use drinking water for irrigation. These farmers

should be given financial and/or technical assistance for exploiting other sources of irrigation

water, in particular by pumping it directly out of a stream. Thirdly, a continuous supply of
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water at the capacity of the systems must be ensured. This can be ensured by, among others,

adequate and prompt repair of leaks and frequent cleaning of water filters (removing leaves

and twigs). And fourthly, the infrastructure of the drinking water systems should be improved

so that all households have access to it.

Assuming this can be achieved, the current 30 L/s capacity of the drinking water

systems would be adequate to meet even the high domestic water demands for the Business

as Usual scenario in 2025. Suppose that industries and farmers were allowed (if it were

legalized) to continue using water from the drinking water systems. Total water demand

(including irrigation) in the Ecological Watershed and Business as Usual scenarios could be

met all year by the drinking water systems if their combined capacity were increased to 80

L/s. However, this situation would not offer much leeway for increased irrigation application

during periods of extreme drought, or if all farmers decided to irrigated at the same time. The

80 L/s capacity would be insufficient to supply enough irrigation water in the Corporate

Farming scenario.

Construction of dams and reservoirs

Construction of large basins seems the best alternative to supplying enough irrigation

water without endangering water supply to households and industries. These basins can be

constructed as reservoirs external to the river or as dams built in the river. The latter would

also allow controlling minimum flow rates during the dry season, which could be useful or

necessary for at least two reasons. First, at some point in the future the Cabuyal River may

contribute to the water supply to an existing hydropower plant (this was part of the descrip-

tion of the Ecological Watershed scenario, Appendix E). Authorities may require a minimum

water flow rate to ensure power supply. Secondly, a minimum flow rate may be desirable to

sufficiently dilute any industrial waste products or contaminants in the river.
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The data in Table 6-6 illustrated that the required combined capacity of dams depends

on the minimum flow requirement and also significantly varied from year to year. There is

currently neither a dam nor any plan for construction of one the Cabuyal River watershed.

However, planners in larger watershed north of Cali finalized plans for the construction of a

dam with a capacity of 18 million m3 to support some 50 thousand families (E.B. Knapp,

1999, personal communication). No detailed information was available on the specific

objectives and operation of this dam, anticipated water extraction from it, and any minimum

river flow rates that this dam would have to maintain. However, the volume of this dam is

equivalent to a dam with a capacity of 0.45 million m3 to support the 1,250 families in the

Corporate Farming scenario in the Cabuyal River watershed. This dam capacity compares

well to those calculated for the 300 and 350 L/s flow requirements in Table 6-6.

Conclusions

Simulation results indicated that the Cabuyal River watershed has the potential to

meet the anticipated increases in water use in the near future. It was possible to meet the

domestic, industrial and agricultural water demand at every day under each of the three

scenarios, using water directly from the Cabuyal River or from dams.

Proper management of water resources and effective institutional arrangements were

assumed. However, even if such ideal conditions were in place in reality, it may be unaccept-

able to use a high percentage of the available water during part of the year. It characterizes an

ecosystem that has little resilience to sudden increases in water demand and one that does not

provide for in-situ use of water for recreation, fisheries, or dilution of any industrial waste

products. Therefore, extraction of a large amount of water, such as up to 61% in the Corpo-

rate Farming scenario if there were no dams, is worrisome and could be a serious problem.
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Construction of dams seems the best method to supplying sufficient irrigation water

without endangering water supply to industries and households. SWBM was a useful tool to

determine the storage capacity of dams needed to serve three purposes: irrigation water

supply, reducing peak flow rates, and sustaining minimum flow rates. Minimum flow rates

also helped reduce the maximum percentage of the river flow that was extracted at any

particular day. Because of the small capacity of the current drinking water systems in the

Cabuyal River watershed, they should be used to exclusively supply water for domestic use.

The choice of the scenarios and the results of the analyses suggested neither a critical

nor an ideal direction of future development. All three scenarios are plausible but it is

unlikely that the watershed will end up exactly as one of the scenarios. The scenarios could,

however, characterize part of the whole and help navigate an acceptable path of future

development. Local communities should collectively manage their water resources and

design a set of institutional arrangements that help build the future for the Cabuyal River

watershed.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study presented a tool for community-based water resources management in

hillside watersheds. It was used to study the implications of different directions of develop-

ment on water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed, southwest Colombia. The study

consisted of several research activities that were described in separate chapters. This chapter

summarizes briefly the conclusions of each phase of the study.

A simulation-based framework was presented for assessing water scarcity on a water-

shed scale under different paths of development. Water scarcity was evaluated by looking at

stream water availability throughout the watershed, the reduction in stream flow after water

use, the percentage of the river flow that was used, what time of the year critical water

shortages occurred, and the locations where the risk for water shortages seemed greatest.

The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) was developed for simulating water use

and water supply on a watershed scale and analyzing temporal and spatial variations in the

overall water balance and in stream water flow under different land use, population growth,

industrial development, irrigation water demand, and operations of dams. SWBM was in

particular designed for use in hillside watersheds of Latin America and the Caribbean. The

model was a tradeoff between hydrological detail and usefulness as a tool for assessing water

scarcity and identifying break points in watershed behavior. Rather than detailing the move-

ment of soil water, SWBM's strength is in the accounting of stream water throughout the
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watershed, including water use from streams and impedance by dams. The simplified drain-

age and lateral flow model was developed to easily calculate lateral flow to streams in a

hillside watershed that has a complex and heterogeneous landscape.

Simulated flows rates of the Cabuyal River from 1994 through 1997 compared well

to measured flow rates and varied significantly over space and time. On average 81% of the

simulated river flow was base flow. The simplified drainage model gave estimates of drain-

age out of a single hill slope that were very close to those approximated with the theoretical

Darcy model. Simulated drainage rates for the watershed as a whole were similar to base

flow rates that were derived from long-term daily measured flow rates of the Ovejas River.

The hydrological response of the Cabuyal River watershed with uniform bare soil,

forest, and cropped land was very different. A bare soil resulted in annual high surface runoff

and river flow but relatively little base flow, whereas a forest land cover gave low annual

surface runoff and less river flow but more base flow. Annual river flow with bare soil was

49% higher than the 4-year average for the calibrated model (824 L/s), with cropland 5%

higher, and with forest 14% lower. The significant difference in base flow index of the lower

and upper parts of the watershed, respectively 0.759 and 0.867, indicated that these parts

differ in how they contributed to river flow. This was caused by differences in land use.

Daily domestic and industrial water use in the administrative Cabuyal region during

the years 1994-1997 was quantified based on per capita water demand and knowledge about

the production processes of local industries. The amounts of water used by households and

industries were relatively small compared to irrigation water requirements. The latter were

estimated for a tomato crop using a crop simulation model. Water demands were distributed

in a temporally heterogeneous manner in patterns that differ from water availability, that is,

much water was available when it was not needed, and vice versa.
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According to a water availability classification used by local planning agencies in the

province of Cauca, simulated water availability in the Cabuyal River watershed was low or

very low during approximately half of each year. Nevertheless, simulation results indicated

that there was sufficient water in the Cabuyal River to meet the estimated water demands at

any day from 1994 through 1997. The reduction in river flow by water use was up to 16% in

the dry season. Three dams with a storage capacity of 1 million m3 each helped sustain a

minimum flow rate of 350 L/s and a maximum rate of 1,500 L/s at the watershed outlet.

Current complains about reduced or insufficient water availability in the watershed

seem related to the fact that the drinking water systems are used as a source of irrigation

water, but they were not designed for this purpose. Estimated irrigation water requirements in

August were nearly twice the combined capacity of the drinking water systems and could,

therefore, impossible be supplied by them. To solve these problems, local decision-makers

could consider increasing the capacity of the drinking water systems or helping farmers

exploit other sources of irrigation water, in particular by pumping it directly out of a stream

A generic, rule-based land use change model was developed to generate land use

patterns for any number of years in the future. The model was used to create three plausible

land use grids for the Cabuyal River watershed in 2025, which were needed to simulate three

scenarios with the SWBM model. These scenarios described contrasting but plausible views

of the future of the Cabuyal River watershed in 2025. The direction of land use change under

each scenario was based on relative tendencies to move from one land use type to another.

These relative tendencies, which were different for each scenario, accounted for how land use

changes might occur with respect to six spatially variable characteristics of the landscape.

These relationships were assumed constant, i.e. dynamics in land use drivers was not ac-

counted for. Simulated land use evolved in a plausible fashion. After a long period of time,
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the distribution of land use reached a near-equilibrium. This was a result of using fixed

relative tendencies. The percentage of the area that was covered by each land use type (bare

soil, crops, scrub, pasture and forest) after 36 simulated years was different for each scenario.

The scenario results suggested neither a critical nor an ideal direction of develop-

ment, but they could help characterize part of the whole and help navigate an acceptable path

of future development. The Cabuyal River watershed has the potential to meet the anticipated

increases in water use, particularly more irrigation. It was possible to meet domestic, indus-

trial, and agricultural water demands at any day under each of the three scenarios, using

water directly from the river or from dams. However, extraction of a large amount of water

from the river, such as up to 61% in August under the Corporate Farming scenario if there

were no dams, is worrisome and could be a serious problem.

The results of the scenario analyses have important practical implications for local

communities and decision-makers. Current water-related problems seem related to water

management practices, rather than the amount of available water. These practices do not

provide much leeway for the future, but they are correctable. Simulation results suggested a

number of specific water management measures that could be taken. Because of the small

capacity of the drinking water systems, they should be used for domestic purposes only.

Local-level management organizations should provide proper development for the use of

these systems. Construction of dams seems the best method to supplying enough irrigation

water without endangering water supply to households and industries. Dams could also be

used to control river flow rates, in particular to maintain a minimum flow rate, which may be

desirable to sufficiently dilute any industrial waste products or for future hydro power

generation. Land conservation practices, in particular deforestation, could change surface

runoff and base flow characteristics, but annual water yields may not always be affected.
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APPENDIX A
CHARACTERISTICS OF GIS-EMBEDDED MODELING

What is GIS-embedded Modeling?

GIS-embedded modeling refers to the fact the programmer makes use of the intrinsic

modeling capabilities of a Geographical Information System (GIS). This is an alternative to

linking a model externally to the GIS (either through a loose or tight linkage). The user

interacts directly with the GIS and the model; no data conversion between model and GIS

databases is required. There are three ways to embed model equations in a GIS: (a) by

modifying the source code of the GIS, (b) by writing macros to perform iterative sequences

of map algebra calculations, and (c) by programming the model in a special programming or

scripting language that is part of the GIS software. An example of such scripting language is

Avenue, which is part of the ArcView GIS software (ESRI, 1996).

Advantages of GIS-embedded modeling

1. Topographic data as well as other spatially variable data can be directly used from a

raster or vector data set without any form of reformatting or conversion. Also, output data

generally do not require any reformatting prior to mapping.

2. Spatial data need to be stored only once. This reduces the required storage space, is less

error-prone and does not require any data conversion programs.

3. GIS is used for something else than just data storage and mapping.
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4. Grid algebra is potentially tremendously powerful. Comprehensive spatial and statistical

analysis, using spatially variable data or processes can easily be performed. This may be

cumbersome or even impossible using a traditional programming language.

5. The number of lines of code in AML or Avenue may be considerably less than for an

identical operation programmed in, for example, C or Fortran.

6. The model is platform independent in that it can be executed on any platform that the GIS

can. ArcView GIS and ARC/INFO run under the Windows and Unix operating systems.

Disadvantages of GIS-embedded Modeling

1. Embedded modeling precludes the use of well-tested, well-calibrated and widely ac-

cepted environmental models. GIS-embedded models are a new generation.

2. The model is not a single executable but a set of interpretable scripts (Avenue or AML).

This may complicate the distribution of the model. However, a set of Avenue scripts can

be grouped together in an ArcView project or user extension, which can be distributed as

a single file. This is not possible with AML scripts.

3. GIS-embedded models may be computationally less efficient than external models.

Execution of an interpreted language like Avenue is generally slower than execution of a

compiled model. Moreover, temporary GIS data sets are always written to the hard disk

rather than keeping them in memory, which may slow down the model execution signifi-

cantly (hard disks are considered the slowest parts of computer systems).

4. In general, GIS-embedded models are less suitable for optimization and Monte Carlo

simulations. This depends to some degree on the nature and complexity of the model, as

well as the way it has been programmed.
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APPENDIX B
HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS IN GIS

A few relatively simple concepts are at the basis of GIS-based hydrological analysis.

These concepts are a Digital Elevation Model, Flow Direction, Flow Accumulation, Stream

Network Delineation, Flow Length and Sub-watershed Delineation. Detailed information on

conducting these hydrological analyses using ARC/INFO and ArcView GIS software can be

found in ESRI (1994, 1996b). The different analyses have been illustrated for a hypothetical

area of 6 by 6 grid cells. Examples of programming code are given in the Arc Macro Lan-

guage (ESRI, 1997c) and Avenue (ESRI, 1996a). A reference manual of these programming

languages should be consulted for details on the full syntax of the language.

The coding convention is as follows: ARC/INFO and Avenue commands are indi-

cated in BOLD CAPITALS, variables for spatial grids in italic, and other command line

arguments in normal characters.

Digital Elevation Model

A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is a raster representation of a continuous surface,

usually referring to the surface of the Earth. A DEM is the primary data set required for GIS-

based (surface) hydrologic analysis and is usually created from digitized topographic maps or

from special air photography. A DEM may contain topographic heights or sinks, also referred

to as depressions. They may be a true representation of the local topography. However, the

presence of sinks is particularly problematic for flow analysis because the water that flows in
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cannot flow out. This results in an erroneous Flow Direction grid. Therefore, sinks must

always be removed by increasing the elevation at their location to a level equal to that of the

lowest adjacent grid cell. This process is referred to as “filling sinks”. It is an iterative

process because filling a sink may create another sink. This iteration is automatically per-

formed using a single AML command. However, in Avenue it more complicated because a

series of commands must be used and the iteration process must be programmed manually.

The Avenue example below shows the commands for one iteration step only. By replacing

raw_dem with the new filled_dem (which may not yet be completely free of sinks), the series

commands can be repeated. Two to four iterations are generally sufficient.

AML: FILL raw_dem  filled_dem SINK

Avenue: flowdirection = FLOWDIRECTION (raw_dem)

temp1grd = flowdirection.WATERSHED (flowdirection.SINK)

temp2grd = temp1grd.ZONALFILL (raw_dem)

temp3grd = temp2grd.ISNULL.CON (0.AsGrid, temp2grd)

filled_dem = (raw_dem < temp3grd). CON (temp2grd, raw_dem)

Flow Direction

The direction of surface flow of each grid cell is the direction of steepest decent.

There are 8 possible directions, relating to the eight adjacent cells into which flow could

travel. These are indicated with the digital numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128, which

correspond to the directions E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, N and NE, respectively. Any numbers

other than these eight that appear in a Flow Direction grid indicate that the DEM was not

depressionless. A DEM is the only data set that is required for deriving the flow direction.
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AML: flowdirection = FLOWDIRECTION (filled_dem)

Avenue: flowdirection = filled_dem.FLOWDIRECTION (FALSE)

Flow Accumulation

This is the accumulated weight of all grid cells flowing into each downstream grid

cell. If no weight is provided, a weight of 1 is applied to each grid cell, and the value of cells

in the output grid will be the number of cells that flow into each cell. A possible weight could

be the amount of rainfall (in m water depth) that falls on each grid cell. If this amount is

multiplied with the area of a grid cell (in m2), then the accumulated flow is the total volume

of water (in m3) that passed a grid cell. This is the basic principle of determining the daily

water yield of a watershed. A weight of 1 has been used in the coding examples below.

AML: flowaccumulation = FLOWACCUMULATION (flowdirection, 1)

Avenue: flowaccumulation = flowdirection.FLOWACCUMULATION (1.AsGrid)

Stream Network Delineation

A stream network can be delineated from a DEM by applying a threshold to the Flow

Accumulation grid. Flow Accumulation in its simplest form is the number of upslope cells

that flow into each cell. If the cell size is known, an area-based threshold can be applied. And

if the Flow Accumulation represents a flow volume, a volume-based threshold can be

applied. In the example below, a threshold of 25 grid cells has been used. All streams cells

are assigned the value 1, and all other grid cells the value 0. These values can be chosen

differently depending on the user’s preferences or desired outcomes.
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AML: streamnetwork = CON (flowaccumulation > 25, 1, 0)

Avenue: streamnetwork = (flowaccumulation > 25.AsGrid).CON (1.AsGrid, 0.AsGrid)

Flow Length

If no specific weight is assigned to each grid cell, the flow length is the length of the

flow path from each grid cell to the nearest sink, expressed in map units. Alternatively, some

weight grid can be specified to define the impedance to move through each grid cell. Such

weight grid could represent, for example, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil throughout

the watershed, or the effort--which could be a function of slope--required to ‘move through’

the grid cell. In most cases we are interested in finding the flow length to the nearest stream

or to the outlet of the watershed. In the first case all stream cells are considered sinks, while

in the latter case only the grid cell with lowest elevation is considered a sink. A sink is

indicated by a value of 255 for the flow direction (this is the sum of the eight other flow

direction values). Flow lengths can be calculated in downstream or upstream direction. In the

example below I calculate the downstream flow length and do not specify a weight.

Flow length from all grid cells (including stream cells) to the watershed outlet:

AML: flowlength = FLOWLENGTH (flowdirection, #, downstream)

Avenue: flowlength = flowdirection.FLOWLENGTH (nil, false)

Flow length from all grid cells (including stream cell) to the nearest stream cell:

AML: flowdirection2 = CON (ISNULL (streamnetwork), flowdirection, 255)

flowlength = FLOWLENGTH (flowdirection2, #, downstream)

Avenue: flowdirection2 = streamnetwork.ISNULL.CON (flowdirection, 255.AsGrid)

flowlength = flowdirection2.FLOWLENGTH (nil, false)
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Sub-Watershed Delineation

This refers to the division of a watershed in smaller basins (sub-watersheds) based on

natural flow characteristics. A sub-watershed is the contributing area of a single branch of the

stream network. Generally, if a larger threshold value for the stream network delineation is

used, the stream network will consist of fewer branches. The number of sub-watershed will

then also be less but their average size of the sub-watershed will be larger. For correct sub-

watershed delineation it is important that all stream cells in the stream network grid have the

same value (it does not matter what value) and all other cells the Null2 value.

AML: new_streamnetwork = CON (streamnetwork > 0,0, setnull(1))

subwatersheds = WATERSHED (flowdirection, new_streamnetwork)

Avenue: streamnetwork2 = (streamnetwork > 0).SETNULL (0.AsGrid)

streamlinkgrid = streamnetwork2.STREAMLINK (flowdirection)

subwatersheds = flowdirection.WATERSHED (streamlinkgrid)

                                                  

2 The Null value, also referred to as the 'No Data' value, is different from the number
zero. The latter is a valid number, the former not. Null is assigned to cells in ARC/INFO
grids if insufficient information about the particular characteristics of the location of that grid
cell is available, or to indicate whether or not some characteristic is present or relevant at a
specific location. Null, as meaningless as it may appear, can be used as a logical operator and
allows sophisticated spatial analysis in GIS (the ISNULL and SETNULL commands are used
several times throughout the Avenue coding examples).
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(a) Digital Elevation Model

78 72 69 71 58 49

74 67 56 49 46 50

69 54 44 37 36 48

64 58 55 24 31 21

68 61 47 21 16 14

74 58 34 12 10 12

(b) Flow Direction

2 2 2 2 4 4

2 2 2 4 4 4

1 1 2 4 2 4

64 64 2 2 2 4

2 2 2 2 4 4

1 1 1 1 4 16

(c) Flow Accumulation

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 2 0

0 3 6 4 4 0

0 0 0 12 0 6

0 0 0 1 13 8

0 2 4 6 35 2

(d) Stream Network Delineation

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 2 0

0 3 6 4 4 0

0 0 0 12 0 6

0 0 0 1 13 8

0 2 4 6 35 2

(e) Downstream Flow length

2.8 2.8 3.4 3.8 3.4 3.0

2.4 1.4 1.4 2.0 2.4 2.0

2.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.4 1.0

3.0 2.0 2.8 0.0 1.4 0.0

3.4 2.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 0.0

3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

(f) Sub-Watershed Delineation

Figure B-1: Schematic representation of six basic concepts of GIS-based hydrological
analysis, illustrated for 6x6 grid. a) Digital Elevation Model, with elevation typically ex-
pressed in feet or meters; b) Flow Direction, expressed as the number-equivalent of eight
wind directions, c) Flow Accumulation, expressed as number of receiving grid cells; d)
Stream Network Delineation, using a threshold of 5 grid cells; e) Downstream Flow Length
to nearest stream cell, assuming a unit cell width; f) Sub-Watershed Delineation, resulting in
four sub-watersheds. The smallest sub-watershed is just 1 cell large.
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APPENDIX C
NOMENCLATURE

This appendix lists the symbols, descriptions and units of all variables that have been

used in the descriptions of the simplified drainage and lateral flow model (Chapter 2), the

Spatial Water Budget Model (Chapters 3 and 4), and the land use change model (Chapter 5).

Aj Initial canopy interception, land unit j. mm

Aref Reference initial canopy interception (at CF=1), per LU type. mm

AETj Actual evapotranspiration, land unit j. mm d-1

AKj Average hydraulic conductivity along flow path of land unit j. m d-1

AREA Size of a land unit (same for all land units). m2

Bj Canopy interception gradient, land unit j. [-]

Bref Reference canopy interception gradient (at CF=1), per LU type. [-]

CFj Crop coefficient, land unit j. [-]

CFSW Soil water content depletion fraction, per land use type. [-]

CIj Canopy interception storage, land unit j. mm

CNj SCS curve number, land unit j. [-]

CNI SCS curve number for antecedent moisture conditions I. [-]

CNII SCS curve number for antecedent moisture conditions II. [-]

CORFL,j Drainage correction factor for flow length, land unit j. [-]

COR(X)SW,j Drainage correction for water content, comp. X, land unit j. [-]

CRITj Critical soil water content in root zone, land unit j. m3m-3

Dj Drainage of water from root zone to deeper soil, land unit j. mm d-1

DLAYRj Thickness of soil root zone, land unit j. m

DRAINj Drainage out of soil root zone, land unit j. mm d-1
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DRAINSFj(X) Drainage out of surface water compartment X, land unit j. m3d-1

DRFRCj(X) Variable drainage fraction of compartment X, land unit j. d-1

DRWMAX Maximum amount of drainage water in a compartment. m3

DRWRT Empirically determined drainage water retention factor. (%m)-1

DULj(x) Soil water content of root zone at drained upper limit, land unit j. m3m-3

ETj Total actual evapotranspiration, land unit j. mm d-1

FCj Water content of soil root zone at field capacity, land unit j. m3m-3

FLOWLj Length of flow path to stream, land unit j. m

FLOWLMX Maximum length of flow path to stream. m

FLUXj Downward flux of water into the soil root zone, land unit j. mm d-1

FRST,x,d Desired equilibrium fraction of dam storage, dam x, day d. [-]

FRWCj Daily fraction of wet canopy evapotranspiration, land unit j. [-]

hj Average hydraulic head in land unit j. m

HOLDj Remaining water holding capacity of root zone, land unit j. mm d-1

IRj Applied irrigation, land unit j. mm d-1

Kj Hydraulic conductivity, land unit j. m d-1

KAV,j Average hydraulic conductivity along the flow path, land unit j. m d-1

METj Maximum evapotranspiration for actual land cover, land unit j. mm d-1

MXFL Maximum value of drainage correction factor for flow length. [-]

MXSW Maximum value of drainage correction factor for water content. [-]

PCUM,n,m Cumulative prob. of LU change from LU type n towards m. [-]

PG,j Gross precipitation, land unit j. mm d-1

Pn,m Probability of LU change from LU type n towards m. [-]

PNORM,n,m Normalized probability of LU change from LU type n towards m. [-]

PN,j Net precipitation, land unit j mm d-1

Q Number of land units that form contributing area of a stream cell. [-]

RD Rooting depth, per land use type. m

RELDRN Relative daily drainage fraction. d-1

RETj Reference evapotranspiration, land unit j. mm d-1

ROj Surface runoff originating from land unit j. mm d-1

RTn,m,r Relative tendency of LU change from type n towards m, rule r. [-]

RTOV,n Overall relative tendencies of change from LU type n towards m. [-]
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RTSUM,n Sum of overall relative tendencies associated with LU type n. [-]

RZDRF Soil root zone drainage factor. d-1

Sj Watershed storage parameter, land unit j. mm

SATj Soil water content of root zone at saturation, land unit j. m3m-3

SEED Random number generator "seed" value. [-]

SETj Water extraction from soil for evapotranspiration. mm d-1

SFWRT Surface water retention factor. d-1

SFWj(X) Water content in surface water compartment X, land unit j. m3

SLOPEAV,j Average slope along the flow path, land unit j. %

STx Amount of water stored in stream cell x if it has a dam. m3

STMX,x Storage capacity of a dam in stream cell x. m3

SWj Soil water content in the root zone, land unit j. m3m-3

TOTDRSx Total drainage (lateral flow) into stream cell x. m3d-1

TOTROSx Total surface runoff into stream cell x. m3d-1

TROj(x) Total surface runoff, land unit j. mm d-1

Vx,x+1 Stream flow from stream cell x to stream cell x+1. m3d-1

VAGR,x Agricultural water use from stream cell or dam x. m3d-1

VDOM,x Domestic water use from stream cell or dam x. m3d-1

VREC,x Receiving flow of dam x (built in river). m3d-1

VEXD,x Gross rate of flow into dam x (external to river). m3d-1

VEXDMAX,x Maximum gross rate of flow into an external dam x. m3d-1

VIND,x Industrial water use from stream cell or dam x. m3d-1

VREM,x Remaining water after water use in dam x (built in river). m3d-1

VRO,x Accumulated surface runoff into stream cell x. m3d-1

VLF,x Accumulated lateral flow (drainage) into stream cell x. m3d-1

VMIN,x Minimum required flow rate out of dam x (built in river). m3d-1

VMAX,x Maximum allowed flow rate out of dam x (built in river). m3d-1

VTOT,x Total, potentially extractable water supply in dam x (in river). m3d-1

VOUT,x Specified, preliminary flow out of dam x (built in river). m3d-1

VUSE,x Total water use from stream cell or dam x. m3d-1

WATj(X) Water content in drainage water compartment X, land unit j. m3

WATMAX Maximum amount of water in a compartment. m3
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WPj Soil water content of root zone at wilting point, land unit j. m3m-3

x Distance between the centers of two adjacent land units. m

YRLUC Annual probability of land use change. yr-1
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APPENDIX D
SWBM INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS

The Spatial Water Budget Model (SWBM) uses five different types of data. All data

can be entered, or the associated file selected, through SWBM's GIS-based user-interface.

Spatially Variable Parameters

Spatially variable parameters are properties of the soil and the landscape which may

take different values for each land unit. Each parameter type is inputted as an ARC/INFO

grid. All grids must have the same projection, spatial extent (entire catchment) and grid cell

size. The ARC/INFO GRID (ESRI, 1994) or ArcView GIS (ESRI, 1997b) software can be

used to create these grids in the correct format.

Table D-1. SWBM input dataspatially variable soil and landscape properties that may be
different for each land unit. The data are inputted as ARC/INFO grids.
Variable Description Unit

- Digital elevation model m

- Land use/land cover type (integer values) -

- Stream network (Null value for grid cells that are no stream cell) -

KAV,j Average hydraulic conductivity along the flow path, land unit j m d-1

SLOPEAV,j Average slope along the flow path, land unit j %

DULj(x) Soil water content of root zone at drained upper limit, land unit j m3m-3

WPj Soil water content of root zone at wilting point, land unit j m3m-3

SATj Soil water content of root zone at saturation, land unit j m3m-3
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Land Use/Land Cover Parameters

Land use/land cover parameters  (Table D-2) depend on the land cover/land use type.

These parameters are inputted in menus (only one value for each land use type) and saved in

a single dBase IV file. This file has one record for each land use/land cover type. The user

need not know the format of this file. Once the file has been created, changes in parameter

values may be made directly in the file using any spreadsheet software that can read and

write dBase formatted files, including ArcView GIS. At the start of each simulation run,

SWBM automatically combines the data in the dBase file with the land use/land cover

classification to create various temporary ARC/INFO grids.

Table D-2. SWBM input dataparameters that may be different for each land use/land cover
type. The data are entered through the SWBM user-interface and saved in a dBase file.
Variable Description Unit

- Name of land use/land cover -

Aref Reference initial canopy interception (applies to CF =1) mm

Bref Reference canopy interception gradient (applies to CF=1) [-]

CNII SCS curve number for antecedent moisture conditions II [-]

CFSW Soil water content depletion fraction. [-]

DLAYR Thickness of soil root zone m

CF Crop coefficient, specified for each month. [-]

Watershed-Scale Parameters

Watershed-scale (lumped) parameters (Table D-3) have the same value for all land

units and are entered in a menu and saved in a single ASCII file. During the simulation,

SWBM automatically creates an ARC/INFO grid, with the same value for each grid cell.
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Table D-3. SWBM input data parameters that have a uniform value for the entire water-
shed. The data are entered through the SWBM user-interface and saved in an ASCII file.
Variable Description Unit

DRWRT Empirically determined drainage water retention factor (%m)-1

FLOWLMX Maximum length of flow path to stream m

WATMAX Maximum amount of water in a compartment m3

MXFL Maximum value of drainage correction factor for flow length [-]

MXSW Maximum value of drainage correction factor for water content [-]

RZDRF Soil root zone drainage factor d-1

SFWRT Surface water retention factor d-1

Water Use Data

Water use data include the (x,y) location of water use points (which may be an exist-

ing dam) and the daily amounts of water extracted for domestic, agricultural and industrial

uses (Table D-4). The locations are interactively selected by clicking on a stream map.

Locations outside the stream network cannot be selected. Once selected, all water use rates

can be specified in a series of menus. All data are stored in the same dBase file as the dam

data.

Table D-4. SWBM input dataparameters that characterize water use from streams and
dams. The data are entered through the SWBM user-interface and saved in a dBase file.
Variable Description Unit

- Coordinates of water extraction location x, selected from screen -

VDOM,x,d Domestic water use from stream cell or dam x, day d m3d-1

VIND,x,d Industrial water use from stream cell or dam x, day d m3d-1

VAGR,x,d Agricultural water use from stream cell or dam x, day d m3d-1
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Characteristics and Operation of Dams

These parameters include the (x,y) location of dams, the dam storage capacity, the

minimum required and maximum allowed flow rate at the location of the dam (Table D-5).

The locations of dams are interactively selected by clicking on a map. Once selected, all

parameters needed for the operation of the dam are specified in a series of menus and saved

in a single dBase file (other than the file that contains the land use related data). Once the file

has been created, changes in parameter values may be made directly in the file using any

spreadsheet software that can read and write dBase formatted files, including ArcView GIS.

Table D-5. SWBM input dataparameters that characterize the size and operation of dams.
The data are entered through the SWBM user-interface and saved in a dBase file.
Variable Description Unit

- Coordinates of dam x, selected from screen -

STMX,x Storage capacity of dam x m3

VEXDMAX,x,d Maximum gross rate of flow into dam x, day d (external dam) m3d-1

VMIN,x,d Minimum required flow rate at dam x, day d (dam in river; optional) m3d-1

VMAX,x,d Maximum allowed flow rate at day x, day d (dam in river; optional) m3d-1

VOUT,x,d Specified, preliminary flow out of dam x, day d  (built in river) m3d-1

FRST,x,d Desired equilibrium fraction of dam storage capacity, dam x, day d. [-]

Weather Data

Daily weather data from one or more weather stations in the region. All data from a

station must be in a single ASCII file. Every data line contains six data entries: 4-digit year

number, Julian day number, solar radiation, minimum temperature, maximum temperature

and rainfall (Table D-6). Different weather stations must have different files.
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Table D-6. SWBM input dataweather data. These must be stored in a single ASCII file.
Variable Description Unit

- Minimum daily temperature °C

- Maximum daily temperature °C

- Solar radiation MJ m-2d-1

- Daily rainfall mm d-1

- Elevation of the weather station m
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APPENDIX  E
OVEJAS RIVER FLOW DATA

Average monthly flow data of the Ovejas River were available for the years 1965

through 1988. These flow measurements were taken where the contributing area to the river

is 61,500 ha (C. de Fraiture, 1996, personal communication); the entire Ovejas River water-

shed is larger. Tables E-1, E-2 and E-3 give the minimum, average and maximum monthly

flow rates, respectively. Daily flow data of the Ovejas River were available only for 1974-

1982 and 1984-1988 (1983 data were lost). For these years, Figures E-1 through E-14

graphically show the daily flow rates along with daily precipitation and the 24-year average

flow rate. Notice that flow rate and precipitation are plotted against the same scale on the

y-axis, but they have different units (m3s-1 and mm d-1, respectively).

The precipitation data are averages of daily measurements from five weather stations

in the Ovejas River watershed: Morales, El Amparo, Piendamo, Mondomo, and La Aguada.

Monthly precipitation totals for the years 1974-1988 are given Table E-4.

Flow data of the Ovejas River were used to calibrate part of the SWBM for Cabuyal

River. Specifically, they were used to calibrate the following hydrograph characteristics of

simulated river flow: runoff peak flow rates, base flow retention rate, and minimum and

maximum base flow during the year. Calibration took place by visual comparison of meas-

ured and simulated flow river flow rates.
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Table E-1. Minimum flow rate of the Ovejas River, by month and year, in m3s-1, based on
measurements taken at the point where the river has a catchment of 61,500 ha.

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

1965 15.5 9.1 10.4 10.4 15.8 9.6 6.3 5.1 4.8 3.4 10.4 20.5 3.4

1966 11.5 7.6 7.3 6.7 9.7 11.9 7.0 5.3 3.4 5.2 6.8 28.2 3.4

1967 13.0 12.6 15.8 14.7 13.0 12.8 7.9 5.7 3.8 4.7 9.2 12.2 3.8

1968 10.1 15.9 13.5 11.9 12.8 11.9 7.6 5.7 4.2 4.9 10.3 16.2 4.2

1969 12.5 15.2 11.9 13.5 19.6 13.8 7.6 5.2 2.7 6.1 17.6 17.6 2.7

1970 13.4 17.6 16.8 15.3 13.4 12.3 8.5 5.7 4.2 7.3 15.6 22.2 4.2

1971 20.8 24.5 27.9 25.9 24.1 14.2 9.7 7.5 6.1 6.5 14.2 13.9 6.1

1972 19.2 22.7 19.2 20.0 20.0 11.0 8.1 6.6 5.3 5.3 7.8 13.1 5.3

1973 8.7 6.8 6.8 9.0 13.8 13.1 9.3 9.6 13.4 15.8 23.7 33.4 6.8

1974 26.5 36.7 32.8 22.3 18.3 13.8 9.9 7.5 6.8 9.9 16.6 17.9 6.8

1975 14.2 12.9 22.9 16.4 17.2 12.1 13.8 9.8 8.3 8.3 27.5 35.8 8.3

1976 20.0 20.5 21.9 21.9 19.6 10.9 6.6 4.4 3.3 4.1 11.7 12.5 3.3

1977 9.0 7.6 5.0 6.2 12.9 10.8 7.1 5.9 5.4 7.8 12.1 9.6 5.0

1978 12.8 9.0 8.4 10.5 13.5 9.9 7.8 7.1 5.4 5.4 6.6 11.1 5.4

1979 12.8 10.5 10.2 14.2 14.2 16.5 8.4 7.3 10.8 10.2 21.5 13.4 7.3

1980 9.9 18.0 14.9 12.1 10.8 8.7 6.3 5.6 5.6 6.1 6.8 8.1 5.6

1981 9.9 8.1 10.2 13.5 24.5 15.7 10.2 8.7 6.6 6.6 9.3 15.3 6.6

1982 16.1 19.6 29.1 28.1 27.5 14.5 9.4 6.6 5.9 7.1 10.8 13.8 5.9

1983 13.1 12.5 12.8 21.1 20.4 12.1 9.0 6.8 5.4 4.9 6.6 8.7 4.9

1984 18.4 18.4 17.2 20.0 28.6 17.2 11.8 8.4 8.1 11.1 21.1 19.6 8.1

1985 19.6 14.9 13.5 14.9 18.4 12.7 8.7 6.5 6.2 6.8 13.0 14.2 6.2

1986 16.3 20.7 23.5 12.4 11.2 11.9 7.4 6.8 4.5 8.1 15.9 10.8 4.5

1987 10.5 7.5 7.5 7.8 9.8 8.4 5.3 4.8 4.3 11.9 13.9 14.7 4.3

1988 9.1 6.8 6.8 6.8 10.3 11.6 11.6 9.9 7.6 7.6 18.7 29.1 6.8

Mean 14.3 14.8 15.3 14.8 16.6 12.4 8.6 6.8 5.9 7.3 13.7 17.2 5.4

Source: de Fraiture et al. (1997).
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Table E-2.  Average flow rate of the Ovejas River, by month and year, in m3s-1, based on
measurements taken at the point where the river has a catchment of 61,500 ha

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

1965 21.7 14.3 12.3 18.7 21.6 12.4 9.1 7.3 7.3 13.3 26.6 34.5 16.6

1966 17.4 11.8 10.9 12.4 17.0 14.8 10.0 7.0 5.4 9.4 22.9 52.5 16.0

1967 20.1 19.4 24.0 19.4 19.8 17.9 10.4 7.0 5.8 8.3 21.9 16.7 15.9

1968 13.7 23.2 17.7 19.7 16.3 16.8 9.7 7.0 6.6 13.1 23.5 26.8 16.2

1969 16.8 19.1 14.9 35.2 35.4 18.5 10.1 7.1 6.0 16.6 29.2 25.6 19.5

1970 17.2 28.5 28.4 18.5 22.3 17.4 10.2 6.9 6.2 12.0 43.1 27.8 19.9

1971 34.2 36.7 41.8 41.7 30.1 18.3 11.5 9.1 8.1 13.1 20.5 22.2 23.9

1972 30.5 30.4 26.8 26.9 26.3 15.4 9.9 7.6 6.3 7.5 16.5 21.1 18.8

1973 11.5 8.5 9.6 17.7 18.9 15.9 11.3 13.7 18.5 23.0 40.2 45.9 19.6

1974 37.9 54.1 56.7 30.6 27.5 16.2 11.5 8.5 9.0 18.1 36.0 27.6 27.8

1975 23.3 36.8 34.3 22.7 25.5 15.9 20.2 12.2 10.9 19.7 42.5 60.0 27.0

1976 32.8 33.5 26.6 29.8 24.3 14.9 8.8 6.2 4.4 13.6 17.8 17.3 19.2

1977 11.0 8.9 8.7 14.8 21.1 13.5 9.5 7.1 6.8 11.7 18.1 11.7 11.9

1978 20.7 10.9 9.7 16.8 18.4 12.3 9.7 8.6 7.2 7.5 10.1 18.9 12.6

1979 16.2 12.7 24.5 20.5 27.1 27.3 11.4 10.9 15.8 21.3 30.4 19.3 19.8

1980 17.0 31.5 23.2 15.0 14.6 11.2 8.3 6.9 7.0 9.9 9.3 13.2 13.9

1981 12.8 14.1 15.8 20.8 31.8 21.8 14.9 9.9 7.8 8.8 19.2 20.2 16.5

1982 35.7 29.6 38.1 36.1 34.6 21.4 12.0 8.4 7.9 12.6 16.8 21.7 22.9

1983 17.9 22.0 22.4 39.5 26.8 17.2 7.7 6.3 7.0 9.6 16.6 17.0 17.5

1984 26.2 26.5 22.1 26.4 42.0 26.0 15.8 10.7 12.0 21.7 36.0 28.1 24.5

1985 36.0 23.6 16.4 20.9 25.4 18.3 10.9 9.0 8.3 14.0 27.4 21.3 19.3

1986 26.8 32.8 37.0 23.4 19.8 15.2 10.2 7.7 7.2 17.4 22.6 17.4 19.8

1987 13.3 9.9 9.6 10.7 17.6 10.4 8.0 6.5 6.7 21.4 25.2 25.5 13.7

1988 12.3 9.1 8.9 11.8 14.9 16.9 17.7 11.4 9.5 15.2 41.1 45.1 17.8

Mean 21.8 22.8 22.5 22.9 24.1 16.9 11.2 8.5 8.2 14.1 25.6 26.6 18.8

Source: de Fraiture et al. (1997).
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Table E-3. Maximum flow rate of the Ovejas River, by month and year, in m3s-1, based on
measurements taken at the point where the river has a catchment of 61,500 ha

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

1965 50.8 20.9 19.4 39.1 36.2 15.8 12.3 13.5 25.6 99.3 95.6 70.8 99.3

1966 41.2 26.0 40.0 33.9 51.3 57.0 20.0 19.0 13.8 21.1 63.0 122.2 122.2

1967 31.4 46.6 108.1 33.2 49.2 51.2 15.9 12.5 14.1 33.8 45.7 29.8 108.1

1968 42.9 67.7 35.3 51.2 27.1 46.3 31.3 10.3 15.2 66.2 83.5 81.9 83.5

1969 60.2 34.8 29.4 145.2 95.2 40.3 13.4 10.7 25.3 35.5 50.0 44.7 145.2

1970 32.0 67.5 56.6 68.9 64.9 40.9 13.8 12.7 15.3 25.3 100.1 62.2 100.1

1971 98.9 104.9 144.5 106.6 67.6 31.5 15.4 17.4 11.3 26.9 32.0 106.6 144.5

1972 99.6 91.1 134.0 44.3 33.9 24.1 11.3 15.4 26.5 31.7 43.7 58.6 134.0

1973 16.2 22.2 60.0 47.4 51.9 67.0 32.8 101.0 49.9 55.8 134.0 129.2 134.0

1974 89.5 91.9 251.9 41.9 37.2 18.3 13.8 9.6 28.1 119.2 140.9 57.9 251.9

1975 101.9 104.8 63.0 72.9 38.1 21.0 56.2 21.0 34.7 118.7 118.0 135.9 135.9

1976 60.9 135.9 37.5 87.5 31.9 20.5 11.3 7.3 8.3 42.3 36.4 49.7 135.9

1977 15.1 14.6 43.5 64.6 63.0 46.0 26.5 11.5 20.4 23.5 32.4 18.0 64.6

1978 42.9 19.6 17.2 90.5 46.0 22.0 12.1 9.3 9.6 22.9 29.7 44.7 90.5

1979 33.5 17.2 56.9 50.3 99.1 83.0 17.2 28.1 22.0 68.3 41.1 30.7 99.1

1980 38.7 101.4 31.8 35.8 99.0 20.8 12.1 14.2 32.4 57.5 17.2 40.5 101.4

1981 20.8 32.4 24.0 67.8 57.5 65.9 32.4 15.3 9.6 17.2 44.7 39.3 67.8

1982 103.7 92.2 73.9 58.9 67.8 33.5 16.1 10.8 24.0 44.1 33.0 36.4 103.7

1983 26.0 106.4 86.8 87.5 65.9 23.5 13.5 9.0 7.3 19.2 21.5 54.3 106.4

1984 104.3 53.6 51.6 99.6 129.7 47.2 46.0 42.3 40.5 99.1 96.5 51.0 129.7

1985 86.8 39.9 59.6 48.5 62.3 57.7 24.0 22.6 25.0 58.3 85.3 70.7 86.8

1986 73.4 125.5 68.7 57.7 59.4 30.1 13.8 18.4 27.0 54.9 49.3 30.6 125.5

1987 36.2 21.2 31.2 35.6 64.1 12.3 19.8 17.6 68.0 68.0 112.5 70.0 112.5

1988 22.9 27.5 38.2 52.1 65.9 41.9 40.1 19.1 34.7 46.9 187.0 214.6 214.6

Mean 55.4 61.1 65.1 63.4 61.0 38.2 21.7 19.5 24.5 52.3 70.5 68.8 120.7

Source: de Fraiture et al. (1997).
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Table E-4. Monthly and annual rainfall (mm) in the Ovejas River watershed, 1974-1988,
aggregated from daily measurements at the Morales, El Amparo, Piendamo, Mondomo, and
La Aguada weather stations.

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

1974 284 375 384 248 188 133 128 43 224 284 390 141 2823

1975 110 361 181 188 284 131 218 154 133 242 373 384 2758

1976 121 205 200 195 148 46 8 56 80 270 196 170 1695

1977 76 94 170 288 165 93 34 55 116 271 230 167 1758

1978 148 62 240 246 180 72 82 38 126 164 211 360 1931

1979 198 126 314 302 240 86 49 242 163 262 265 107 2355

1980 182 250 89 160 141 78 27 65 87 238 145 166 1628

1981 88 247 267 273 319 133 99 95 47 243 355 186 2352

1982 316 233 358 347 226 57 48 4 166 337 275 233 2601

1983 146 129 274 366 230 48 37 44 37 288 188 275 2063

1984 347 291 253 228 336 133 121 138 231 388 260 174 2899

1985 338 88 203 194 160 61 63 160 130 210 251 146 2003

1986 254 294 184 232 157 88 9 58 167 390 193 102 2127

1987 156 129 190 180 245 55 90 47 103 409 207 92 1903

1988 106 134 70 301 170 156 114 108 137 249 479 258 2281

Mean 191 201 225 250 213 91 75 87 130 283 268 197 2211

Source: de Fraiture et al. (1997).
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Figure E-1. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1974. Annual precipitation was
2,823 mm. Average river flow was 27.8 m3s-1 (corresponds to 1,426 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-2. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1975. Annual precipitation was
2,758 mm. Average river flow was 27.0 m3s-1 (corresponds to 1,385 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-3. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1976. Annual precipitation was
1,695 mm. Average river flow was 19.2 m3s-1 (corresponds to 983 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-4. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1977. Annual precipitation was
1,758 mm. Average river flow was 11.9 m3s-1 (corresponds to 611 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-5. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1978. Annual precipitation was
1,931 mm. Average river flow was 12.6 m3s-1 (corresponds to 644 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-6. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1979. Annual precipitation was
2,355 mm. Average river flow was 19.8 m3s-1 (corresponds to 1,014 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-7. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1980. Annual precipitation was
1,628 mm. Average river flow was 13.9 m3s-1 (corresponds to 714 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-8. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1981. Annual precipitation was
2,352 mm. Average river flow was 16.5 m3s-1 (corresponds to 846 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-9. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1982. Annual precipitation was
2,601 mm. Average river flow was 22.9 m3s-1 (corresponds to 1,174 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-10. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1984. Annual precipitation was
2,899 mm. Average river flow was 24.5 m3s-1 (corresponds to 1,254 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-11. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1985. Annual precipitation was
2,003 mm. Average river flow was 19.3 m3s-1 (corresponds to 989 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-12. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1986. Annual precipitation was
2,127 mm. Average river flow was 19.8 m3s-1 (corresponds to 1,014 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-13. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1987. Annual precipitation was
1,903 mm. Average river flow was 13.7 m3s-1 (corresponds to 704 mm yr-1).
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Figure E-14. Daily measured flow rate of the Ovejas River and precipitation in the Ovejas River watershed in 1988. Annual precipitation was
2,281 mm. Average river flow was 17.8 m3s-1 (corresponds to 914 mm yr-1).
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APPENDIX F
DESCRIPTIONS OF SCENARIOS

Three scenarios for the Cabuyal River watershed have been developed. They were

based on similar scenarios that E.B. Knapp (1999, personal communication) developed for a

watershed in Nicaragua and presented at a local stakeholder workshop in Managua, May

1999. The scenarios describe contrasting but plausible futures of the watershed in the year

2025. Figure F-1 shows the geographic extent of the administrative Cabuyal region and its 22

communities, Cabuyal River, and Pan-American Highway. This map makes it easier to

understand some specific spatial references that are given in the descriptions of the scenarios.

Corporate Farming Scenario

Economy

This year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the “New” Common Market of Cen-

tral and South America. During the first decade of the 21st century the world witnessed

extraordinary increases in demand for agricultural and manufactured goods by China and

India to the point that almost all agricultural and industrial capacity in Asia is now used to

serve food demand within Asia. The United States and Europe turned their attention more

towards Latin America in search of the capacity to supply the needs of their consumers.

While the nation of Colombia survived as the central unit of governance, global and

regional liberalization in pursuit of economic growth has resulted in dominance of virtually

all economic sectors by stateless corporations with little allegiance to any country. Industrial
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activity in the Cabuyal watershed is now dominated by a variety of agri-businesses that

produce, process and market sugarcane, fresh vegetables like tomato and peppers, coffee and

to a lesser extent cassava. Intensive cattle ranching takes place too. The watershed has

developed as one of the most important vegetable production areas in the Cauca region.

The city of Pescador is now the most important industrial city in the larger, 100,000

ha Ovejas watershed. Pescador gained this position as it greatly benefited from its favorable

location at the Pan-American Highway and a well-developed infrastructure that provided

quick access to other parts of the Cabuyal River watershed. From here agricultural products

could be transported quickly to distribution centers and regional markets in Popayan and

Cali.

Large sugar companies salinated the valley lands and depleted the ground water in

the valleys. In search for more productive land and additional water supplies, sugarcane

production expanded to mountainous areas and higher elevations. Large sugarcane compa-

nies bought up almost 80% of the land area in the lower and middle part and about 40% in

the upper part of the Cabuyal River watershed. Sugarcane production is characterized as

high-tech but still requires a significant amount of human labor because it is difficult to use

heavy machinery on the steep slopes. Therefore, the demand for human labor remained high

in the area.

Interest in the production of irrigated high-value crops such as tomato, peas and pep-

pers also grew during the first decade of the millenium. Farmers preferred to grow vegetables

because they have a high market value and because research in the region indicated that

cropping schemes that included irrigated tomato increased long-term farm sustainability

(Hansen, 1996). In 2010, a new system of cheap bank loans allowed farmers to invest in

irrigation equipment that was more efficient and had a large capacity. Many farmers cooper-
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ated to collectively purchase larger quantities of pesticides at a discounted price and shared

irrigation equipment. These groups of farmers gradually merged and developed into what are

now referred to as horticultural farms. The annual income and living standards of these

horticulture farmers are among the highest in the region.

Some analysts point to two worrisome trends. First is the potential for growing politi-

cal tensions between stateless corporations and the nation-state. The stateless corporations

may be an initial source of foreign exchange for a country and are part of the backbone of

Colombia’s industry, but they also have a history of internal political manipulation. Sec-

ondly, although national indicators like GNP and economic infrastructure suggest that

Colombia is wealthier by far now than ever, there is growing inequality between the poor and

the rich. Nowhere can this be seen more than the contrasts in between the urban areas like

Popayan and Cali and the rural areas in the Cabuyal River watershed.

Demography

The direction of development of the Cabuyal River watershed, particularly the area

around Pescador, resulted in considerable demographic and societal changes. Today, rela-

tively few families are living on their farms due to the fact the land is 90% owned by absen-

tee owners. The communities of Pescador, Crucero, Ventenas, Panamericana and Santa

Barbara now carry about 50% of all inhabitants of the watershed. This was 26% in 1990.

High technology agriculture has resulted in good employment opportunities for a

limited number of agricultural engineers and agronomists in the industries and some farms.

There is considerable demand for low-tech labor in the sugarcane and vegetable fields all

year around. Many field workers live in urban areas and travel to the fields on a daily basis.

The limited number of opportunities for technical jobs and the tough work in the

fields has resulted in tensions between families of the educated group of well paid technical
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people and the rest of the community. As a consequence, there is a continuous exodus of

people from the watershed to the larger urban centers of Cali (70 km north) and Popayan (40

km south).

Landscape.

Rural land use throughout Colombia and specifically in the Cabuyal River watershed

changed dramatically. Most forest was cut for wood production, to extend the area under

sugarcane and crop production, or to create space for industries and houses. Most of the

remaining forest can now be found on steepest hill slopes (> 15% slope) and in the most

remote areas (> 500 m from road and houses). Economic and conservation incentives to

deforest part of the watershed, particularly near streams and springs, were non-existent.

Sugarcane plantations can be found in areas that are relatively flat and that have good

access to roads. The sugarcane companies have bought most of the land that meets these

requirements. Vegetable production takes primarily place in the close proximity of farms and

streams. This facilitates the supply of irrigation water on a regular basis. Coffee is grown

under a variety of conditions and most of the land in the watershed is suitable for coffee

production.

The area under pasture has remained at the same level as in 30 years ago, covering

some 36% of the land. The distribution of pasture has somewhat changed, the most signifi-

cant change is in the use of pasture. Increases in individual wealth, even of a relatively few,

and the demand for land by agribusiness have increasingly driven up land prices over the past

10 years. As a consequence of the expensive land cattle ranching is now high-tech. The

hillsides have been divided up into five hectare paddocks with a stocking density of 10 head

per hectare. New breeds of hybrid cattle developed specifically for Latin American condi-
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tions are systematically rotated between paddocks. Paddocks are very intensively managed

and generally irrigated.

Older inhabitants remember that water used to be a practically free resource of which

large quantities were available. In the 1990s and the early 2000s, families only had to pay a

fixed monthly fee to have access to a drinking water system. The charge varied from 200 to

1500 pesos and had to be paid to the local drinking water committees, which was responsible

for the management and maintenance of the different drinking water system. Once paid, as

much water could be used as needed for domestic purpose. However, an increasing fraction

of drinking water was used for irrigation of vegetables. Although this was an illegal practice,

the water use rules were not enforced and farmers were not sanctioned. Other farmers

pumped unlimited volumes of water directly out of the river. The industrial sector extracted

growing volumes of water to process their products and routed part of the water back to the

river. Slowly the situation grew out of hand. There were increasing conflicts about insuffi-

cient water supply in the drinking water system and in the river and the local population

expressed growing concern about decreasing water quality.

As a response to these problems, the poorly managed local aqueduct committees were

replaced in 2007 by a central water planning authority. The Laguna-Pescador, El Cidral and

Santa Barbara drinking water systems, which take water from the Cabuyal River (Table 4-3),

were reconstructed. Use of wider pipes and newly designed water intakes more than doubled

the combined capacity of the three system to 40 L/s. It was thought that this capacity were

sufficient to serve all domestic, industrial and agricultural water needs.

Water consumers were charged a volumetric tariff. The rate was dependent on the

type of water use and the time of the year. Households had to pay the highest tariffs because

the government did not want domestic water use to compete with agricultural and industrial
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water use. Water tariffs were highest during the dry season when demand for irrigation water

high. Unfortunately, the capacity of the system appeared insufficient to meet the quickly

growing irrigation water demand. Moreover, the system of volumetric tariffs failed because

water users manipulated the metering and cost for administration was unacceptably high. The

vegetable farmers and corporate managers put pressure on the government to come up with

an alternative.

In 2010 the national government selected the flourishing Cabuyal River watershed as

one of few case study regions for a new water management initiative. Volume tariffs were

abolished and the drinking water systems were to serve domestic water demand exclusively.

The water planning authority constructed major dams at six places in the Cabuyal watershed.

Each dam is connected to a large external basin with an approximate storage capacity of

150,000 m3. Construction of these large basins in the hilly landscape was something rare and

meant a challenge from engineering and architectural standpoints.

The basins were gradually filled during the wet season. From June through Septem-

ber, vegetable farmers and agricultural industries could use water from these basins for free.

They only had to invest in irrigation equipment themselves, which many farmers did coop-

eratively. In addition to supplying irrigation water, the dams also functioned as water buffers

during heavy storms and reduced the risk of flooding of fields near the streams.

Ecological Watershed Scenario

Economy

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and

Agenda 21 made policy makers worldwide aware of the need to rapidly deal with global

environmental problems and to accelerate sustainable development. The developmental and

environmental objectives of Agenda 21 required a substantial flow of new and additional
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financial resources to developing countries in order to cover the incremental costs to imple-

ment development plans and to strengthen the capacity of international and national institu-

tions.

Agenda 21 did not have any impact on the management of the Cabuyal River water-

shed until after the century change. Degradation of the fragile hillsides agro-ecosystems

continued as a consequence of decisions that led to deforestation, overgrazing and destructive

agricultural practices. Farmers kept focussed on the short-term benefits of alterations in the

landscape and management practices. Authorities failed to create any incentives for farmers

to invest in long-term conservation measures. The few conservation projects that were carried

out were on a voluntary basis and coordinated by researchers and engineers from CIAT and

CIPASLA (the Inter-Institutional Consortium for Sustainable Agriculture in Hillside). In one

of these projects natural buffer zones were created near streams and around major springs.

All this changed in 2002. The change resulted from two important policy-related

milestones that occurred almost concurrently. The first and most important event was an

agreement among the economically strong countries of North America and Europe who were

increasingly concerned about the man-made causes of environmental degradation, loss of

biodiversity, and global climate change. The rich countries had created a system of  “carbon

bonuses.” The strategy, technically called “transfer payments,” was used in place of paying

for expensive technologies to control CO2 emitted by their industries, companies in the rich

countries could buy “bonds of carbon" from poor countries to help conserve the environment

by forestation and creation of wetland areas. It is well known that forests acts as environ-

mental filters for CO2 and that wetlands can filter nitrates from potential acid rain and

leached chemicals. This creates a cleaner environment, improves the natural resource base

and enhances biodiversity.
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Because the Colombian government did not receive funding for technical assistance

of the “carbon bonuses” project, agriculture did not change course to the point where it could

economically and technologically compete significantly with high value, high quality agri-

cultural commodities in the “global free-market place.” As a consequence, the federal

government strongly committed Colombia to a policy of selling “carbon bonuses.” The

government set up large protected areas in the uninhabited Amazon jungle in the southeastern

part of the country negotiated the first contracts. This resulted in some revenue for the federal

government.

Unfortunately, there were many conflicts with indigenous groups who disagreed on

the future of their land. Corruption within the federal government resulted in numerous

malicious carbon bonus contracts. In an attempt to address these issues, community-level

user organizations in collaboration with regional authorities were given the right to negotiate

contracts with foreign companies in 2008. All powers were dissolved, including formal rights

of community ownership of infrastructure. The rich countries, however, only paid the

minimum price needed to purchase contracts. The revenues from selling contracts was more

than the government would receive from taxes from the marginally productive agricultural

and forest products sectors, but not enough to contribute significantly to social and economic

development. This caused a dilemma. Since “carbon forests” generated almost no employ-

ment, the percentage of unemployed and under-employed in the Cabuyal River watershed did

changed since 1999, and as a consequence of a doubling of the population, the unemploy-

ment today is twice that in 1999.

In an attempt to alleviate the unemployment problem, the government has promoted

unskilled, labor intensive jobs in agriculture like manual harvesting of irrigated sugarcane

and cotton. Also found in the flat, irrigated land are vegetable farms that supply the national
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market and absorb some manual labor. On the positive side, the federal government of

Colombia has kept its intentions to “strengthen decentralization, local participation and the

homogenization of policies and strategies for the rural sector so as to guarantee greater

efficiency and transparency in the use of resources”. As a result, governance at all levels is

very democratic.

The second milestone was associated with the Ovejas River Watershed. Already in

1991, the Cauca Valley Corporation (CVC) proposed a plan to divert water from the larger

Ovejas River to the Salvajina dam to benefit an existing hydropower plant (Estrada, 1993).

Because of lack of financial means and protests by local population, construction of the

underground water channel did not start until 2003 and was completed within 4 years. CVC

had a mandate to sustain minimum river flows in the dry season and to reduce peak river

flow rates on rainy days. The former is important to meet requirements for water contribution

to the hydropower plant, the latter is important to prevent erosion of riverbanks and build-up

of sedimentation in the underground water channel.

CVC had two main approaches to achieving these management goals. The cultivation

of irrigated crops was discouraged by actively enforcing the policy that water from the

drinking water system should exclusively be used for domestic purposes. Farmers who used

pumps to extract water directly from the river were assigned very limited times on which to

irrigate and the pumps had not to exceed a certain capacity. Violators were given stiff fines.

On the other hand, farmers received substantial financial incentives to reforest part of

their land and avoid fallow land on steep hill slopes. These measures were to reduce the

potential for soil erosion and build-up of sedimentation. Purchases of seeds and fertilizers

were partially subsidized as well. This allowed farmers to use large quantities of production

inputs and obtain higher yields of conventional crops like maize, beans and cassava. Engi-
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neers and agronomist from the CVC assisted farmers in developing new land use plans and

testing new varieties.

The second approach involved the development of “check dams” along the streams.

These dams function as a series of water buffers that increasingly smoothen the flow rate of

water along its downstream flow path, resulting in a reduction in the frequency and severity

of the floods of the riverbanks in the lower parts of the watershed. The check dams had to

have a large combined water storage capacity. This could be achieved by building either

numerous small dams or a limited number of larger dams. CVC chose the first option,

because it was easier to construct smaller dams in the hilly landscape of the Cabuyal water-

shed.

Demographics

Today there are almost no families living on their farms. What one finds now are

eight small "conjuntos” of up to 1500 people in which 90% of the inhabitants live. Four

conjuntos are located in the middle of the watershed near the Pan-American Highway, two in

the lower part and two in the upper part. The town of Pescador developed into the largest

conjunto. Some towns that existed thirty years ago do not exist today and there are no new

communities.

Why is this so? Because of the system of carbon bonuses, community-level user as-

sociations were given significant powers to define rules and norms for use of resources

within the watershed/landscape and to manage the process of local-level resource monitoring.

The strict land management policies motivated many families to move off the farm and into

one of the conjuntos, where living conditions are generally better, clean drinking water is

available in each house, and a good infrastructure and a variety of shops are offered.
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Landscape

Young forest and shade tolerant crops now dominate the landscape. Shade-grown tra-

ditional varieties of coffee are promoted and intensively cultivated crops like bean and maize

in the 1990’s are rare. There is a new resintapping cooperative in the Pescador community

that is taking advantage of areas that used to be in annual crops and pasture but are now

reforested in pine. There are also some experiments being carried out by a local group of

farmers on the production of pine nuts and forest mushrooms for export.

No “scientific” study has been carried out, but on close examination, one finds im-

portant differences between the eight conjuntos in the watershed. If you ask residents, you

learn that at the initiation of the system of transfer payments, local user associations of three

communities chose to immediately distribute all payments among their members while

members of five village associations chose to pool some of their payments to create a trust

fund. Revenue generated by the trust fund was used for local resource monitoring and public

works.

The trust fund has partly paid for the extensive development of “check dams” along

the streams. These dams reduce the velocity of water, limiting the frequency and severity of

the floods of the river banks in the lower parts of the watershed. As a result of the system of

check dams, the soil eroded from the stream banks settled behind the dams. In a surprisingly

short time, small but extremely fertile plots are created. It is in these small plots that intensive

home gardens produce vegetables for the local market.

As a result of improved regulation of flow rates, in 2012 the five communities began

constructing wetlands at strategic places around the watershed. With technical assistance

offered by CVC, local communities constructed “vertical flow wetlands” which provide

maximum contact between roots of aquatic plants, and macro and micro fauna with waste
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water from the conjuntos. Performance in reducing biological oxygen demand (BOD) and

suspended solids and pathogenic microorganisms is equal or better than conventional treat-

ment plants. The simplicity and low costs of these systems offered much to small communi-

ties especially in the range of 1000 people down to a single family.

Even though not all villages in the watershed are managing the transfer payments in

the same manner, in general the landscape throughout the Cabuyal River watershed has more

forest cover and is better managed compared to twenty years ago. Water flow through the

watershed has become more predictable and less erratic over the years. The watershed is

known throughout Colombia for the pure water and uncontaminated air.

Business as Usual Scenario

Economy

In January 1998, the Government of Colombia prepared and presented a project

called “A Road Map for Modernizing Rural Colombia” to a consortium of European donors

for funding. Before a decision was made to fund the project, Hurricane Mitch hit Central

America in Fall 1998 and the war in Kosovo took place in Spring 1999. The European Union

and the United States decided to help the victims of the war and the natural disaster. The rural

development plan was never funded nor carried out. Over the past 25 years, the rural agri-

cultural sector and the general economy have developed with little financial support, govern-

ance and direction.

The original development plan intended to “promote the establishment of transparent

markets in the commercialization and price spheres”. Today, a large number of producers and

a small number of companies with international connections characterize almost all commer-

cialization of agricultural products in Colombia. This gives the companies relatively more

economic and negotiating power compared to the small producers.
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The small number of corporate managers and powerful brokers is an exclusive club

of people who know that they will make extra profits when international prices are high if

they do not immediately pass on the increases to the farmers as higher domestic prices.

Because there is a large number of buyers for high volume, low quality agricultural com-

modities, and because it is less effort than meeting strict quality requirements, no attempt has

been made to educate and train Colombian farmers in technologies to produce high quality

and high value commodities.

Most inhabitants are grandparents, grandchildren and their mothers. Many husbands

and young men have left to search for work elsewhere, primarily in other Latin American

countries. There was a time when they could enter the United States without too many

problems and earn good money to send back to their families. Now, however, the United

States has become very strict and almost no one can even visit any more.

A study carried out last year by the University and Ministry of Health seems to verify

what local residents of the watershed have been saying for some time. The general level of

health of the population is worsening rapidly. Of primary concern is the high number of cases

of undiagnosed intestinal problems, which many local residents attribute to unsatisfactory

water and sanitation management. A general feeling of lack of opportunity and declining

health has resulted in low school attendance by the children.

Demography

Some families or heads-of-households have moved to urban parts of Colombia to

start a new life or search for employment to generate additional cash for the family. Unfortu-

nately, the continuous unstable political situation and the staggering national economy had a

dramatic effect on unemployment and crime in the Colombian cities, which are now among

the worst ever in Latin American history. This has driven people back to the rural areas like
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the Cabuyal River watershed, even though these areas offer little hope for improvement.

Consequently, the growth rate in the rural areas has been twice as high as in the cities.

Houses can be found scattered throughout the landscape, even in remote areas. The high rate

with which people move around, build houses and vacant them has caused a disintegration of

villages and communities.

Landscape

The landscape of the watershed is typical of the many rural regions of Colombia and

other Latin and Central American countries. There have been few changes in the landscape

pattern since 1990, except for the large-scale disappearance of forest. The landscape is still

extremely heterogeneous and consists of many small agricultural plots on which a variety of

crops are cultivated – maize, beans, cassava, tomato and plantain. Most products are exclu-

sively for family consumption, although some farmers grow some irrigated vegetables that

are sold on local market. All families manually irrigate small homemade orchards and

vegetable plots of 0.1 ha. Coffee is hardly grown in the watershed. The area pasture has

remained fairly constant, but it is used more intensively than before. Farmers have invested in

livestock (500% increase in 25 years) to produce dairy products and meat for home con-

sumption.

Only about 22% of all natural forest in 1990 remain today. Most of it can be found in

the upper part of the watershed. Farmers have been cutting the forest in search for additional

cropland and firewood. This is comparable to slash and burn practices that take place in many

other developing countries. Reforestation does not take place because of a lack of incentives

for local stakeholders and absence of any conservation projects.

Many families do not own the land they farm anymore. The poor living conditions

and the incapacity of the proprietor to improve the productivity and the quality of the life of
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families forced many people to change land use and land ownership. If they did own the land

at one time, it was sold, leased or abandoned to raise money to live on. Some families plant

some bean and maize on very poor land that has degraded to the extent that the original

owners abandoned it.

In 2001, the government of Colombia adopted a new national policy to transfer man-

agement of natural resources, specifically forests and water, to user associations. It was

thought that this would gradually improve the state of water and forest resources and reduce

conflicts about their use. The government maintained considerable advisory influence and

exercised some control over operations and management and budgets for years. In 2009, a

second law relaxed control over management, however powers devolved did not include

formal rights of community ownership of infrastructure. More importantly it is not clear

whose responsibility it is, and what terms exist to finance costs of rehabilitation of infra-

structure and maintenance of critical forested drainage areas.

Private individuals cannot own important springs feeding public water supplies.

However, land immediately surrounding the springs can be privately owned. An emerging

trend is that land owners are building fences around the springs effectively isolating them

from public access, monitoring and maintenance. As a result, water intake by the drinking

water systems is seriously threatened at any time of the year and stream flows are very low

during the summer. Some 85.2 % of the population of the Rio Cabuyal watershed benefited

from the drinking water systems in 1990. A total of 2714 people (51.2% of population) were

served by drinking water systems that drew water within the catchment and 1821 people

(34.0%) ha access to drinking water systems that originated outside the catchment area. The

absolute numbers have not significantly changed in 2025. However, as population grew
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considerable, this means that only 50% of the inhabitants have access to clean drinking water

today. The remaining inhabitants take water directly from the river or use private wells.

The stagnant economic growth of agriculture around the watershed caused much of

the most productive labor force to leave and reduced care to prevent environmental degrada-

tion. This has resulted in some tragic events. Burning is the preferred method to prepare land

because it requires minimum labor and rapidly recycles scarce nutrients. Unfortunately,

several times each year, fires go out of control and burn whatever is in their path, including

neighboring agricultural crops and residences. The large area of fallow land and lack of soil

conservation and erosion prevention result in major land slides during high rainfall events.

On average 20 families lose their entire property (house or agricultural plots) each year

because of fires or landslides.
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APPENDIX G
POPULATION PROJECTIONS COLOMBIA

These population data are based on the United Nations 1996 revised population pro-

jections (United Nations, 1998). The United Nations reported data for a low, medium and

high population growth scenario.

Table G-1. Annual growth rate of the population in Colombia. Data of the years 2000-2050
are based on the United Nations low, medium and high UN projections.

Low prj. Med. prj. High prj.Year Actual

(million)

Year

  ------------------ million --------------------

1950 11.946 2000 38.746 38.905 39.166

1955 13.759 2005 41.391 41.877 42.620

1960 15.939 2010 43.791 44.771 46.171

1965 18.506 2015 45.945 47.584 49.799

1970 21.360 2020 47.765 50.246 53.465

1975 23.776 2025 49.160 52.668 57.117

1980 26.525 2030 50.325 55.044 60.949

1985 29.415 2035 51.150 57.209 64.808

1990 32.596 2040 51.610 59.148 68.669

1995 35.814 2045 51.685 60.839 72.530

2050 51.380 62.284 76.405
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Table G-2. Annual growth rate of the Colombian population. Data from the years 1995-2050
are based on the United Nations low, medium and high projections.

Period Actual Period Low prj. Med. prj. High prj.

%/yr  -----------------%/yr ------------------

1950-1955 2.87 1995-2000 1.59 1.67 1.81

1955-1960 2.99 2000-2005 1.33 1.48 1.70

1960-1965 3.03 2005-2010 1.13 1.35 1.61

1965-1970 2.91 2010-2015 0.96 1.23 1.52

1970-1975 2.17 2015-2020 0.78 1.09 1.43

1975-1980 2.21 2020-2025 0.58 0.95 1.33

1980-1985 2.09 2025-2030 0.47 0.89 1.31

1985-1990 2.07 2030-2035 0.33 0.77 1.24

1990-1995 1.90 2035-2040 0.18 0.67 1.16

2040-2045 0.03 0.57 1.10

2045-2050 -0.12 0.47 1.05
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